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ABSTRACT
In this thesis two developed Lagrangian / Eulerian numerical are presented for
advecting the sharp ﬂuid interface between immiscible ﬂuids: a dimensionally
un-split geometrical Volume-of-Fluid method and a coupled Level Set / Front
Tracking method. Both numerical methods support solution domains discretized
with unstructured meshes.
Diﬀerent enhancements of the dimensionally un-split geometrical Volume-of-
Fluid method are proposed. A new triangulation algorithm for congruent polyhedra
is introduced that accurately decomposes polyhedra with non-convex faces into
tetrahedra, allowing for a more accurate volume calculation. Additionally, a signiﬁ-
cant reduction of complexity in the ﬂux contribution calculation is proposed by
reducing the number of required intersection operations. A novel simple interface
reconstruction algorithm is developed that ensures second-order accuracy of the
interface advection. A conservative error redistribution algorithm is developed
that supports parallel execution and ensures volume conservation near machine
tolerance, numerical stability and exact numerical boundedness of the solution.
Furthermore, for the coupled Level Set / Front Tracking method, an eﬃcient
combination of octree and known vicinity search algorithms is proposed, for fast
Front Tracking on unstructured meshes. A third-order accurate in time explicit
single-step integration method is proposed for the point displacements, along with
a second-order accurate interpolation method from cell centers to cell corner points
on unstructured meshes, with a low parallel communication overhead.
An eﬃcient and modular software library for 3D geometrical operations in
the C++ programming language is developed, that signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the
development of new transport algorithms. Developed algorithms are extended for
parallel computation with the domain decomposition model (using Open MPI), or
the hybrid domain decomposition / shared memory parallel programming model
(using hybrid Open MPI / OpenMP).
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In dieser Arbeit werden zwei numerische Methoden für Lagrange-Euler Verfahren
zur Advektion einer ﬂuiden Grenzschicht zwischen nicht mischbaren Fluiden en-
twickelt. Dies ist zum einen ein geometrischer nicht gesplitteter Volume-of-Fluid
Ansatz und zum anderen eine gekoppelte Level Set / Front Tracking Methode.
Dabei können in beiden Verfahren unstrukturierte Rechengitter verwendet werden.
Zunächst wird ein neuer Zerlegungsalgorithmus für kongruente Polyeder entwick-
elt, der mit nicht-konvexen Seiten eine präzise Zerlegung des Polyedervolumens
erlaubt. Zudem wird durch eine Reduktion notwendiger Schneidungsoperationen
die Berechnungskomplexität der Phasenﬂussbeiträge erheblich verringert.
Mit Hilfe eines neu entwickelten vereinfachten Rekonstruktionsalgorithmus wird
eine Fehlerkonvergenz zweiter Ordnung des gesamten Advektionsverfahrens erreicht.
Überdies wird ein volumenerhaltender Umverteilungsalgorithmus vorgestellt, der
parallelisiert ist, eine Volumenerhaltung nah der Maschinentoleranz sowie eine
exakte numerische Beschränkheit sicherstellt und die numerische Stabilität der
Lösung erlaubt.
Weiterhin wird für die gekoppelte Level Set / Front Tracking Methode eine ef-
ﬁziente Kombination von octree- und distanzbasierten Suchalgorithmen vorgeschla-
gen, mit dessen Hilfe eine schnelle Evolution der diskretisierten Grenzschicht (der
Front) auch auf unstrukturierten Gittern möglich ist. Dazu wird eine Integra-
tionsmethode zur Verschiebung der Gitterpunkte der diskretisierten Grenzschicht
beschrieben, die einen Fehler dritter Ordnung in der Zeit aufweist. Zusammen mit
einem Interpolationsverfahren zweiter Ordnung im Ort für die Interpolation von
Zellzentren auf zugehörige Rechengitterpunkte des unstrukturierten Gitters, führt
dies auf niedrige Kommunikationskosten in einer parallellen Implementierung.
Für alle geometrischen Operationen wurde eine modulare und eﬃziente Soft-
warebibliothek in der Programmiersprache C++ entwickelt, die eine Weiteren-
twicklung neuer Transportalgorithmen wesentlich vereinfacht. Desweiteren wurden
die genannten Algorithmen für die parallele Ausführung anhand der Gebietsz-
erlegungsmethode (Open MPI), oder der hybriden Gebietszerlegungsmethode /
Shared-Memory-Programmierung (Open MPI / OpenMP) erweitert.
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LENT Level Set / Front Tracking
LE Lagrangian tracing / Eulerian remapping
LEFT hybrid level set / front tracking
LFRM Local Front Reconstruction Method
LVIRA Least squares Volume of ﬂuid Interface Reconstruction Algorithm
LLSG Linear Least Squares Gradient
LS Least Squares
LLSF Linear Least Squares Fit
IDWLSG Inverse Distance Weighted Least Squares Gradient
LCRM Level Contour Reconstruction Method
LSG Least Squares Gradient
MoF Moment of Fluid
MS Mosso-Swartz
NS Navier-Stokes
NP Non-deterministic Polynomial
OOD Object Oriented Design
OD Owkes-Desjardines
OT Oriented Triangulation
OCPT Oriented Convex Polygon Triangulation
PDE Partial Diﬀerential Equation
PAM Polygonal Area Mapping Method
iPAM improved Polygonal Area Mapping Method
PIR Patterned Interfacce Reconstruction
PCFSC Piecewise Constant Flux Surface Calculation
PLIC Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation
RKA Rider-Kothe Algorithm
RK Runge-Kutta
RTT Reynolds Transport Theorem
SCL Space Conservation Law
SMCI Surface Mesh / Cell Intersection
SFINAE Substitution Failure Is Not An Error
SIR Spline Interface Reconstruction
SLIC Simple Line Interface Calculation
STL Standard Template Library
TBDS Taylor-Backward Diﬀerencing Scheme
UFVFC Unsplit Face-Vertex Flux Calculation
VoF Volume-of-Fluid
YSR Youngs’ / Swartz Reconstruction algorithm
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Eb Numerical boundedness error.
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Eg Geometrical advection error.
En normalized geometrical (advection) error
Ev Volume conservation error.
ωr2D Angular velocity of the 2D rotation test.
xp Cell centroid.
Nf Cell index of a face-neighbor cell.
Pf Cell index of a face-owner cell.
C Cell of a mesh Ωh.
C Cell polyhedron.
rc Cell sphere radius.
NBcc Cell sphere triangles.
Bc Cell sphere.
cr2D Center of the circle in the 2D rotation test.
cs2D Center of the circle in the 2D shear test.
cs3D Center of the circle in the 2D shear test.
Ωh Discretized solution domain.
xf Face centroid.
F Face of a cell C.
Sf Face surface area normal vector.
Nf ,c Face-point adjacent faces.
NFf Flux stencil.
F Front mesh.
H Halfspace.
Nc,αc Indices of interface cells.
N ic Interface cells.
Qc Interface polygon.
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S Parallel speedup.
Λf Phase ﬂux volume scaling coeﬃcient.
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λ Signed distance diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
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Ts2D Simulation time of the 2D shear test.
Ts3D Simulation time of the 2D shear test.
D Spatial dimension.
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δtrt x Taylor series point displacement.
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nT Triangle normal area vector.
Tk Triangle of the front mesh.
vT ,i Vertex that belongs to a triangle i of the front mesh.
αp Volume fraction stored at a mesh point (cell corner point).
αf Volume fraction stored at the face center.
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INTRODUCTION
Numerical methods for Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of two-phase ﬂows are
actively being investigated and a multitude of new methods have recently been
developed in order to improve accuracy, reduce computational costs and extend
methods with the goal of predictively simulating more complex physical processes.
At the core of each two-phase DNS lies a numerical method that appoximates the
evolution of a ﬂuid interface. When the phases do not mix, a sharp interface forms
that separates them. The evolution of the sharp interface is diﬃcult to handle
numerically, because the interface represents an evolving discontinuity that along
with a strong deformation experiences topological changes such as breakup and
coalescence. The majority of developed numerical methods for two-phase DNS that
are of high ﬁdelity are developed in two dimensions and on structured meshes, as the
method complexity becomes substantially higher in 3D and on unstructured meshes.
It is diﬃcult to maintain volume (mass) conservation, numerical boundedness and a
stable order of convergence, without introducing complex geometrical operations or
conservative error redistribution. An important task of any method is the ability to
simulate problems of technical complexity, that involve handling solution domains
that are geometrically complex. The sizes of both technical problems and those of
pure academic interest require numerical methods that support not only eﬃcient
parallel execution on modern computer architectures, but also serial eﬃciency that
ensures reasonable execution times. The requirements of any two-phase DNS that
can handle geometrically complex solution domains have been concisely summarized
in the following way: “We seek an algorithm that:
• is globally and locally mass conservative;
• maintains at least second-order accuracy in time and space;
• maintains compact interface discontinuity width;
• is topologically robust;
• is amenable to three-dimensions;
• is amenable to general unstructured meshes;
• can accomodate additional interfacial physics models;
• can track interfaces bounding more than two materials;
• is computationally eﬃcient;
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• can be implemented by novices; and
• can be readily maintained, improved, and extended.
” (verbatim quote from Kothe [70].) In the best case scenario, a new numerical
method will result in advances in all aforementioned aspects.
Recent advancements done by Shin et al. [129], Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71],
Jemison et al. [64], among many others, emphasize combining algorithms of existing
methods into new hybrid methods. In a hybrid approach, the modularity and
extensibility of the method implementation represent decisive factors in obtaining
new insights. More often than not, the method implementation must rely on
external software frameworks and libraries for speciﬁc complex computations.
Code re-use is what has driven the evolution of the software development ﬁeld
from procedural, to structured, object oriented, generic as well as functional
programming. The ability to re-use and combine well tested components results in
faster method development. This practice from the ﬁeld of Software Development
can and should be transferred to the development of two-phase DNSs, because their
complexity causes uncertainty that can only be handled by ﬂexibility in exchanging
and extending method sub-algorithms. Algorithms that are orthogonal in the
software development sense are independent of each other and can be extended and
interchanged without incurring modiﬁcations of the numerical method. Proper use
of orthogonal algorithms represent the basis for building two-phase DNSs, regardless
of the used programming language.
One aim of this thesis is to demonstrate that signiﬁcant improvements to the
simulation of two-phase ﬂows on unstructured meshes can be achieved by following
modern software development practices. This thesis comprises of an investigation
of modern methods used for two-phase DNS and the development of two novel
methods using the unstructured Finite Volume Method (FVM): the geometrical VoF
method and the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method. Both methods have
been implemented as extensions of the OpenFOAM framework for Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) (Weller, Tabor, Jasak, and Fureby [147], Jasak and Jemcov
[62]) and programmed in the C++ programming language.
Although both methods have been implemented within a single software platform,
their implementations vary signiﬁcantly. The geometrical VoF method is mainly
based on generic programming, because of the need to optimize and freely inter-
change low-level geometrical sub-algorithms. The hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking
method relies on Object Oriented Design (OOD), as the algorithms that need to be
freely exchanged or extended operate on the level of the whole solution domain.
Because there are some similarities between both numerical methods, part I of this
thesis covers the topics that are in common to both methods. The mathematical
model is covered by chapter 2 and the unstructured Finite Volume (FV) method
implemented in OpenFOAM is brieﬂy described in chapter 3.
The geometrical VoF method uses an implicit description of the ﬂuid interface
in the form of a ﬁll level of the control volume, which is then used to reconstruct
the geometrical representation of the ﬂuid interface. The velocity ﬁeld is then used
together with the reconstructed geometrical data to modify the ﬁll levels in the next
time step. Part II covers the geometrical VoF method in detail. An introduction to
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the geometrical VoF method is provided in chapter 4, a comparison of the state of
the art geometrical VoF methods is covered in chapter 5 and the details of both
the underlying geometrical operations as well as transport algorithms and their
respective software design are given in chapter 6.
The hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method relies on a mesh of mutually
connected triangles to represent the ﬂuid interface, while the topological changes of
the interface are based on reconstructing the triangle mesh from a locally computed
signed distance ﬁeld, as a zero level set. The Level Set / Front Tracking (LENT)
is therefore a hybrid method between the Level Set and Front Tracking methods.
Part III contains the chapters that describe the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking
method in detail. Chapter 7 provides a method overview and chapter 8 covers the
state of the art methods. In chapter 9, the mesh search operations that are required
by the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method in order to support unstructured
meshes are presented, as well as other important aspects of the method. Since
the software design of the LENT is signiﬁcantly simpler than the design of the
geometrical VoF method, as it is based on standard Object Oriented Design (OOD)
patterns, its description has been ommited for the sake of brevity.
Diﬀerent veriﬁcation tests have been developed by the research community for
testing the accuracy and eﬃciency of developed methods. The test cases as well as
the results obtained for both methods are reported in part IV, where the conclusions
are drawn on the methods investigated in this work, as well as an outlook towards
future developments.
The contributions to both LENT and geometrical VoF method in this thesis
can be summarized by reﬂecting on the aforementioned list of method properties
proposed by Kothe [70]. The proposed geometrical VoF method is mass (volume)
conservative near machine tolerance and second-order accurate in time and space.
The volume conservation error of the LENT is second-order convergent and further
straightforward improvements are proposed based on the initialization algorithms
implemented for the geometrical VoF method. Both LENT and geometrical VoF
method can robustly handle topological changes of the interface, and their im-
plementations are applicable to pseudo 2D1 and 3D calculations. The interface
discontinuity is sharply resolved by both methods: both methods are void of
numerical diﬀusion, so no artiﬁcial separation of the interface ocurs. Extensions
involving additional physical models are straightforward for the LENT, whereas
more eﬀort is required for the geometrical VoF method. Because of their modular
implementation, both methods model the ﬂuid interface and the related method
algorithms on a very high level of abstraction. This makes it possible to handle
multi-material ﬂows on the level of an end (solver) application, by initializing
multiple diﬀerent interfaces that are evolved using the same abstracted evolution
algorithms that belong to the respective method. Of course, handling of the inter-
face reconstruction for multi-material cells would still need to be implemented to
accurately handle multi-material ﬂows. Results show that the proposed geometrical
VoF method has comparable execution times to similar methods on structured
Cartesian meshes, even though substantial additional calculations are necessary on
1 A two-dimensional calculation implemented using a single 3D layer of mesh cells.
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unstructured meshes. Even though the LENT relies on complex search algorithms
for the execution on unstructured meshes, avoiding the solution of an additional
Poisson equation for the marker ﬁeld, characteristic for Front Tracking, increases its
computational eﬃciency signiﬁcantly. The implementation of the geometrical VoF
method is far from simple, however the proposed software design is based on C++
template metaprogramming for the geometrical algorithms and C++ template
policies for the geometrical tranpsort and this simpliﬁes the method extension
signiﬁcantly, by allowing the researcher to concentrate her/his eﬀort on a single
geometrical or transport sub-algorithm. The object oriented implementation of the
LENT allows for straightforward method extension and modiﬁcation.
2
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Figure 1: Breakup and coalescence of ﬂuid interfaces, photographed by Sackton [117].
Between immiscible ﬂuid phases, a sharp (discontinuous) interface forms. An
example of such a ﬂuid interface between water and air is shown for a set of
droplets in the photograph taken by Sackton [117] in ﬁgure 1. As the result of
volumetric and surface forces acting on the ﬂuid interfaces, both in nature and
in technical processes, ﬂuid interfaces experience complex deformation as well
as topological changes such as interface separation (breakup) and coalescence.
Mathematical modeling of the complex evolution of ﬂuid interfaces represents
the crucial foundation for predictive numerical simulations of multiphase ﬂows.
Numerical simulations are necessary to solve multiphase ﬂow problems, because
exact solutions cannot be obtained for problems that involve complex interface
evolution. Nowadays, simulations of multiphase ﬂows bring additional insights into
natural and technical processes. They are beginning to play a more important role
in the design of technical processes, because they can deliver very detailed insights
into processes that are diﬃcult to investigate experimentally, due to either the
complexity of the involved physical process, or its scale.
The goal of a mathematical model for the interface evolution is a complete
spatial conﬁguration of all the interfaces in a multiphase system at any point in
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time. From the known spatial conﬁguration of the ﬂuid interface, it is then possible
to model other physical processes occurring in the multiphase system, such as the
exchange of momentum, energy and mass on and across ﬂuid interfaces. Numerical
methods proposed in this thesis deal only with the motion of ﬂuid interfaces, not
the forces that cause them: ﬂow velocity is prescribed.
V
Ii(x, t) = 1
Ii(x, t) = 0
∂V
Σ
Figure 2: Control volume V , its boundary ∂V and the interface modeled with the indicator
function Ii(x, t).
A mathematical model for the evolution of the interface Σ is based on the
physical law of the conservation of mass, applied to a control volume V ﬁxed in
space, with a boundary ∂V , as shown in ﬁgure 2. Exchanges between the ﬂuid
phases that include mass and energy are not taken into account: the phases interact
with each other by mechanical forces. In order to distinguish n immiscible phases,
an indicator function is introduced for each phase i as
Ii(x, t) =


1 if phase i occupies point x ∈ RD at the time t,
0 otherwise,
(1)
where D is the spatial dimension. If Ii(x, t) is known for every i-th phase, then the
spatial conﬁguration of all ﬂuid interfaces is fully deﬁned. Therefore, the problem
of tracking the interfaces between immiscible ﬂuids is reformulated into a problem
of determining Ii(x, t). To determine Ii(x, t), physical mass conservation law can
be applied to a ﬁxed control volume V . In order to compute the total mass of all
phases contained within V , density ﬁelds of all the ﬂuid phases must be deﬁned. If
the phases are incompressible, the density ﬁeld of each of the phases can be deﬁned
using the indicator function
ρi(x, t) = Ii(x, t)ρi,c, (2)
where ρi,c is the constant density of the i-th phase. The mass conservation law
of a ﬁxed control volume without the exchange of mass and energy across ﬂuid
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interfaces states that the rate of change of the mass given by a phase i in a volume
V ﬁxed in time is equal to the total mass ﬂow rate of phase i through its boundaries
following the Reynolds Transport Theorem (RTT)
d
dt
∫
V
ρidx = −
∫
∂V
fm,i · n do, (3)
where fm,i is the mass ﬂux vector of the i-th phase across the boundary ∂V of the
volume V . It can be easily shown that
fm,i = ρi(x, t)u(x, t) (4)
where u(x, t) is the ﬂow velocity. Equations (2) and (4) inserted into equation (3),
result in
d
dt
∫
V
Ii(x, t)dx = −
∫
∂V
Ii(x, t)u(x, t) · n do, (5)
the integral form of the indicator function evolution equation for the i− th phase.
The entire part II of this thesis is dedicated solely to the approximation of the
solution of equation (5). As the preparation step for the approximative solution,
the volume fraction of the i− th phase is introduced as
αi,V =
1
|V |
∫
V
Ii(x, t)dx. (6)
Dividing equation (5) by V and considering equation (6), leads to
d
dt
1
|V |
∫
V
Ii(x, t)dx =
d
dt
αi,V = − 1|V |
∫
∂V
Ii(x, t)u(x, t) · n do. (7)
Solving equation (7) starts by integrating the equation in time over an interval δτ
∫ τ+δτ
τ
d
dt
αi,V dt = − 1|V |
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
∂V
Ii(x, t)u(x, t) · n do dt, (8)
which results in the exact integral form of the volume fraction equation
αi,V (τ + δτ ) = αi,V (τ )− 1|V |
∫ t+δτ
τ
∫
∂V
Ii(x, t)u(x, t) · n dodt. (9)
Equation (9) is still an exact equation, as no approximations have been used
whatsoever. It is important to notice that equation (9) has two variables, αi,V
and Ii(x, t). In order for this equation to be solvable, two exact maps must
exist MI,α : αi,V → Ii(x, t) within V , and Mα,I : αi,V → Ii(x, t) within V .
The diﬃculty in solving equation (9) exactly is the unavailability of exact maps
MI,α,Mα,I for general conﬁgurations of (Ii(x, t),V ), as well as the impossibility
to compute the r.h.s term of equation (9) exactly for general Ii(x, t) and u(x, t).
The discontinuity of the ﬂuid interface poses a substantial problem in approxi-
mating the solution of equation (9). Numerical methods based on interpolation
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have large errors in the vicinity of discontinuities. An alternative approach relies
on the ﬁeld of Computational Geometry to approximate the maps MI,α,Mα,I
and the r.h.s of equation (9). Enhancements of such geometrical methods represent
one focus of this thesis.
The geometrical VoF method presented in part II approximates the solution
of equation (9) by constructing approximate counterparts of the exact maps
MI,α,Mα,I and an approximate computation of the r.h.s. term of equation (9).
The hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method presented in part III does not
approximate the interface evolution by solving equation (9) at all. The LENT
method approximates MI,α,Mα,I , while the evolution of the ﬂuid interface is
approximated directly by displacing the geometrical approximation of the ﬂuid
interface over time interval δt in a Lagrangian way through the solution domain.
Both the LENT method and the geometrical VoF method rely on discrete approx-
imations of linear diﬀerential operators. Diﬀerent numerical methods have been
developed for the purpose of approximating diﬀerential operators, to name some
of them: Finite Diﬀerence Method (FDM), Finite Volume Method (FVM), Finite
Element Method (FEM) and Discontinuous Galerking Method (DG). Proposed La-
grangian / Eulerian methods are independent of the choice of the numerical method
chosen for the approximation of diﬀerential operators. Still, methods presented
in this thesis, as well as the vast majority of geometrical methods for two-phase
ﬂows, rely on the Finite Volume Method (FVM) that has a formal second-order of
accuracy. Therefore, a second-order unstructured Finite Volume Method (FVM) is
chosen for the methods proposed in this thesis and it is covered brieﬂy in the next
chapter.
3
UNSTRUCTURED FIN ITE VOLUME METHOD
As both proposed methods in this thesis are developed with the end goal of
simulating technical problems with solution domains of high geometrical complexity,
they rely on an unstructured Finite Volume Method (FVM) for domain and operator
discretization. Speciﬁcally, both methods were implemented within the OpenFOAM
software platform for CFD, so this chapter covers the basis of this version of the
FVM.
The FVM used in OpenFOAM (Weller, Tabor, Jasak, and Fureby [147],Jasak
and Jemcov [62]) has been extensively covered in previous works. A large amount
of information on this topic can be found in the publicly available PhD theses [61,
68, 141, 82], among others. Additionally, detailed descriptions of the unstructured
FVM are available in [55, 145]. In order to avoid repetition and keep this text
self-sustained, only a brief overview of the FVM method on unstructured meshes is
provided in this chapter.
Approximative solution procedure of the mathematical model using the unstruc-
tured FVM is built upon three sequential steps:
1. domain discretization,
2. equation discretization,
3. solving the (linear) algebraic equation system.
3.1 domain discretization
3.1.1 Spatial discretization
The continuous solution domain Ω is approximated by a discrete solution domain
Ωh deﬁned as a union of non-overlapping convex polyhedra (cells) C
Ωh = ∪iCi. (10)
Ωh is known as computational mesh or simply mesh and Ci are called mesh cells
or simply cells. Cells are synonyms for finite volumes when the FVM is used for
equation discretization.1 A ﬁnite volume is shown on ﬁgure 3, together with the
geometrical information that the FVM requires for equation discretization.
1 In this text, the terms mesh cell, cell and finite volume are freely interchanged.
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x
Figure 3: A polyhedral ﬁnite volume.
The unstructured FVM relies on indirect addressing of mesh data. This reduces
the storage requirements for mesh data by preventing information repetition and
still maintains O(1) complexity when accessing mesh elements. Indirect addressing
uses the mesh points as the basic source of all geometrical mesh information.
Additional to mesh points, the mesh is deﬁned by topologically higher-level mesh
elements, such as: faces, cells, mesh boundary, mesh boundary patches, mesh edges,
etc. Those topological sets are all deﬁned as sets of indices that index a lower level
set and ultimately refer to mesh points. Topological sets that deﬁne the mesh are
either ordered or unordered index sets. The set of all mesh points are deﬁned as
P = {xi ∈ R3 : i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Np}. (11)
It is helpful to introduce an index set of the mesh points P as
Lp = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,Np}. (12)
A ﬁnite volume face F of size Nf is an oriented Nf -sided polygon deﬁned as an
ordered list (a tuple) of indices that uniquely identify some points in P:
F = (jk ∈ Lp : k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Nf ). (13)
The indirect addressing that relates an index jk ∈ F to a point xjk in P can now
be deﬁned as a mapping
Ip,f : {1, 2, 3, . . . ,Nf} → P, (14)
such that
xjk = Ip,f (k). (15)
A circular shift of an index j that belongs to an index set of size n is deﬁned as
Πc(j) ≡ (j mod n) + 1, j = 1, . . . ,n. (16)
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A face F is invariant to a circular shift permutation because its ordering remains
preserved
Πc(F) ≡ F ≡ {pi|i = Πc(j), j = 1, . . . , |F|}. (17)
A mesh cell C of size M is deﬁned as a set of indices to mesh faces
C = {f1, f2, . . . , fj , . . . , fM}. (18)
A cell is therefore invariant to permutations, so
Π(C) ≡ C. (19)
For each face Ff a face centroid is deﬁned as
xf =
1
|Ff |
|Ff |∑
j=1
Ip,f (j). (20)
For each cell C, a cell centroid can be deﬁned as
xp =
1
|C|
|C|∑
i=1
1
|Fi|
|Fi|∑
j=1
Ip,f (j). (21)
A surface area normal vector of the face Ff can be deﬁned as
Sf = 0.5
|Ff |∑
j=1
(Ip,f (j)− xf )× (Ip,f (Πc(j))− xf ). (22)
The orientation of Sf will therefore depend on the ordering of Ff . As shown in
ﬁgure 3, for each face f , the adjacent cells will have two corresponding indexes
in the set of mesh cells Ωh, Pf and Nf . The surface area normal vector deﬁned
by equation (22) will be oriented from Pf to Nf , as shown in ﬁgure 3, only if
Pf < Nf . This requirement on the orientation of Sf is imposed in order to reduce
overall computational complexity of the equation discretization covered in the next
section.
3.2 equation discretization
Equations whose derivation is based on physical conservation laws all have a similar
form. Derivation of governing equations in ﬂuid dynamics and their representation
with a general transport equation can be found in CFD books [41, 55, 145]. A scalar
transport equation can be used to describe the equation discretization using FVM
∂t(φ) +∇ · (uφ)−∇ · (γφ∇φ) = Sφ, (23)
where φ is the dependent variable and u is a prescribed velocity ﬁeld. A more
general form of equation (23) can be found in [61, 68, 141, 82].
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Equation (23), integrated over a time interval δτ and a control volume V obtains
the form
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
V
[∂t(φ) +∇ · (uφ)−∇ · (γ∇φ)] dV dt =
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
V
Sφ dV dt. (24)
Many temporal discretization schemes as well as interpolation schemes can be used
with the unstructured FVM. In this text, only the simplest schemes are used in order
to simplify the exposition. More detailed information on equation discretization for
the unstructured FVM as well as the derivation of diﬀerent interpolation schemes
is available in [61, 68, 145, 55].
A volume averaged quantity replaces the continuous distribution of φ in the
cell P by a piecewise constant cell-wise approximation. The piecewise constant
cell-wise approximation is second-order accurate when the value is associated with
the center of the ﬁnite volume. This can be shown if φ is developed in Taylor series
around the centroid xc∫
Vc
φ(x)dx =
∫
Vc
φc +∇φ|c(x− xc) +∇∇φ|c :: (x− xc)2 + ...dx (25)
= φc|Vc|+∇φ|c
∫
Vc
(x− xc)dx+∇∇φ|c ::
∫
Vc
(x− xc)2dx+ ...
= φc|Vc|+O((x− xc)2)
where (x− xc)2 is a tensor product and the deﬁnition of the geometrical centroid
can be reformulated as
xc =
∫
Vc xdx∫
Vc dx
⇒
∫
Vc
(x− xc)dx = 0. (26)
A surface averaged quantity associated with the face center xf is also second-order
accurate, since it is a result of reducing the dimensions of equations (25) and (26):
∫
Sf
φ(x) · ndo = φf · Sf +O((x− xf )2). (27)
Time is discretized into successive intervals called time steps (δτ). For brevity, the
index n is introduced
φ(τ +mδτ ) ≡ φn+m : m = 0, 1, 2, ... (28)
Integration in time is approximated using the trapezoidal rule
∫ τ+δτ
τ
φ(t) dt = 0.5 ·
(
φn + φn+1
)
δτ + ǫtr (29)
where (Atkinson [13, equation 5.1.4])
ǫtr = −δτ
3
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φ′′(η) = O(δτ3), η ∈ [τ , τ + δτ ]. (30)
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Integration over a control volume Vc is approximated using the Gauss divergence
theorem that states∫
V
∇ · adx =
∮
∂V
a · ndo. (31)
Here a is a vector ﬁeld, and ∂V is the boundary surface of the volume V . From
this follows the deﬁnition of divergence
∇ · a = lim
V→0
1
|V |
∮
∂V
a · nds. (32)
If a cubic volume V = dx1dx2dx3 with outward facing normal vectors and a center
x = (x1,x2,x3) in a Cartesian coordinate system with the basis (e1, e2, e3) is
chosen, it follows that
lim
V→0
∮
∂V
a · nds = lim
V→0
3∑
i=1,i6=j 6=k
[
a(xi +
dxi
2
)− a(xi − dxi2 )
]
eidxjdxk =
(33)
= lim
V→0
3∑
i=1,i6=j 6=k
[
ai(xi +
dxi
2
)− ai(xi − dxi2 )
]
dxjdxk.
If a is an analytical function a Taylor series can be developed around x:
ai(xi +
dxi
2
) = ai(xi) +
dai
dxi
dxi
dxi2
+
d2ai
dx2i
dx2i
4
+
d3ai
dxi
dx3i
12
+O(
dx4i
2 · 4! ), (34)
ai(xi − dxi2 ) = ai(xi)−
dai
dxi
dxi
2
+
d2ai
dx2i
dx2i
4
− d
3ai
dxi
dx3i
12
+O(
dx4i
2 · 4! ). (35)
Taking the diﬀerence of equations (34) and (35) and inserting the result into
equation (33), results in
lim
V→0
∮
∂V
a · nds limV→0=
3∑
i=1,i6=j 6=k
dai
dxi
dxidxjdxk+ (36)
+
3∑
i=1,i6=j 6=k
d3ai
dx3i
dx2i
6
dxidxjdxk+
+
∞∑
l=2
3∑
(i=1,i6=j 6=k)
d2l+1ai
dx2l+1i
dx2l+1i
l!
dxjdxk.
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Since dxidxjdxk = |dV |, and with Sf denoting the area normal vector of the face
f of V , it follows that
lim
V→0
1
|V |
∮
∂V
a · nds = lim
V→0
1
|V |
∑
f
∫
Sf
a · nds
= ∇ · a +
3∑
i=1
d3ai
dx3i
dx2i
6
+
∞∑
l=2
3∑
(i=1,i6=j 6=k)
d2l+1ai
dx2l+1i
dx2li
l!
. (37)
With the limit applied, the second and third terms on the r.h.s. tend faster to zero
than the ﬁrst one, and the deﬁnition of the divergence is obtained. However, if V
doesn’t tend to zero, but to a ﬁnite small number (control or ﬁnite volume Vc),
the ﬁrst element of the truncation error series is proportional to dx2i which shows
the approximation to be second-order accurate. Consequently, the approximation
of the Gauss divergence theorem takes on the following form
∇ · a = 1|Vc|
∑
f
∫
Sf
a · nds+O(‖d‖2) = 1|Vc|
∑
f
af · Sf +O(‖d‖2) (38)
where d is the distance between the centers of adjacent cells.
3.2.1 Temporal term
The temporal term discretization follows from its integration in space and time
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Vc
∂tφ dV dt = |Vc|
∫ τ+δτ
τ
(∂tφ)c dt = |Vc|
[
(φ)n+1c − (φ)nc
]
+O(‖d‖2)
(39)
where n and n+ 1 mark the current and the next time step, respectively.
3.2.2 Convective term
The spatial integral of the convective term is approximated using the Gauss
divergence theorem given by equation (38)
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Vc
∇ · (uφ) dV dt =
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∑
f
(uφ)f · Sf dt+O(‖d‖2). (40)
As an example discretization, an implicit ﬁrst-order accurate Euler discretization
scheme is used here for the approximation of the temporal integral, starting with
the Crank-Nicolson discretization and then assuming constant face-centered values
over the time step δτ
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∑
f
(uφ)f · Sf dt = δτ
∑
f
φn+1f F
n
f +O(δτ2) +O(‖d‖2), (41)
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where Ff is the volumetric ﬂux over a face f , i.e.
Ff = uf · Sf . (42)
Disregarding diﬀerences in the mass ﬂux Fnf and F
n+1
f leads to the ﬁrst-order
accurate in time and second-order accurate in space, unconditionally numerically
stable [61] implicit Euler temporal discretization.
3.2.3 Diffusion term
The discretization of the diﬀusion term using the ﬁrst-order implicit Euler scheme
is the same as for the convective term, and results in
∫ t+dt
t
∫
Vc
∇ · (γ∇φ) dV dt = δτ∑
f
γ(∇φ)n+1f · Sf +O(δτ2) +O(‖d‖2).
(43)
3.2.4 Source terms
If S = Sφ(φ), the unstructured FVM requires the source term to be linearised
[101, 61, 68]. The reason lies in the computational complexity of solution algorithms
for nonlinear algebraic equation systems. Solution algorithms for nonlinear equation
systems are replaced by iterative solution algorithms for linear algebraic systems,
so all non-linearities are dealt with by iteration.
The linearised source term is deﬁned as
Sφ(φ) = Se + Scφ (44)
and discretized as
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Vc
Sφ(φ)dV dt ≈ δτ (Se|Vc|+ 0.5Sc|Vc|φnc ) + δτ0.5Sc|Vc|φn+1c . (45)
The terms are grouped this way to separate the explicit from implicit contributions.
Unstructured FVM is used to approximate solutions of technical problems, where
computational eﬃciency plays a major role because of the large problem sizes. Fast
and iterative solvers for sparse linear equation systems have been developed for
this purpose [116]. As a consequence, the non-linear dependence in Sφ(φ) is to be
linearised.
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3.2.5 Discretized generalized transport equation
The ﬁnal form of the discretized generalized transport equation is given by equa-
tions (40), (41), (43) and (45)
|Vc|
[
(φ)n+1c − (φ)nc
]
+ δτ
∑
f
φn+1f F
n
f − δτ
∑
f
(γ∇φ)n+1f · Sf =
= δτ (Se|Vc|+ 0.5Sc|Vc|φnc ) + δτ0.5Sc|Vc|φn+1c , (46)
for each cell Cc of the computational domain Ωh. Assembling equation (46) for
each C ∈ Ωh would involve performing the calculation of face-centered values twice,
since
∀Ff ∈ Cc ∃! Cd ∈ Ωh : Cc ∩Cd = Ff . (47)
To halve the number of calculations, the owner-neighbor face-cell addressing is
introduced to the unstructured mesh:
∀f ∈ Mf∃(Nf ,Pf ) : Pf < Nf , Pf ,Nf ∈ {1..|Ωh|}, (48)
where Mf is the list of all faces in the mesh. The discretization calculations are
then performed over faces and not over cells. This kind of addressing is shown in
ﬁgure 3.
3.2.6 Interpolation
Equation (46) contains unknown face-centered values at the new iteration (time)
step (φn+1f ). The face centered value is interpolated from the cell values
φf = wPfφPf +wNfφNf . (49)
The linear interpolation by the Central Diﬀerencing Scheme (CDS) results in
φf = wlφPf + (1−wl)φNf , (50)
where the linear interpolation weight is deﬁned as
wl =
‖xf − xNf‖
xPf − xNf
. (51)
The interpolation introduces an additional error into the equation discretization
process. An overview of diﬀerent interpolation schemes for unstructured meshes
together with their error analysis is available in [61, 68]. Stability and convergence
analysis of such schemes can also be found in [55].
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3.2.7 Boundary conditions
What is left in order to ﬁnish the discretization of equation (46) are the conditions
at the boundary of Ωh. For a boundary face b, second-order accurate Neumann
zero-gradient and ﬁxed gradient boundary conditions are deﬁned using a linear
approximation of φ(x) within the cell by Taylor series according to
φc = φb +∇φb · (xc − xb) +O((xc − xb) · (xc − xb)). (52)
From equation (52), when ∇φb = 0, the boundary value is deﬁned as
φb = φc −O((xc − xb) · (xc − xb)) (53)
and for a ﬁxed gradient ∇φb = g, it is deﬁned as
φb = φc − g · (xc − xb)−O((xc − xb) · (xc − xb)). (54)
3.3 solution of the linear algebraic equation system
Applying equation (50) and setting the boundary face values according to sec-
tion 3.2.7, equation (46) can be written as
acφc +
∑
Nc,c
aNφN = Sc, (55)
where N is the index of the surrounding cells and Sc is the source term that contains
all the terms pertinent to the current time step n. Assembling equation (55) for
every cell c results in a system of linear algebraic equations of type
Ax = b. (56)
The interpolation stencil deﬁned by equation (50) shows that only the immediate
adjacent cells take part in the equation discretization for every cell c. Since
equation (55) is assembled for every c, A will be a sparse matrix of dimensions
|Ωh|× |Ωh|. The diagonal of the matrix stores ac coeﬃcients for each cell c. The form
of equation (55), and therefore the quadratic form of the matrix A, is determined
by the indices Nf and Pf . The cell indices are generated by the unstructured mesh
generation algorithm. If the |Nf − Pf | is small for each f , the matrix coeﬃcients
will be packed closer to the matrix diagonal. Because |Ωh| is large, the solution of
such a linear algebraic equation system is obtained approximatively, using iterative
solution algorithms or sparse systems. The reader is directed to [116] and [124] for
more information on this topic.
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3.3.1 Source term linearization
A condition on equation (45), namely
Sc < 0, (57)
guarantees that the source term linearisation will not spoil the weak diagonal
dominance of A. When Sc > 0, explicit linearisation of the source term should be
used. Linearisation of source term functions that are at least C1 can be done using
Taylor series approximation.
The iterative approach to dealing with nonlinear equations assembles the system
coeﬃcients using previous ﬁeld values, computes the approximative solution of the
algebraic system, and updates the coeﬃcients. This can be repeated a prescribed
number of times, or up to a speciﬁed tolerance.
Part II
Geometrical Volume-of-Fluid
Method

4
METHOD OVERVIEW
This chapter covers a brief introduction of the geometrical VoF method that
facilitates easier understanding of both the survey of the relevant literature covered
in chapter 5 and the proposed method covered in chapters 5 and 6. Other sources
with information similar to what is presented in this chapter are available. A very
motivating and interesting overview of the geometrical VoF method was written by
Kothe [70]. Tryggvason, Scardovelli, and Zaleski [139] have published a book on
DNS of gas-liquid multiphase ﬂow with a large part devoted to the geometrical VoF
method. Zhang [151, 152] has described the geometrical VoF method in rigorous
detail and provided theoretical background that connects diﬀerent geometrical VoF
method categories.
The discretization of equation (9) by the proposed geometrical VoF method
is based on a so-called dimensionally un-split approach to geometrical volume
fraction advection. The dimensionally un-split algorithm assumes no alignment of
cell face normal vectors with the coordinate axes. An alternative, dimensionally
split geometrical approach to solving equation (9) is characteristic for structured
meshes. The dimensionally un-split advection has been shown to improve the
overall accuracy of the solution in terms of all volume fraction advection errors. For
these reasons, and because the proposed geometrical VoF method approximates the
solution of the volume fraction on unstructured meshes, where there is no alignment
of face area normal vectors, dimensionally split algorithms are not considered.
Two method categories of the un-split geometrical VoF method have been de-
veloped so far: the Lagrangian tracing / Eulerian remapping (LE) ﬂux-based
method and the LE cell-based (re-mapping) method. Both methods consist of two
sub-algorithms: the interface reconstruction and the volume fraction advection
algorithm. The geometrical interface reconstruction algorithm numerically approx-
imates the map Mα,I required for equation (9). The volume fraction advection
algorithm numerically approximates the r.h.s of equation (9).
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4.1 lagrangian / eulerian flux-based method
4.1.1 Discretization of the volume fraction equation
At this point we assume that the solution domain has been discretized as outlined
in section 3.1 into non-verlapping control volumes (cells) Vc. The exact volume
fraction equation (9) is restated here for clarity:
αi,V (τ + δτ ) = αi,V (τ )− 1|V |
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
∂V
Ii(x, t)u(x, t) · ndo dt.
To study the numerical approximation of the ﬂuid interface evolution, it is suﬃcient
to consider two phases. In this case, a single indicator function I1(x, t) := I(x, t)
and volume fraction α1,V = αV can be used, because the indicator function and the
volume fraction of the other phase are respectively given by 1− I(x, t) and 1− αv.
Each control volume Vc (mesh cell Cc) of the discretized domain Ωh is therefore
associated with the volume fraction αc, so for each cell c, the exact equation (9) is
given as
αc(τ + δτ ) = αc(t)− 1|Vc|
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
∂Vc
I(x, t)u(x, t) · ndo dt. (58)
Following the time index notation given by equation (28), and recognizing the fact
that Vc is the volume enclosed by a convex polyhedral cell Cc, equation (58) can
be rewritten as
αn+1c = α
n
c −
1
|Vc|
∑
f
∫ τ+δτ
t
∫
Sf
I(x, t)u(x, t) · ndo dt, (59)
where Sf is the face of the polyhedral mesh cell Cc shown in ﬁgure 3. Note that
equation (59) is still exact, it is simply equation (9), applied on the cell control
volume Vc.
A standard solution approximation for equation (59) using unstructured FV
method covered in chapter 3 requires the integrals over ﬁnite volume faces Sf to be
replaced with averaged values associated with the face centers. Equation (46) is a
valid example of the unstructured FV method discretization for a generalized scalar
transport equation. Many interpolation schemes have been developed to estimate
face-centered values within the unstructured FV method. Some of them have been
specially developed to deal with ﬁelds that contain abrupt changes in their values,
like the αc ﬁeld in equation (59). Even though αc is not discontinuous, its values
still change from 0 to 1 within only a single layer of mesh cells. With increased mesh
resolution, this numerical jump between 0 and 1 is more accurately resolved. All
interpolation schemes used to discretize diﬀerential operators result in instabilities
in the near vicinity of the jump, since their error is proportional to the spatial
derivative of αc. Since αc changes abruptly within a single cell layer, all its spatial
derivatives increase in magnitude with increased mesh resolution. That is why the
use of interpolation schemes to evaluate αf leads to artiﬁcial smoothing and/or
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dispersion of the solution [142], [55, sec. 8.8],[30],[91, ch. 12], etc. Still, interpolation
based schemes have many advantages. It is known that the implementation of
algebraic interpolation schemes is more straightforward than the implementation
of the geometrical VoF method in 3D. Moreover, their parallelization is of the same
complexity as the parallelization of the numerical method that they rely on, i.e. the
FV method. Furthermore, algebraic operations are more robust than the geometric
ones which must involve special case handling. For these reasons, algebraic VoF
methods are still widely used for simulating two-phase ﬂows.
The motivation behind the development of geometrical VoF methods lies in
the increased overall accuracy of the interface advection problem, increased order
of convergence and numerical consistency, as well as the applicability of higher
values of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) criterion in practice, that make the
geometrical VoF method a good candidate for DNS of two-phase ﬂows. When devised
and especially implemented correctly, known problems that involve the robustness,
numerical stability as well as computational eﬃciency can at least be solved to an
acceptable level, if not solved completely.
The geometrical VoF method relies on an alternative approach: it is based on a
geometrical approximation of the integral on the r.h.s of equation (59). The focus
of the geometrical VoF method lies in the geometrical interpretation of this integral,
that can be interpreted as a fluxed phase volume: the volume of fluid 1 transported
across the face Sf within a single time step. The spatial and temporal order of
accuracy of an approximated solution to equation (59) is completely determined by
the order of accuracy of the integral term approximation. Computing an integral
over a single face Sf in the equation (59) in time with a ﬁrst-order explicit Euler
method results in
V αf = −
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Sf
I(x, t)u(x, t) · nds =
∫
Vf
I(x, t)dx ⊆ Vf , (60)
where Vf is the flux volume computed by tracing the face f backwards along
discrete Lagrangian trajectories. Point displacements along discrete trajectories
integrated with the ﬁrst-order accurate rectangle quadrature −upδt are shown in
ﬁgure 4. The integral over Vf has a physical interpretation: a volume of phase 1
that crosses the face Sf over the time interval δt. This volume is deﬁned in this
text as the phase flux volume V αf and it is shaded in ﬁgure 4.
The phase ﬂux volume is a subset of the flux volume ﬁlled with phase 1. If
δt→ 0, equation (60) represents the exact phase ﬂux volume. In turn, a ﬁrst-order
accurate in time ﬂux volume is deﬁned as
Vf = −
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Sf
u(x, t) · ndsdt = −
∫
Sf
δtu(x, t) · nds+O(δt). (61)
A temporal discretization error is introduced at this point by approximating
both the length and direction of the displacements along the backward discrete
Lagrangian trajectories, determined by the quadrature rule. The velocity ﬁeld
u(x, t) that generally varies in space will create ruled surfaces with each face edge
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ef ,i that is swept along the discrete Lagrangian trajectories. The ruled surfaces
created this way are therefore in a general case nonlinear.
p′ = p− δtu(x, t)
n
ruled surface
ef ,i
ﬂuid interface
V αf
pSf
do
Figure 4: Schematic representation of a phase ﬂux volume V αf constructed as an intersec-
tion between the ﬂuid interface and the ﬂux volume Vf with nonlinear ruled
surfaces.
Apart from the time step approximation, surfaces of the ﬂux volume as well as
the ﬂuid interface must be approximated. Ruled surface approximation is necessary
in order to approximate the integral terms in equation (60). Interface approximation
is necessary in order to approximate I(x, t), a requirement for equation (60).
Nonlinear surface approximation and related Boolean operations can hypotheti-
cally be applied to computing the phase ﬂux volume. The ﬁeld of Computational
Solid Geometry (CSG) deals with such operations, that represent the core func-
tionality of Computer Aided Design (CAD) software. However, high computational
costs are involved in nonlinear surface approximation and intersection. The costs
are negligible within the CAD software that allows real-time manipulation of dozens
of such nonlinear geometrical solid objects. Note however that such intersections
are executed once per each ﬁnite volume face that has at least one neighboring
cell that contains the ﬂuid interface by the geometrical VoF method. In a general
case, meshes used for two-phase simulations contain millions of cells per Central
Processing Unit (CPU) core on modern computer architectures. Even though only
a percentage of the total number of cells contain the ﬂuid interface, the number of
required phase ﬂux volume calculations is still too large for costly 3D non-linear
CSG intersection operations.
Therefore, the dimensionally un-split geometrical VoF method relies on surface
linearisation for approximating ruled surfaces as well as the ﬂuid interface. Diﬀerent
approaches for the ruled surface linearisation have been proposed so far and are
covered in detail in section 5.2. At this point it is suﬃcient to assume that the
ruled surfaces are linearised by sets of triangles: they are triangulated.
As is the case for the ruled surface linearisation, diﬀerent approaches to the
linearisation of the ﬂuid interface have been developed so far as well. Details on
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contemporary interface linearisation algorithms are covered in section 5.1. The
prevalent linearisation approximates the interface as a single plane per control vol-
ume Vc, so this approximation is adopted here to describe how the geometrical VoF
method discretizes the mapMα,I . Therefore, a nonlinear interface is approximated
as plane Πc in each interface cell, deﬁned by the interface orientation vector nc
and the position vector pc
Πc = Π(nc,pc) = {x : nc · (x− pc) = 0}. (62)
From the deﬁnition of αi,v by equation (6) it is clear that the ﬂuid interface resides
in interface cells, where 0 < αc < 1. Figure 5 shows the aforementioned linearisation
of the nonlinear ruled surfaces as well as the interface from ﬁgure 4, along with
the corresponding phase ﬂux volume V αf .
−δtup(t)
Sf
ef ,i
Πc
V αf
nc
pc
pd
nd
p
Figure 5: A temporally ﬁrst-order accurate approximation of the phase ﬂux volume.
The interface plane Πc deﬁnes a positive interface half-space
Hc = {x : nc · (x− pc) > 0}. (63)
This in turn results in an approximation of the phase indicator function deﬁned by
equation (1) as
Ic(x, t) =


1 x ∈ Hc,
0 otherwise.
(64)
The volume fraction αc used in the volume fraction equation (59) is computed as
αc =
1
|Vc| |H ∩ Vc|, (65)
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representing a linear approximation of the map MI,α. Considering the face Sf ,
we can deﬁne I(x, t)+,− = limh→0+ I(x ± hSf ), where Sf is the surface area
normal vector of the face Sf and x ∈ Sf . Because the indicator function I(x, t) is
continuous across Sf along the direction of its normal vector, the following can be
stated
lim
δτ→0+
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Sf
I(x, t)+u · nds−
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Sf
I(x, t)−u · nds = 0. (66)
However, the linear approximation of the indicator function Ic within Vc using
equation (64), makes the interface piecewise planar. An approximation that is
piecewise-planar introduces a discontinuity in the Ic across the face Sf . Considering
equation (66), the discontinuity introduced by the piecewise planar approximation
therefore leads to an error in computing the ﬂuxed phase volume.
The ﬂux volume Vf may intersect multiple cells that contain the interface, as
shown in ﬁgure 5 for cells c and d, where the ﬂux volume is intersected with two
positive half-spaces deﬁned by (nc,pc) and (nd,pd), respectively. As a consequence,
the phase ﬂux volume is separated into a sum of phase flux volume contributions
from the corresponding cells that intersect the ﬂux volume
V αf =
∫
Vf
αdx ≈ ∑
c∈Cf
∫
Vf ,c
α˜cdx =
∑
c∈Cf
V αf ,c, (67)
where Cf is the set of cells that intersect the ﬂux volume Vf into individual ﬂux
volume contributions Vf ,c
Vf ,c = Vf ∩ Vc. (68)
and
V αf ,c = Hc ∩ Vf ,c. (69)
In other words, the phase ﬂux contribution from a cell c is a result of the intersection
of the ﬂux volume Vf and Vc resulting in the ﬂux volume contribution Vf ,c, that is
subsequently intersected with the positive half-spaceHc. Showing this schematically
is diﬃcult in three dimensions, therefore the schematic representation of the phase
ﬂux contribution calculation is shown in 2D in ﬁgure 6.
The ﬂux volume cell neighborhood Cf in ﬁgure 6 consists only of 2 cells that
have a volume intersection with Vf :
Cf = {C : volume(C ∩ Vf ) > 0}. (70)
This reduction in size of Cf signiﬁcantly reduces the computational complexity. Each
ﬂux volume contribution Vf ,c is computed as an intersection using equation (68)
and is shaded diﬀerently in the left image of ﬁgure 6. From each ﬂux volume
contribution Vf ,c a phase ﬂux volume contribution is computed using equation (69)
and is shaded diﬀerently in the right image of ﬁgure 6. After all phase ﬂux volume
contributions are computed, the total phase ﬂux volume that crosses the face f
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−δtu(x, t)
−δtu(x, t)
Vf ,c
c ∈ Cfpc
pc
nc
nc
V αf ,c
f
Sf V
α
f = ∪c∈CfV αf ,c
Figure 6: A 2D schematic representation of the phase ﬂux volume V αf calculation. The
image on the left schematicaly represents the information required for geomet-
rically approximating the ﬂux volume Vf . The image on the right side shows
the phase ﬂux volume contributions V αf ,c computed from the ﬂow conﬁguration
shown on the left.
is computed using the sum in equation (67). This is a ﬁnal step required for the
piecewise-linear geometrical approximation of equation (59), that takes on the
following fully geometrically discretized form:
αn+1c = α
n
c −
1
|Vc|
∑
f
V αf +O(‖d‖2) +O(δtp) (71)
that is second-order accurate in space provided a second-order accurate piecewise
linear approximation of the interface is used, and has p-th order of accuracy in time.
The order of accuracy of the temporal integration p is determined by the order of
accuracy of the quadrature rule used to integrate discrete Lagrangian displacements.
Geometrical calculations involved in the covered discretization steps of the volume
fraction equation (59) separate two distinct computational sub-algorithms of the
geometrical VoF method: the interface reconstruction and the volume fraction
advection algorithm, introduced in the following sections.
4.1.2 Interface reconstruction
In section 4.1.1 it is assumed that a linear approximation of the ﬂuid interface
is available in each interface cell. The geometrical VoF method reconstructs the
linear approximation of the ﬂuid interface from the volume fraction ﬁeld αc by
reconstructing the interface plane (half-space) Hc in each interface cell such that
αc =
1
|Vc|
∫
Vc
I(x, t)dx =
|Hc(x, t) ∩ Vc|
|Vc| . (72)
In order to reconstruct the half-space, the reconstruction algorithm obviously
relies on an available discrete volume fraction ﬁeld αc. In the initial time step, these
values are a result of an intersection between an initial interface and the mesh
Ωh. The initial interface can be modeled using an indicator function I˜ = I(x, t).
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Alternatively, the initial interface can also be deﬁned as a computational mesh that
represents a discretely approximated interface, a so-called interface mesh.
I˜ = Γh. (73)
In this case, even though it is geometrically approximated by a surface or a volume
mesh, the initial interface is considered exact with respect to the reconstructed
piecewise linear interface that contains reconstruction errors. In both cases, the
discrete initial αc is given as
αc(t = t0) = |I˜ ∩Ωh|. (74)
When the exact interface is deﬁned using an explicit continuous function, schemat-
ically shown on ﬁgure 7(a), the calculation of the actual discrete volume fraction
still requires an approximation of the integral
αc =
1
|Vc|
∫
Vc
I(x, t)dx, (75)
for each interface cell because an exact evaluation of equation (75) is only possible
for simple convex polyhedral volumes Vc and simple functions I(x, t). The interface
cell is discretized into small intervals h as shown in ﬁgure 7(c), so that the integral
can be approximated for an interface function If . Because of the misalignment
of the face area normal vectors with coordinate axes, such integration becomes
diﬃcult for polyhedral cells. That is why in this work a geometrical exact interface
(interface mesh) is used to set the initial αc values by intersecting it with the
solution domain Ωh. Note that in this case, the resolution of the geometrical
exact interface determines the absolute accuracy of the reconstruction algorithm: a
reconstructed interface can only be as accurate as its geometrically modeled exact
counterpart.
Consider as an example the interface mesh on Γh shown in ﬁgure 7(b) and the
corresponding αc ﬁeld shown in ﬁgure 7(d). In order to compute αc, geometrical
intersections between the cells of Γh and the cells of Ωh are performed. The
geometrical intersections avoid the complexity required by equation (75) from
computing h for cell faces of arbitrary shapes. Note that because an integral of
an exact indicator function is approximated, such initialization of the αc contains
numerical integration errors. This is so regardless of the chosen integration method.
The intersection based approach requires an intersection between each two
polyhedrons from Γh and Ωh respectively. Such an implementation is of complex-
ity O(|Ωh||Γh|), resulting in very long computational times for large cases. The
quadratic complexity can readily be optimized using intersection reduction algo-
rithms based on spatial partitioning such as algorithm 21 or based on intersection
reduction tests. One advantage of the intersection based approach compared to an
explicit indicator function I(x, t) is the ability to intersect two solution domains of
arbitrary geometrical complexity with each other. The accuracy of the calculated
αc is determined by the accuracy of the geometrical intersections. In this work,
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IfΩh
(a) Cylindrical interface function If .
ΓhΩh
(b) Cylindrical interface mesh Γh.
If
If ∩ Vc
h
(c) Calculating αc by intersecting the
explicit interface function If with
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ures 7(a) and 7(b) with Ωh.
Figure 7: αc ﬁeld initialization.
individual geometrical intersections are accurate up to 4ǫt, where ǫt is the machine
tolerance.
Once the discrete volume fraction ﬁeld has been initialized, the reconstruction
algorithm can use it to reconstruct the piecewise linear interface.
To ensure the robustness of the method, Hc is reconstructed in each interface
cell up to a speciﬁed reconstruction tolerance
ǫR < αc < 1− ǫR. (76)
Values for ǫR are chosen within [1e− 09, 1e− 06] in the literature, in this work
1e− 09 is used. To deﬁne the half-space Hc, the reconstruction algorithm needs
to determine its position pc and orientation nc. Therefore, the reconstruction
algorithm is further subdivided into interface orientation and interface positioning
algorithms.
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pc
nc
Figure 8: Reconstructed interface from the ﬁeld αc shown in ﬁgure 7(d).
Interface orientation algorithms that have been developed so far, are aiming at
accurately estimating the normal vectors nc based on the ﬁeld values αc. Once
the interface orientation is complete, it is followed by interface positioning, that
computes a unique plane position pc from the volume fraction value αc. The
conﬁguration of the plane Πc is uniquely determined by nc and pc for all cell shapes.
An overview of state-of-the-art interface orientation and positioning algorithms
is presented in section 5.1. The interface orientation and positioning algorithms
proposed in this work are covered in section 6.2. Figure 8 shows a reconstructed
interface that approximates the cylindrical interface mesh Γh shown in ﬁgure 7(b).
Such a reconstructed interface is then used by the advection algorithm to update
the volume fraction ﬁeld in the new time step.
Once the piecewise linear interface has been reconstructed, it is utilised by the
volume fraction advection algorithm to solve equation (71).
4.1.3 Volume fraction advection
The description of the volume fraction discretization covered in section 4.1.1
provides a concise overview of the geometrical VoF method. Section 4.1.1 however
only introduces aspects of the geometrical VoF method that are necessary to obtain
an overview of the solution approach. The geometrical approximation of the ﬂux
volume Vf and the volume calculation of geometrical objects that represent the ﬂux
volumes require careful attention. When not considered carefully, they may lead to
errors in volume conservation, stability and absolute accuracy of the solution.
A linearisation of the ruled surfaces in the form of a triangulation, shown in
ﬁgure 5 is not the only linearisation procedure. Triangulations of convex sets allow
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(a) Barycentric surface triangulation.
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(b) Oriented surface triangulation.
Figure 9: A complex ﬂux polyhedron with non-planar and non convex ruled surfaces.
Using diﬀerent triangulations for a chosen face (cap polygon ABCD) of this
ﬂux polyhedron result in diﬀerent ﬂux volume Vf magnitude.
graph-theory analysis that can yield the number of possible triangulations, as
well as their mutual dependence [32]. Existing and newly proposed ﬂux volume
triangulations are covered in section 6.3. For now, consider ﬁgure 9: it shows two
diﬀerent ruled surface triangulations, leading to diﬀerent ﬂux volumes Vf .
The non-planar surface deﬁned by point sequence (A,B,C,D) can be triangu-
lated using the surface centroid (ﬁgure 9(a)) given by equation (20). Alternatively,
it can be triangulated with either of the two diagonals AC, or BD. It is very
important to note that different ruled surface approximations yield different flux
volumes. The mass conservation equation for an incompressible ﬂuid is formulated
in terms of the divergence free condition of the velocity
∇ · u(x, t) = 0, (77)
which, discretized using the unstructured FV method, becomes
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Vc
∇ · udx =∑
f
∫ τ+δτ
τ
uf (t) · Sfdt = 0, (78)
where uf is the face-centered velocity and uf (t) · Sf = Ff (t) is the face-centered
volumetric ﬂux. Equation (78) imposes a constraint on the ﬂux volume given by
equation (61):
∫ τ+δτ
τ
∫
Sf
u(x, t) · ndo dt = Vf =
∫ τ+δτ
τ
uf (t) · Sfdt. (79)
The condition given by equation (79) is not upheld, because the ﬂux volume
is generated by displacing the points pi of the face f along discrete Lagrangian
trajectories, followed by the already discussed linear approximation of ruled surfaces.
These approximations require the ﬂux volume Vf to be corrected for volume
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conservation, whose magnitude will depend on the shape of the geometrical ﬂux
volume.
To emphasize the diﬀerence between the geometric and the algebraic ﬂux volume,
the shape of the geometrical flux volume depends on:
• diﬀerent forms of the discrete Lagrangian trajectories resulting from diﬀerent
temporal integration schemes,
• the choice of the approximation for ruled surfaces generated by the discrete
Lagrangian trajectories,
• optional geometrical ﬂux simpliﬁcation algorithms.
For example, ﬁgure 9 depicts a geometrical ﬂux volume constructed with a
ﬁrst-order accurate Euler back-tracing of the base points, an edge triangulation
used to triangulate the non-planar ruled surfaces and a flux triangulation used
for volume computation. An alternative linearisation of the ruled surfaces could
result in a flux polyhedron to be constructed. To avoid confusion between diﬀerent
forms of the geometrical ﬂux volumes, a single term geometrical flux volume is
used in this text when the actual geometrical form is not of importance. When it
is important to distinguish if the geometrical ﬂux volume is in fact a polyhedron
or a triangulation, then those speciﬁc terms are used.
Once the geometrical ﬂux volume has been corrected for volume conservation,
the next step of the advection algorithm is to compute the phase ﬂux volume by
computing individual phase ﬂux volume contributions V αf ,c given by equation (69).
The parallelization of the Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method using the
domain decomposition and message passing approach is trivial: outﬂow phase
ﬂux volume magnitudes are computed on the inter-process boundary and are
consequently exchanged between processes.
To summarize, the task of the volume fraction advection algorithm consists
of the geometrical approximation of the ﬂux volume, its correction for volume
conservation and ﬁnally the calculation of the phase ﬂux contributions V αf ,c follows,
by performing geometrical intersections of the corrected geometrical ﬂux volume
with surrounding interface cells and half-spaces.
4.2 lagrangian backward tracing / eulerian remapping
The Lagrangian / Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method is derived by
modeling the motion of the ﬂuid interface as it passes through a fixed volume V .
The Lagrangian tracing / Eulerian remapping (LE) method observes the motion of
a moving control volume V that moves relative to the interface. Formal derivation
of the LE and the derived equivalence with the Eulerian ﬂux-based method is given
by Zhang [151], who shows that the ﬂux-based equation (59) is equivalent to
αn+1c =
1
|V n+1c |
∫
V n+1c
I(x, t)dx (80)
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which obtains the following discrete form, based on geometrical approximations
covered in section 4.1.1
αn+1c ≈
1
|V n+1c |
∑
d∈Cc
|Hnd,α ∩Cn+1c ∩Cnd | (81)
Equation (80) states that the volume fraction in the volume Vc in the new time
step t+ δt ≡ n+ 1 (following equation (28)) is given by moving the volume Vc
backwards, relative to a ﬂuid interface ﬁxed in space over δt. The volume is traced
backwards along the Lagrangian trajectories given by the reversed velocity ﬁeld
−u(x, t). Therefore, the volume fraction at t+ δt is the integral of the indicator
function over the displaced control volume V n+1c . The discrete form of equation (80),
equation (81) traces backwards every cell that contains an interface, or is a neighbor
of an interface cell, Cc ∈ Ωh over δt using the discrete Lagrangian trajectories
(δtrt x) and then intersects each displaced cell (C
n+1
c ) with surrounding interface
half-spaces from the current time step Hnd,α and their corresponding interface cells
Cd. The cell-point cell neighborhood Cc does not change in time with the motion
of the mesh, as the mesh motion does not change the connectivity of the mesh.
δtrt xδ
tr
t x
Cell Cc
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nc
Hnd,α
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ne
Cell Cn+1c
Hne,α
δtrt x
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Hnd,α ∩Cn+1c ∩Cnd
Hne,α ∩Cn+1c ∩Cne
self-intersection
Figure 10: A schematic diagram of the discrete Lagrangian tracing / Eulerian remapping
(LE) geometrical VoF method.
Figure 10 depicts schematically the Lagrangian backward tracing / Eulerian
re-mapping (LE cell-based VoF method) version of the geometrical VoF method,
because the cell Cn+1c is swept backwards with respect to the ﬂow velocity u(x, t).
Numerical boundedness is guaranteed by the LE geometrical VoF method, as the
sum term in equation (81) used to compute the geometrical volume contributions
to the cell Cn+1c can either leave the cell empty or full: it is not possible to obtain
αc > 1 or αc < 0 when equation (81) is used. However, global volume conservation
is not imposed by equation (81) for a solenoidal velocity ﬁeld ∇ ·u(x, t) = 0, when
the point displacements result from integrating velocities that are interpolated at
cell corner points (mesh points), because an interpolation error causes the velocities
at mesh points to no longer be discretely divergence free. Diﬀerent LE methods
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discussed in the literature survey in section 5.2 were proposed with diﬀerent
solutions for the volume conservation problem. The parallel implementation of the
LE method is more complicated than that of the Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical
VoF method. If the cell Ce in ﬁgure 10 is handled by the diﬀerent process than cell
Cc, in order to compute Hne,α ∩Cn+1c ∩Cne , the cell image Cn+1c must be sent to
the other process, and the corresponding volume contribution must be received
from the other process. An alternative approach of exchanging (Hne,α,Cne ) results in
incomparably worse parallel eﬃciency because the number of exchanged messages
is doubled since C and H pairs contain diﬀerent geometrical models. Additionally,
message sizes are much larger than in the former parallelization approach, because
the process p that contains Cn+1c does not have the information about which cells
Cne of the process q are intersected by C
n+1
c . Therefore, all cells C
n
e adjacent do
the inter-process boundary would have to be exchanged. This, in turn, results in
incomparably larger messages than exchanging only those Cn+1c whose single point
crosses the inter-process boundary and their respective volume constributions.
Regardless of the fact that the LE geometrical VoF method does not inherently
ensure volume conservation and its parallel implementation using the domain
decomposition approach is both more complicated and it incurs larger parallel
communication costs, there are strong reasons why the LE geometrical VoF methods
are being actively researched.
The complexity of the Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method increases
signiﬁcantly in three dimensions. To ensure convergence, volume conservation and
numerical stability, Eulerian ﬂux-based methods must deal with accurate volume
calculation of three dimensional polyhedra with non-planar, non-convex, possibly
also self-intersecting faces, which is rarely the case for LE methods. Consider the
self-intersection of the bow-tie shaped ﬂux volume shown for the right face of the
cell Cn+1c in ﬁgure 10. The naive implementation of the LE method does not deal
with the intersection at all: in equation (81) the intersections with Cn+1c are used,
instead of the intersections with Vf as described in section 4.1 and the cell Cn+1c
can retain weak convexity even when the ﬂux volumes are strongly non-convex,
with non-planar faces and are self-intersecting. Weak convexity is in this respect
deﬁned as the possibility to exactly compute the volume of non-convex polyhedron
by triangulating the polyhedron using its centroid as an additional triangulation
point.
Because this work proposes enhancements to the Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical
VoF method, the cell-based (remapping) LE methods are not covered in-depth.
Still, contributions to the cell-based LE geometrical VoF method are described in
chapter 5 and the results of the proposed Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF
method are compared against the recently reported LE results in chapter 11.
5
L ITERATURE SURVEY
To the best of the author’s knowledge, a single series of publications on numerical
error analysis of the geometrical reconstruction has been published so far with a
focus on equidistant structured meshes [106, 107, 108]. In all other publications the
error convergence resulting from numerical veriﬁcation tests is used as a measure of
accuracy for the geometrical VoF method, so this practice is adopted in the present
work as well.
Following sections provide an overview of the state of the art geometrical VoF
method sub-algorithms, categorized into interface reconstruction (section 5.1) and
volume fraction advection (section 5.2) categories.
5.1 interface reconstruction
The ﬁrst implementation of the geometrical VoF method [28] employed a piecewise
linear geometrical interface approximation PLIC. Later developments such as [56]
have simpliﬁed the geometrical interface approximation to piecewise constant Simple
Line Interface Calculation (SLIC). A detailed overview of the earliest publications on
this topic can be found in [111, page 6, table 1], together with a table summarizing
most important contributions. A review of reconstruction algorithms is also available
in [103, 14]. A comparison between the error convergence and relative computational
costs for more recent contributions is shown in table 1.
PLIC algorithms have prevailed over SLIC algorithms because of their many ad-
vantages. A more accurate geometrical interface approximation is provided by PLIC
algorithms than by SLIC algorithms, resulting in second-order convergent curvature
calculations on structured [110, 43, 105, 99] meshes. Reconstructing the interface
with ﬁrst-order accuracy in terms of the reconstruction error, the PLIC algorithms
enable the eﬃcient computations and increased accuracy over a wide span of spatial
scales relying on local dynamic Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement (AMR) [104, 9, 3]. They
require a minimal amount of information from the neighboring cells for the interface
reconstruction, which reduces artiﬁcial surface tension. Artiﬁcial surface tension
introduced by the interface reconstruction algorithm is the artiﬁcial rounding of
sharp corners that occurs during the repeated reconstruction of the evolving inter-
face [154, 9]. The piecewise planar interface approximation supports the numerical
simulation of the transport of insoluble surfactants on the fluid interface [59],
which is not possible with the piecewise constant interface approximation given by
the SLIC algorithm. The SLIC algorithms generate a substantial amount of jetsam
(flotsam) [14]. Jetsam (ﬂotsam) are elements of the geometrical interface that
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are artificially separated from the interface and transported further with the ﬂow
velocity. Noh and Woodward [95] have introduced "jetsam" (jettisoned goods) and
"ﬂotsam" (ﬂoating wreckage) for artiﬁcially separated interface elements, according
to Kothe et al. [69]. PLIC algorithms based on error minimization can be directly
applied to unstructured meshes [89, 88, 37, 73, 90], since they rely on linear traver-
sal of the surrounding cells without accessing cells in the direction of a coordinate
system axis. The advantages of PLIC algorithms make them the prevailing choice
for reconstructing the interface within the geometrical VoF method.
algorithm convergence cost
Youngs [148] 1.0-1.8,[14] 1
Mosso-Swartz, Mosso et al. [88] 2.0 3-4
LVIRA, Pilliod and Puckett [103] 2.0 9,[5]
ELVIRA, Pilliod and Puckett [103] 1.9-2.2 900,[77]
CVTNA, Liovic et al. [73] 2.0 50
CLCIR, López et al. [77] 2.0-2.11 3
CIAM, Scardovelli and Zaleski [120] 1.0-2.28 1
LLSF, Scardovelli and Zaleski [120], Aulisa et al.
[14]
2.0 1.5
MoF, Dyadechko and Shashkov [37],[38] 2.0 7,[5]
PIR, Mosso et al. [90] 2.0 10,[112]
Table 1: PLIC reconstruction algorithms. The reconstruction error convergence order
for circles and spheres are reported. For CIAM and LLSF the error convergence
order is reported for an ellipse by the authors. Additional citations are listed
for algorithms whose relative costs are not reported by the original authors.
Table 1 contains the order of error convergence as well as the average relative
computational costs of PLIC algorithms. The Youngs’ gradient-based algorithm is
taken as the norm for the computational cost in all the referenced publications.
It is important to note that the algorithm cost depends on the implementation.
However, the costs reported in [5] rely on a shared software platform, which makes
them more objective. Furthermore, relative costs reported in [103, 120, 73, 77] have
been reported on structured Cartesian meshes. Additional search operations are
required when extending those algorithms to unstructured meshes, which leads to a
substantial increase in algorithmic complexity and consequently in computational
costs.
From table 1, it follows that a sub-set of reconstruction algorithms can be used
to accurately approximate the geometrical interface on unstructured meshes. The
main constraint enforced by the algorithms on unstructured meshes is the inability
to exercise access to mesh elements in a speciﬁc direction, e.g., accessing diﬀerent
face centers by changing their y coordinate. The topology of the unstructured
mesh is covered in section 3.1.1. Algorithms that rely on more than ﬁrst level
of addressing experience a substantial increase in computational complexity on
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unstructured meshes also in terms of algorithm parallelization using the domain
decomposition and message passing approach. For example, using equation (14), to
search over all points of all faces of a cell incurs a substantial number of iterations,
compared to direct point access on structured meshes. On a structured mesh each
cell center is deﬁned with an index triplet (i, j, k). Accessing a cell face requires
adding ±1
2
to a corresponding index of the cell triplet. Directly addressing face
centers of the i+ 1
2
faces by changing their y coordinate results in simply increasing
the third index of the face triple: (i+ 1
2
, j, k+ l). This operation has a constant
complexity per face of Of = 1.
On an unstructured mesh, a search operation must be performed on a per-cell
basis to ﬁnd the face in a speciﬁc direction. The search algorithms used to locate a
face in a speciﬁc direction rely on the connections between mesh elements. Using
a search algorithm that relies on edge-face connectivity information would result
in a worst-case complexity per face of Of = Nf ,e where Nf ,e is the number of
faces that share an edge e with a face f . This number is not large: for hexahedral
cells Ne,f = 12. However, that number becomes a large constant factor that
multiplies the overall complexity of an algorithm that loops over all mesh faces
O = NfOf = 12Nf , where Nf is the number of all faces in the mesh. Therefore,
an algorithm that requires directed access to a specific face has a 12 times greater
access complexity on an unstructured than on a structured mesh. Moreover, the
unstructured mesh data has a non-sequential structure which prevents hardware
based memory access optimizations [42, sec. 9.9]. Such computational complexity
restrictions must be considered when choosing a PLIC reconstruction algorithm
for unstructured meshes. Consequently, if the algorithm relative cost reported in
table 1 is already high on structured meshes, it can be disregarded as a candidate
for unstructured meshes.
Following subsections cover candidate PLIC reconstruction algorithms that have
been considered for use with unstructured meshes in the present work. In order to
reconstruct the piecewise-linear (planar) geometrical approximation of the ﬂuid
interface, to each interface cell an interface normal vector nc and position vector
pc are assigned. The aim of each reconstruction algorithm is to accurately compute
those two parameters. Firstly nc is approximated by the interface orientation
algorithm and secondly the interface plane is positioned by the interface positioning
algorithm that calculates pc.
5.1.1 Interface orientation
All interface orientation algorithms rely on the volume fraction ﬁeld α to approxi-
mate nc at some step in their calculation. Some second-order convergent algorithms
rely exlusively on the α ﬁeld, while others employ additional geometrical informa-
tion to increase absolute reconstruction accuracy and error convergence.
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5.1.1.1 Youngs’ algorithm
The algorithm was originally developed by Youngs [148]. Interface normal nc is
approximated using the numerical gradient of a discrete volume fraction ﬁeld
nc = − ∇cα‖∇cα‖+ ǫm , (82)
where ǫm = 1e− 15 is the machine tolerance factor used to prevent division by
zero away from the interface. The absolute accuracy and error convergence of the
discrete gradient approximation∇c is of crucial importance for the absolute solution
accuracy and error convergence when solving the volume fraction equation (9)
[24]. The discrete diﬀerential gradient operator ∇c is approximated using the
unstructured FV method covered in chapter 3. However, using the FVM for gradient
operator discretization is by no means a requirement for the geometrical VoF
method - other discrete diﬀerential operators can be used as well. More details on
the gradient operator discretization practice on unstructured meshes using FVM
can be found in [91, ch. 2].
It is widely known that an accurate approximation of ∇c in equation (82) is
essential for the overall accuracy and error convergence of the PLIC reconstruction
algorithms. This implies that the gradient discretization practice on unstructured
meshes should be carefully constructed.
Mavriplis [83] concludes that a wider stencil Inverse Distance Weighted Least
Squares Gradient (IDWLSG) approximation delivers accurate results on equidistant
hexahedral unstructured meshes. The author has applied a wider stencil gradient
for a more accurate aerodynamic drag estimation on unstructured meshes. The
author shows that the accuracy and convergence of the LS gradient deteriorates
strongly on unstructured tetrahedral meshes.
Aulisa et al. [14] propose a gradient calculation that uses ﬁnite diﬀerences to
compute the components of the volume fraction gradient at cell corners from cell
centered values obtained by averaging ﬁnite diﬀerence operations. This gradient
cannot be applied on unstructured meshes as it relies on directed addressing of
mesh elements.
Similar to Mavriplis [83], Ahn and Shashkov [5] propose a LS minimization to
estimate ∇cα on unstructured meshes. However, they diﬀer from the IDWLSG
proposed by Mavriplis [83] in the fact that their Linear Least Squares Gradient
(LLSG) does not rely on inverse distance weighting. Instead, they apply a second-
order linear approximation of the volume fraction ﬁeld α using the Taylor series
expansion from a cell c:
αl(x) ≈ αc +∇cα · (x− xc). (83)
A volume fraction error for the cell neighborhood C is deﬁned as
ǫl =
∑
n∈C
(
αn −
∫
Vn αl(x)dx
Vn
)2
(84)
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and the LS minimization of ǫl results in a 3× 3 linear algebraic system that is solved
for the 3 components of ∇cα in each cell c. The calculations required to obtain the
linear algebraic system are outlined in the appendix A. Ahn and Shashkov [5] have
used the gradient estimation for the α ﬁeld used by Garimella et al. [45] for their
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method. Both methods are focused on the
use of polyhedral meshes, which makes the explicit construction of a wider gradient
stencil as proposed by Mavriplis [83] redundant. This point is adequately illustrated
by ﬁgure 11: the cell-face-cell connectivity deﬁnes a convex cell stencil for the
polygonal cell, and a cross stencil for the hexagonal cell. In three dimensions the
same conclusion applies. Regularly shaped polyhedral cells have characteristically
high orthogonality and their average aspect ratios are close to 1 [68]. This implies
that the IDW weighting, shown necessary for tetrahedral meshes by Mavriplis [83],
is not necessary for polyhedral meshes. The only diﬀerence between the IDWLSG
current cell
neighbor cell
current cell
neighbor cell
Figure 11: The number of cell faces determines size of C which in turn determines the
accuracy of ∇c. Introducing vertex-cell neighbors as proposed by Mavriplis
[83] requires explicit stencil reconstruction on hexagonal and hexahedral
unstructured meshes, because there exist cells in those meshes that are
mutually connected only by their corner points.
and LLSG algorithm is the introduction of inverse distance weights in the minimized
error functional
ǫl =
∑
n∈C
[
wn
(
αn −
∫
Vn αl(x)dx
Vn
)]2
, (85)
where wn is the inversed distance weight
wn =
1
‖xc−xn|p∑
n˜∈C
1
‖xc−xn|p
. (86)
The weight exponent is set to p = 1, since all adjacent cells should have the same
amount of inﬂuence in the gradient approximation.
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Correa et al. [27] compare diﬀerent gradient operator approximations on unstruc-
tured meshes in detail. Their research is aimed at accurate volume rendering in
Computer Graphics (CG). Nevertheless, their ﬁndings can be directly used for the
gradient approximation on unstructured meshes in order to obtain a reasonably
accurate initial PLIC interface orientation. The following implications made by
Correa et al. [27] have had an impact on the ∇c approximation in the present
work:
1. Inversed distance based gradient approximations are generally more accurate,
especially on unstructured meshes with non-equidistant cells.
2. Inversed distance based methods are more cost eﬀective compared to regres-
sion based methods.
3. An increase in the discretization stencil size is important for improving the
absolute accuracy of the approximated gradient on hexahedral meshes.
The conclusions by the aforementioned authors have been taken into consideration
when the gradient approximation of the proposed geometrical VoF method was
developed. It is important to note that the gradients reconstructed over the
expanded cell stencil are not used for the discretization of diﬀerential operators,
they only result with a better estimate of the orientation vector for the PLIC
interface. Thus reconstructed gradients are not used outside of the single layer of
cells that contain the PLIC interface.
5.1.1.2 Mosso-Swartz algorithm
The derivation and numerical analysis of the Mosso-Swartz (MS) algorithm was
done by Swartz [135] and the algorithmic formulation for unstructured meshes was
done by Mosso et al. [88]. For an interface cell c, initial nc and pc are computed
using equation (82). An interface polygon is deﬁned as the intersection between
the interface cell and the interface plane Πc = Π(pc,nc)
Qc = Cc ∩Πc = {xq : xq ∈ Cc andxq ∈ Πc}. (87)
and each interface polygon has a centroid deﬁned as
xQc =
1
|Qc|
|Qc|∑
q=1
xq. (88)
A set of estimated interface normal vectors is computed for each cell c using the
set of interface polygons Qc,i from all the cells adjacent to the cell c
Nc = {nec,n : nec,n · (xQc − xQc,n) = 0}. (89)
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The modiﬁed interface normal nmc is obtained iteratively by a least-squares mini-
mization of the error
ǫMSn =
|Nc|∑
n=1
(nmc − nec,n)2. (90)
The initial iteration starts with nmc = nc as deﬁned for the Youngs algorithm by
equation (82). Once the new interface normal vector nmc is obtained, the interface
is reconstructed, resulting in a new set of interface polygons Qc. In order to obtain
second-order convergence, the steps deﬁned by equations 87 to 90 are repeated
four times (m = 1, 2, 3, 4) [88].
Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] propose an arithmetic average as an alternative
way to compute the modiﬁed normal
nmc =
∑|Nc|
n=1 n
e
c,n
|Nc| , (91)
which reduces the computational eﬀort introduced by the four outer iterations, the
artiﬁcial smoothing of the interface as well as the required mesh resolution. They
name this modiﬁcation of the Mosso-Swartz algorithm as the Swartz algorithm.
5.1.1.3 Conservative level contour interface reconstruction
The CLCIR family of algorithms was originally developed by López et al. [77]. Like
the modiﬁcation of the Swartz-Mosso algorithm developed by Dyadechko and
Shashkov [37], the CLCIR algorithm relies on estimating the interface normal by
performing a local average of the normal vectors from the surrounding interface
polygons. The diﬀerence between the CLCIR and Swartz-Mosso algorithm variants
lies in the way the estimated normal vectors nec,n are computed. CLCIR algorithms
rely on an iso-contour reconstruction to compute the estimated normal vectors.
To polygonize the iso-contour, cell corner points are ﬁrst associated with volume
fraction values by means of a volume-weighted average
α1,p =
∑|Npc |
n∈C α1,nVn∑|Npc |
n∈C Vn
,Vn = volume(Cn),Cn ∩ xp = xp, (92)
where xp is the p-th point in the list of mesh points P. From the point values
deﬁned by equation (92), for λ ∈ [0, 1] an edge iso-contour point xe,λ is subsequently
deﬁned as
xe,λ = xe,0 + s(xe,1 − xe,0), where s ∈ [0, 1],α(xe,λ) = αλ (93)
and where xe,0,xe,1 are the respective ﬁrst and second point of a mesh edge.
The parameter s is found using root ﬁnding methods when the ﬁeld used for
the iso-contour reconstruction is approximated in space, e.g., using a polynomial
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approximation. López et al. [77] have used a linear approximation of α along the
edge, which results in an explicit expression for the s parameter:
s =
αλ − α0
α1 − α0 , (94)
where α0,1 = α(xe,0,1). López et al. [77] have used αλ = 0.5 for their normal
estimation algorithm. Once all the edge points with αλ = 0.5 have been recon-
structed, in each interface cell c the polygonization of the iso-contour is computed
by connecting edge points xe,λ in each cell c, while maintaining the interface normal
orientation by enforcing outward orientation of the face area normal vectors. The
CLCIR polygonization restricts the number of polygons per interface cell to 1. The
interface normal estimation relies on the centroid of the iso-contour polygon in
each cell,
xc,λ =
1
N
ep
c
N
ep
c∑
i=1
xe,λ,i, (95)
where Nepc is the number of iso-contour edge points in the cell c. The centroid
xc,λ is subsequently connected with oriented iso-contour polygon centroids in the
neighboring cells into a set of triangles according to
T = {Tn : Tn = (xc,λ,xn,λ,xΠc(n+1),λ),n = 1, ..., |C|}. (96)
López et al. [77] use the cross-stencil for C on structured Cartesian meshes and
they report second-order error convergence. Second-order convergence is achieved
by extending the triangulation to include the polygon centroids in the neighboring
cells, compared to the local reconstruction proposed by Shin and Juric [125] for
their Level Contour Reconstruction Method (LCRM) method1.
Consistent triangle orientation of the triangulation T is necessary, otherwise
the interface normal is falsely approximated. For the triangulation T , consistent
triangle orientation is given by
∄i, j : nT ,i · nT ,j < 0with Tj , Ti ∈ T (97)
where nT is the triangle normal vector. This is achieved by orienting all iso-contour
polygon centroids xn,λ in the surrounding cells with respect to the initial interface
normal vector nc. A consistently oriented iso-contour centroid triangulation T is
then used to compute the ﬁrst modiﬁed interface normal vector
nmc =
∑|T |
n∈C nT ,nαn∑|T |
n∈C αn
. (98)
This approximation of the modiﬁed interface normal vector is similar to the arith-
metic average proposed by Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] in their modiﬁcation
1 The CLCIR normal relates the geometrical VoF method with the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking
method, in the sense that an iso-surface is reconstructed and used for interface normal vector
approximation.
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of the MS algorithm. The corrected normal is used for the interface positioning
sub-step of the interface reconstruction algorithm that results in the new interface
polygons. López et al. [77] have proposed a repetition of the iso-contour polygo-
nization step as well as a Bézier spline interface approximation to increase the
interface orientation accuracy and convergence.
Their results [77, tables 1 and 2] do not show signiﬁcant improvements in
convergence and absolute accuracy by introducing a repeated polygonization
step, nor by introducing the Bézier triangle patch interpolation. An increased
accuracy and convergence are not to be expected for the repeated polygonization
of the iso-contour, since the reconstruction of the interface does not modify the
values of α, and therefore has no impact to the volume weighted values given
by equation (92) used to polygonize the iso-contour so the details of the Bézier
interface approximation are omitted here.
The CLCIR method shows a promising and stable second-order of convergence
across diﬀerent mesh densities and is to be considered a good candidate for
unstructured meshes, as well as the MS modiﬁcation proposed by Dyadechko and
Shashkov [37], since both methods disregard computationally expensive outer
iteration steps.
5.1.1.4 Linear least squares fit algorithm
The LLSF algorithm was proposed by Scardovelli and Zaleski [120] and extended to
3D by Aulisa et al. [14]. The algorithm starts by an initial estimate of the normal
orientation using the Youngs’ algorithm given by equation (82). So computed nc is
then used to position the interface while upholding the prescribed volume fraction
value α. A positioned interface plane deﬁnes the interface polygon Qc with its
centroid xQc . Second-order convergence is obtained minimizing a plane functional
built from all interface centroids xQc in the surrounding cell neighborhood C.
A distance between the interface polygon centroid in the current cell c and the
centroid in the neighbor cell i is deﬁned as
dn = ‖xQc,n − xQc‖ (99)
and it is used to compute the average distance
da =
1
|C|
|C|∑
n∈C
dn. (100)
The individual and the average distance deﬁne the variance
σ2 =
1
|C|(|C| − 1)
C∑
n∈C
(dn − da)2 (101)
used to compute the individual weight of each neighboring centroid xQc,n via
wn = e
−d2n
aσ2 (102)
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Figure 12: The reconstructed xrc and advected x
a
c phase centroid in an interface cell used
by the MoF orientation algorithm.
with a being a free parameter set to 0.75 by the authors. The individual weight is
then normalized according to
w˜n =
wn∑
n∈C wn
. (103)
A weighted distance between a plane passing through that point with a corrected
normal nmc and each neighboring polygon centroid xQc,n
ǫLLSFn =
∑
n∈C
wn [n
m
c · (xQc,n − xQc)]2 , (104)
is to be minimized, resulting in a 3× 3 linear algebraic equation system per cell c
for 3 components of the corrected interface orientation vector nmc , similar as for the
MS algorithm. The diﬀerence between LLSF and the MS algorithms is the minimized
functional. The MS algorithm minimizes the diﬀerence between the normal vectors
and the LLSF algorithm minimizes the distance to a plane.
The LLSF method ensures a stable second-order convergence for a reconstructed
sphere and its absolute accuracy is comparable to CLCIR [77, Table 1]. Table 1 sets
the LLSF algorithm into a category of eﬃcient algorithms with the computational
cost that is reported to be only 1.5 times larger than the cost of the Youngs’
algorithm.
5.1.1.5 Moment of fluid algorithm
The MoF orientation algorithm Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] relies on the Youngs
algorithm for the initial estimate of the interface normal. The second-order conver-
gent improvement of the initial estimate is obtained by minimizing the distance
between the reconstructed phase centroid and the advected phase centroid.
Figure 12 shows the reconstructed xrc and the advected phase centroid x
a
c . The
reconstructed phase centroid is a centroid of the intersection between the positive
half-space of the reconstructed interface and the corresponding cell
Rc = Hα,c ∩Cc, (105)
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xrc =
1
|Rc|
∫
Rc
xdx. (106)
The advected phase centroid is initially deﬁned as a result of the intersection
between the positive half-space given by the initial interface geometry used to set
the volume fraction ﬁeld and the interface cell
Ac = H0α,c ∩Cc, (107)
xac =
1
|Ac|
∫
Ac
xdx. (108)
After the initial time step, the advected phase centroid is traced in a Lagrangian
manner, by solving a kinematic equation for the centroid motion using the barycen-
tric phase velocity. The initial half-space H0α,c in this case is used to pre-process
the volume fraction ﬁeld. Alternatively, the initial volume fraction value can be
set by intersecting two discretized domains with each other [10]. In this case Ac is
deﬁned as an intersection between the input domain and the interface cell in the
initial time step. Section 5.2 describes the MoF advection in detail. At this point,
it is assumed that the advected phase centroid xac is available in each interface cell
in the current time step.
The Youngs’ reconstruction algorithm introduces an error in the orientation of
the interface normal vector nc. This error is schematically shown as the shaded
region in ﬁgure 12. The goal of the MoF orientation algorithm is to minimize this
shaded region by modifying the direction of the normal vector nc. The diﬀerence
between the advected and the reconstructed centroid,
ǫMOFc = ‖xrc − xac‖2, (109)
is minimized to compute the corrected interface normal nmc , resulting in a new
advected phase volume centroid xac in each optimization step. T MoF orientation
algorithm [37, 6, 38] improves the reconstruction in two important ways. The
reconstruction procedure is local to the interface cell, making the reconstruction
algorithm massively parallel because no communication between processes that
contain interface cells is required during the reconstruction step. This does not
incur perfect linear scaling however, because the amount of time required by the
reconstruction will be linearly proportional to the number of interface cells handled
by the parallel process. When the interface cells are not uniformly distributed
among parallel processes, load imbalance occurs that negatively impacts scaling.
Not requiring parallel communication for the interface reconstruction is unlike
all the aforementioned normal orientation algorithms. Note, however, that the
reconstruction does require the phase centroid to be available and the parallel com-
putation therefore has an additional overhead of both tracing and communicating
phase centroids. Absolute accuracy of the method is much higher than for other
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orientation methods, making it a better choice for problems where local dynamic
reﬁnement is required. Additionally, the centroid-based optimization results in a
more accurate automatic nested reconstruction of multiple interfaces for multiphase
ﬂows [38].
5.1.2 Interface positioning
xc
nc
αc
1
xα
Oc
αc(xα)
pc
Figure 13: A schematic representation of the interface positioning. The volume fraction
function αc(pc) is shown for a ﬁxed interface normal orientation nc. Irrespec-
tive of nc and the shape of the cell, the αc function has diminishing gradients
at the interval endpoints.
Whereas reconstruction algorithms diﬀer strongly in the choice of the interface
orientation algorithm, the same interface positioning algorithms are shared by many
reconstruction algorithms. The aim of each positioning algorithm is to compute the
position of the interface plane pc. To achieve this, a piecewise-linear approximation
of the interface is used to redeﬁne the volume fraction equation (6) for a cell C as
αc =
Rc
Vc
= αc(nc,pc). (110)
The interface orientation algorithm provides nc, and the αc is given either by
pre-processing or by the advection step. Therefore, pc remains as the only unknown
variable in equation (110). Figure 13 shows the volume fraction as a function of
the interface position pc along a given orientation vector nc. It becomes obvious
by inspecting ﬁgure 13 that equation (110) can be further simpliﬁed to a scalar
equation
αc = αc(xα), (111)
where xα is the coordinate on the nc axis with respect to an arbitrarily chosen origin
Oc. In this thesis, the centroid of the cell xc is chosen as the origin. To compute
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the interface position, the positioning algorithm reformulates equation (111) into
an inverse dependency
xα = xα(αc). (112)
Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] have proven that nc and αc are suﬃcient to compute
xα (therefore also pc) because the function given by equation (111) is a strictly
monotone function. However, at the point of writing this text, there exists no single
explicit function given by equation (112) that is valid for all arbitrarily shaped
cells. This implies that the interface position xα needs to be determined iteratively,
at least to some extent.
The actual graph of αc(nc,pc) is diﬀerent for diﬀerent primitive cell shapes
using the same nc as shown in ﬁgure 14 for an intersected tetrahedron, cube and
star polyhedron in ﬁgures 14(a) to 14(c), respectively. Regardless of the graph,
the function has a diminishing derivative at two positions pc: the point where the
intersection between the half-space deﬁned by the PLIC interface plane and the cell
is the complete cell, and another point where the intersection result is an empty set.
The diminishing derivative causes divergence of slope-based numerical methods
used to solve equation (112) for pc.
(a) Intersected tetrahedron. (b) Intersected cube. (c) Intersected star shape.
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Figure 14: Volume fraction αc as a function of the interface plane position pc computed
using the same nc = (1, 1, 0) for three diﬀerent cell shapes.
Several interface positioning algorithms have been developed so far to compute
xα. An iterative approach based on the Brent’s method [21] has been used by Rider
and Kothe [111]. Equation (112) is evaluated iteratively, starting with an initial
guess x0α, until xα is computed, such that the prescribed volume fraction αc is
obtained up to a prescribed tolerance. The Brent method [20] is applied because
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it provides a stable solution to the root ﬁnding problem even when subjected to
diminishing gradients of the function at the interval endpoints as shown in ﬁgure 13
schematically and in ﬁgure 14 for actual volume fractions. Rider and Kothe [111]
already state that Newton’s iterative method results in lower number of iterations
as well as a smart initial starting position for the Brent’s method. In order to
better estimate x0α in the ﬁrst step, Rider and Kothe [111] sort the cell points with
respect to the projection on nc
Pc,Σ = {pi : (pi · nc) ≤ (pi+i · nc),pi ∩Cc = pi}. (113)
To each pi ∈ Pc,Σ, a volume fraction is assigned as
αc,i =
Cc ∩H(nc,pi)
Vc
, (114)
where H is a positive half-space at point pi whose orientation is deﬁned by nc.
The cut-out slab is deﬁned as
Sc,i = {Cc ∩H(nc,pi) ∩H(−nc,pi+1) : i = 1, 2...|Pc,Σ|}. (115)
From equations (113) and (114), we have
αc,i > αc,i+1. (116)
and as a consequence
∃!Sc,i : αc,i+1 ≤ αc < αc,i ⇐⇒ pc ∈ Sc,i. (117)
That cut-out slab Sc,i is then chosen which contains the interface position. At this
point, Rider and Kothe [111] apply Brent’s method [21] to locate the interface
within the slab with lower iteration count.
A semi-analytical approach was extended to arbitrary cell shapes by López and
Hernández [76] that is iterative in the fact that it relies on the sorting step and slab
calculation used by Rider and Kothe [111]. Contrary to the algorithm proposed
by Rider and Kothe [111], once Sc,i is found, an analytical expression is used to
compute pc explicitly. This is possible since the slab is a convex polyhedron. The
semi-analytical approach is faster on cubic cells compared to the Brent method
used in [111], no iterations are required to position the interface within the slab.
Furthermore López and Hernández [76] state that the sorting and slab calculation
step is still the most computationally expensive part of the positioning algorithm,
even more so for cells with larger number of points.
A simpliﬁed, fully iterative and much faster approach was proposed by Ahn and
Shashkov [6] that also works well with cells of arbitrary shape. Additionally, the
average number of iterations for cubic cells is reported in [6] to be smaller than 8 -
which is the number of vertices of the cube. This makes the stabilized iterative
algorithm faster than the semi-analytical one, even for Ωh with hexahedral cells,
since the overall number iteration count is smaller than for the semi-analytical
algorithm where it is necessary to create the cut-out slabs. Moreover, the algorithm
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is simpler than all other interface positioning algorithms: it consists of a combination
of the secant method and the bisection method. The bisection method is used to
stabilize the root ﬁnding algorithm when αc aproaches 0 or 1.
Another semi-iterative interface positioning algorithm was proposed by Diot
et al. [35] for planar and axis-symmetric convex cells. The authors show that their
approach is faster than the standard Brent’s iterative method and the algorithm
proposed by Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] that relies on the calculation of the
interface position xα within a slab Sc,i using interpolation. Table 2 contains results
for the axis-symmetric geometry and shows exactly what is to be expected: the
average global iteration number for both the method of Dyadechko and Shashkov
[37] and Diot et al. [35] are the same, since they both rely on the same sorting
and slab calculation steps. The authors make no reference to Ahn and Shashkov
[6], nor do they compare their results to this eﬃcient stabilized Secant/Bisection
interface positioning algorithm. Furthermore, they do not show a comparison with
the method proposed by López and Hernández [76], even though the motivation for
their proposed algorithm was an increased eﬃciency compared to this algorithm.
Consequently, no conclusions can be drawn with respect to the diﬀerence in
computational eﬃciency between the method proposed by Diot et al. [35] and the
methods of López and Hernández [76] and Ahn and Shashkov [6].
Diot and François [34] have extended their 2D and axis-symmetric method [35]
to 3D for convex cells of arbitrary shape. Following their work in [35], explicit
analytic expressions for computing a volume of 3D slabs Sc,i are proposed. Only
a comparison with an iterative method based on Brent’s root ﬁnding method is
provided in the results section of the article. Accuracy and eﬃciency comparisons
against more recent algorithms such as the algorithms by López and Hernández
[76], Ahn and Shashkov [6] are not provided. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to conclude if
the 3D implementation of the volume calculation expressions actually improves
the eﬃciency and accuracy compared to the aforementioned algorithms.
All algorithms except the one by Ahn and Shashkov [6] ([111, 37, 76, 35, 34])
rely on the pre-sorting procedure and slab calculation, which introduces at least
Np intersections where Np is the number of cell points. Therefore, the positioning
algorithm proposed by Ahn and Shashkov [6] is adopted in this thesis as the
primary choice for interface positioning, since its average per-cell iteration count is
lower than Np.
5.2 volume fraction advection
As covered in the overview of the volume fraction advection algorithm in sec-
tion 4.1.3, the problems arising in the volume fraction advection are strongly
related to geometrical operations performed on the ﬂux volumes: their linearization,
correction for volume conservation and subsequent intersection with interface cells
and half-spaces. In this section, a chronological exposition of proposed methods
that have improved on the volume fraction advection problem is given. Eulerian
ﬂux-based geometrical VoF methods are covered in more detail, as they are more
closely related to the method proposed in the present work.
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Initial developments of volume fraction advection algorithms have reduced the
complexity of the geometrical operations by adopting a dimensionally split approach
to advecting the volume fraction. This kind of advection is also called operator
splitting. The dimensionally split advection splits the calculation of the discretized
volume fraction equation (71) in D steps, where D is the spatial dimension of the
solution domain. Dimensionally split algorithms update volume fraction values
once per splitting step and a new geometrical approximation of the interface must
be computed for the subsequent calculation step. Because the dimensionally split
algorithm performs 3 interface reconstructions per time step computational cost is
increased. The directional splitting still requires the calculation of the ﬂuxed phase
volume contributions across ﬁnite volume faces in equation (71). This, in turn,
imposes a requirement on each ﬁnite volume face f : its normal area vector must be
aligned with a coordinate axis. For structured hexahedral meshes, this requirement
is fulﬁlled. However, unstructured meshes do not fulﬁll this requirement, even if
the cells of the unstructured mesh are of hexahedral shape. The reason lies in the
deﬁnition of the face on unstructured meshes as an ordered collection of mesh
points given by equation (13). It directly follows that deﬁning the face area normal
vector with equation (22) does not imply any kind of alignment with the coordinate
axes. In case of unstructured meshes with hexahedral cells no information regarding
the axis alignment of face area normal vectors is used and would therefore need
to be re-computed. For problems without topological mesh changes, this incurs
a single calculation of the axis alignment information at the beginning of the
simulation. However, for problems that require topological mesh changes, the
information on the axis alignment needs to be computed after every respective
topological mesh change. The aforementioned reasons and an improved overall
solution accuracy [69, 70, 73] make the dimensionally unsplit advection algorithms
a preferred choice for unstructured meshes. A detailed review of dimensionally split
algorithms on structured meshes is given by Tryggvason, Scardovelli, and Zaleski
[139] and the reader is directed to the works of Kothe et al. [69], Rider and Kothe
[111], Scardovelli and Zaleski [119, 120], Aulisa et al. [14] for details on individual
algorithms.
The diﬀerences between the state of the art dimensionally unsplit algorithms
are in the algorithm sub-tasks: geometrical approximation of the ﬂux volume,
corrections for volume conservation and the geometrical intersection operations
required for computing the ﬂuxed phase volume contributions.
Kothe et al. [69] and later Rider and Kothe [111] proposed a two-dimensional
Eulerian ﬂux-based unsplit algorithm that uses a constant velocity distribution
across an edge (face in 3D) uf to construct the ﬂux volume Vf and consequently
the ﬂuxed phase volume contributions V αf ,c. However, they noted that Pilliod and
Puckett [103] were the ﬁrst to develop a directionally unsplit multidimensional
algorithm ([69, page 3, table 1],[111, page 6, table 1]). The computation of the phase
volume contributions given by equation (69) by the Rider-Kothe Algorithm (RKA)
is shown schematically in ﬁgure 15. Compared to using point velocities as shown in
ﬁgure 6, the use of constant velocities by the RKA causes an overlap between the
ﬂux volumes and subsequently the phase ﬂux contributions for two point-adjacent
edges, i.e. faces. The overlap is fluxed twice and shown schematically as the shaded
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Figure 15: A schematic representation of the 2D Rider-Kothe algorithm [111].
triangle in ﬁgure 15. Fluxing the same volume multiple times this way causes
overshoots and undershoots. An overshoot is deﬁned as
αoc = {αc − 1 : αc > 1} (118)
and an undershoot is deﬁned as
αuc = {−αc : αc < 0}. (119)
Undershoots and overshoots have been handled in the RKA using explicit conserva-
tive redistribution of the volume fraction α. A second-order convergent reconstruc-
tion algorithm ELVIRA [103] has been used to reconstruct the PLIC interface. Since
Rider and Kothe [111] have used edge (face) centered velocities to construct the
ﬂux volumes, there is no need to correct the geometrical ﬂux volumes for volume
conservation. However, this is only true if the edge-centered velocity ﬁeld upholds
the discrete divergence free condition
∑
f Ff = 0. Rider and Kothe [111] do propose
a correction for volume conservation, but for diﬀerent reasons: they expect the
face centered velocity ﬁeld to uphold the discrete divergence free condition up to a
specified tolerance of a linear solver used to obtain it. They were aiming at applying
their algorithm with velocity ﬁelds that result from an approximated solution of
the incompressible single ﬁeld Navier-Stokes (NS) equation system. In that case, a
following correction is proposed:
∂tα+∇ · (uα) = α∇ · u. (120)
However, should an explicit function that adheres to the discrete divergence free
criterion be used to evaluate uf , no correction for volume conservation is required
for the geometrical ﬂux volumes of the RKA. Using an edge (face) centered velocity
simpliﬁes the geometrical form of the geometrical ﬂux volume: the ﬂux polygon
is either convex or weakly non-convex. However the velocity ﬁeld varies over the
edge (face), the RKA assumes a constant ﬂux velocity over the edge (face), so
the only non-convexity of the resulting ﬂux polyhedron can be introduced by
the non-convexity of the face of the control volume itself, which in turn is a
result of the mesh generation algorithm. Consequently, the geometrical operations
used subsequently to compute the phase volume contributions are substantially
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simpliﬁed, especially in three dimensions. The authors proposed two variants of
their algorithm: a fully dimensionally unsplit algorithm, and the unsplit variant
constructed from the dimensionally split algorithm. In the latter algorithm, a
corner ﬂux polygon correction procedure is required to cut out large corner overlaps
characteristic for the dimensionally split algorithms. In both cases the cell corner
velocities are determined from the edge center velocities based on their signs. Rider
and Kothe [111] have shown that their unsplit algorithm is more accurate than
the operator split variant.
Mosso et al. [89] were the ﬁrst to propose a cell-based (re-mapping) LE method for
the dimensionally unsplit volume fraction advection that uses a forward projection.
They reported a test case involving a translation of a circle on an unstructured
irregular hexahedral mesh using a periodical spatially constant velocity ﬁeld, that
moves the circle back to the original position. The algorithm shows promising
results [89, ﬁgure 5] in the fact that the shape and the area of the circle are
maintained even on a non-orthogonal unstructured hexahedral mesh.
Mosso et al. [88] described the application of their LE method to the problem of
a rotating planar and circular interface and the numerical errors that are related
to exact, forward Euler, backward Euler and trapezoidal integration of mesh
point displacements. They concluded that the use of the trapezoidal integration
for the forward projection step of the LE method removes artiﬁcial expansion
and contraction of the interface. In other words, the trapezoidal integration of
point displacements conserves volume - a conclusion that is also drawn later by
Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71].
In their comprehensive review of methods for DNS of two-phase ﬂows, Scardovelli
and Zaleski [119] stated that the dimensionally unsplit algorithm provide better
accuracy compared to their split counterparts, especially regarding asymmetries in
the shape of the advected interface.
Harvie and Fletcher [53] have proposed the stream scheme: a two-dimensional
Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method that uses a continuous velocity ﬁeld
approximation and a geometrically reconstructed interface to compute the ﬂuxed
phase volume contributions by approximating the ﬂux volume Vf as a set of stream
tubes. The velocity ﬁeld is based on a streamline function formulated as a bilinear
polynome
Ψ(x, y) = (χbx+ χy)i− (χby− χx)j. (121)
The velocity is given directly from the stream function as
u =

 ∂yΨ
−∂xΨ

 =

 χbx+ χy
−χby− χx

 . (122)
The divergence free condition∇·u = 0, when applied to the velocity ﬁeld computed
from the stream function shows
∇ · u = ∂x(χbx+ χy) + ∂y(−χby− χx) = χb − χb = 0, (123)
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which means that the volume conservation of the approximated velocity ﬁeld will
be upheld irrespective of the chosen coeﬃcients of the bilinear stream function
polynomial. The coeﬃcients chosen by Harvie and Fletcher [53] are speciﬁc to
Cartesian equidistant meshes and are hence not covered here. The authors note
that the velocity ﬁeld is continuous in the normal direction across cell faces, and
discontinuous in the tangential direction, as well as at cell corner points. Once
the velocity ﬁeld has been approximated by the stream function, ﬂuxed phase
volume contributions are calculated based on stream tubes given by the velocity
ﬁeld and a discretization of the face in Nstream segments, as shown in ﬁgure 16.
A stream tube is thus deﬁned by the streamline of the ﬂuid particle that crosses
a face along the stream coordinate l and the width w. The stream tube width is
given by Nstream and the velocity ﬁeld u from the volume conservation law [53].
The actual geometry of the stream tubes is not explicitly approximated. Instead,
the ﬂuxed phase volume contributions are calculated as integrals of the phase
indicator function along the streamline. The connection with other geometrical VoF
methods is the PLIC based geometrical interface approximation that substitutes
the discontinuous phase indicator function.
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Figure 16: A schematic representation of the 2D stream scheme [53].
The ﬂuxed phase volume contribution over the face f as
V αf ,c =
Nstream∑
i
V αf ,c(i) =
Nstream∑
i
∫ Li
0
wi(l)I(l)dl, (124)
where I is the phase indicator function. The stream scheme approximates the
phase indicator function using a PLIC interface. Details on how the above integral
is reformulated for actual calculation are available in [53]. The stream scheme has
comparative results to those of Rider and Kothe [111] for the reversed single vortex
test case. The authors have noted that the second-order reconstruction algorithm
ELVIRA increases the accuracy of the advection. Using the ﬁrst-order convergent
Youngs’ reconstruction algorithm in the regions where the ﬂuid interface forms
thin ﬁlaments is error prone, since the error of the gradient operator introduces
instabilities in the motion of the interface that are then ampliﬁed and cause the
interface to break up. The accuracy and computational cost of the stream scheme is
highly dependent on Nstream. The authors have reported that Nstream = 10 makes
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the computational eﬀorts comparable to other dimensionally unsplit algorithms.
Numerical tests show that the scheme suﬀers from wisps: small values in αc in cells
that should be empty and values near 1 in cells that should be completely ﬁlled.
Wisps have orders of magnitude lower values than jetsam and ﬂotsam ﬁrst described
by Noh and Woodward [95] and later by Rider and Kothe [111]. Harvie and Fletcher
[53] deal with wisps by applying a conservative wisp removal algorithm that takes
into account the direction of the interface normal vector. The conservative wisp
removal algorithm removes wisps within the 27 cell stencil of a target cell, making
it the only point in the stream scheme where the dependence on the CFL condition
is introduced.
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Figure 17: A schematic representation of the two-dimensional DDR scheme [52].
Harvie and Fletcher [52] have proposed the two-dimensional DDR scheme: a
scheme that is inherently volume conservative and that does not produce ﬂotsam or
jetsam as well as volume fraction over-or-undershoots. The DDR scheme constructs
defined donating regions for all faces of a cell c whose velocities are directed outwards
from the cell. A deﬁned donating region in an approximation of the ﬂux volume
Vf . Once the donating regions are constructed, as shown schematically in ﬁgure 17,
intersections with the PLIC interface result in the computation of the ﬂuxed phase
volume contribution V αf ,c for each face f . Faces f , g and h are labeled in ﬁgure 17
to distinguish their respective velocities used for constructing the deﬁned donating
regions. The DDR scheme improves volume conservation compared to Rider and
Kothe [111], Harvie and Fletcher [53] by using unique slopes for the donating
regions at cell corners. The scheme is introduced in two-dimensions, and the slopes
are deﬁned as the ratio
dy
dx
|fg = ‖uf‖‖ug‖ , (125)
whereas the velocity uh is an inflow velocity, so no donating region is constructed
for this face. The volume of the donating region a result of the total volume
conservation for the cell c and it deﬁnes the geometry of the donating region. The
DDR scheme bases its calculations on Cartesian equidistant meshes and the reader
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is directed to [52] for more details on the actual computation. The conservation
of the total volume for the cell c not only deﬁnes the geometry of the donating
regions, it also indirectly introduces the CFL criterion into the scheme. Preventing
the characteristic overlap of the ﬂux volumes in the RKA (ﬁgure 15) improves
the volume conservation of the DDR scheme together with the correction of the
donating region for volume conservation. However, limiting the donating regions
to a cell prevents the scheme from fluxing around the corner.
cpc
nc
g
ug
uh
h
h→ c
g → a
a
b
Figure 18: A schematic representation of the corner-ﬂux ignored by the DDR scheme.
Consider ﬁgure 18 and assume for simplicity that the cell b is full with αc = 1.
The white corner ﬂux is not ﬂuxed from cell b to cell a by the stream scheme. The
donating region constructed for the donating face h of cell b will ﬂux the triangle
into cell c (h → c). However, for the cell c, the donating region of the outﬂow
face g stops at the face h, since h is an inﬂow face for cell c. The RKA and other
dimensionally unsplit algorithms that work with cell corner velocities make sure
that the ﬂux corresponding to the face g transfers the white triangle to cell a
(g → a). Ignoring the corner ﬂuxes is the cause of the method’s larger advection
errors for test cases where the velocities are directed along cell diagonals which is
characteristic for: the diagonal translation case [52, table 1], slotted disk test case
[52, table 3] and during the reversed vortex case [52, table 4]. The DDR scheme is
outperformed by the original Youngs’ scheme for all those test cases. Nevertheless,
the DDR scheme is the ﬁrst scheme that proposed the use of unique cell corner
velocities to build discrete Lagrangian trajectories required to approximate the
ﬂux volume Vf . As a result, its volume conservation and numerical boundedness
errors were exceptionally small. Additionally, enforcing the conservation of total
volume removed the need for explicit ﬂux removal or under/overshoot redistribution
algorithms.
Cerne et al. [24] have analyzed the numerical errors of the geometrical VoFmethod.
They have quantiﬁed the reconstruction errors for two-dimensional simulations
on structured meshes in the form of reconstruction correctness. They have also
described the eﬀect of the advection errors on the distortion in the shape of the
circular interface that is subjected to translation on coarse meshes. Moreover, they
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show artiﬁcially high interface advection velocities for dispersed interfaces, where
the length of the interface elements approaches cell size. As a solution for the
interfacial dispersion, they propose the use of local dynamic AMR as a means of
dealing with dispersion errors, based on the reconstruction correctness criterion.
Scardovelli and Zaleski [120] have formalized the geometrical interpretation of
their two-dimensional Eulerian Implicit - Lagrangian Explicit (EI-LE), proposed
originally by Aulisa, Manservisi, Scardovelli, and Zaleski [15]. The scheme formal-
ization is based on modeling the steps of the EI-LE scheme using linear mappings.
Scardovelli and Zaleski [120] extend the original EI-LE scheme as a dimensionally
unsplit scheme. However, the unsplit nature of the scheme is interpreted in the VoF
context: a single advection and reconstruction step are executed per time step. The
scheme still requires the face area normal vectors to be aligned with coordinate
axis. Additionally, entire scheme derivation is prepared for structured meshes. The
EI-LE is the ﬁrst scheme that reports the absence of wisps and conserves the total
area exactly. A result that deserves special attention is the reversed vortex test
case [15, ﬁgure 10] with no visible wisps in the solution and a reduced geometrical
advection error compared to previous methods, including the DDR scheme. The
extension of the EI-LE method to unstructured meshes has been suggested by
the authors, but it requires a triangulation of the domain and a continuous area
preserving linear mapping. Even though EI-LE shows very promising results, the
order of accuracy of the unstructured FVM deteriorates to ﬁrst-order of accuracy
on unstructured tetrahedral/triangular meshes [61, 68]. Therefore, an extension of
EI-LE to unstructured meshes has not been considered.
p′i = pi + λfsi
f
Sf
pi
V αf ,c
si
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nc
pc
c
Figure 19: A schematic representation of the EMFPA scheme.
López et al. [75] have combined the volume conservation and numerical bounded-
ness of the solution produced by the DDR scheme of Harvie and Fletcher [53] and
the dimensionally unsplit approach proposed by Rider and Kothe [111] that does
not disregard computing the around the corner ﬂuxes into a new Edge-Matched
Flux Polygon Advection (EMFPA) scheme. Shown schematically in ﬁgure 19, the
ﬂux volume Vf i s deﬁned by the positions of the swept face points p′i computed
as
p′i = pi + λfsi, (126)
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where λf is a face-constant scalar coeﬃcient and si is the displacement along the
discrete Lagrangian trajectory, computed using the IDW interpolation
si =
1∑Npf
f=1 wi,f
Npf∑
f=1
wi,fu
n+ 1
2
f : pi ∈ Ff , (127)
where
wi,f =
1
‖pi − xf‖ . (128)
The face velocity uf that contributes to the slope is evaluated in an intermediate
time step n+ 1
2
≡ t+ 0.5δt: the velocity ﬁeld at this time is obtained from a linear
interpolation between the current and the next time step, n and n+ 1 respectively.
Using the IDW interpolation to compute the slope si of the discrete Lagrangian
trajectories introduces an interpolation error. On Cartesian equidistant meshes
used by López et al. [75], equation (127) represents an arithmetic average, since
all the distances from corner points to face centers are the same. The slope of the
discrete Lagrangian trajectory inﬂuences the overall scheme accuracy, as shown
by more recently proposed dimensionally unsplit geometrical advection schemes
where interpolations of higher-order are used to approximate the slope. The slope
si and the face-constant parameter λf determine the magnitude of the geometrical
ﬂux volume Vf shown as a lightly shaded polygon in ﬁgure 19. To ensure a second-
order accuracy of the temporal integration for the volume fraction, the ﬁrst-order
accurate Euler scheme used in chapter 4 for the ﬂux volume in equation (61) is
replaced by a trapezoidal quadrature rule for the ﬂux volume Vf ,
Vf =
∫ t+δt
t
∫
Sf
u(t) · ndo Sf 6=Sf (t)≈ 0.5δt
(
unf + u
n+1
f
)
· Sf . (129)
Subsequently, the geometrical ﬂux volume is made equal to the second-order
accurate ﬂux volume Vf to ensure volume conservation, by adjusting the face-
constant parameter λf . Calculation of the ﬂuxed phase volume contributions V αf ,c
by clipping the corrected geometrical ﬂux volume with surrounding cells c ∈ Cf and
interface half-spaces Hc. It is important to note that the second-order temporal
accuracy of the EMFPA algorithm is ensured by the trapezoidal rule integration of
the ﬂux volume as well as the slope calculation with the intermediate velocity u
n+ 1
2
p
interpolated linearly from unp and u
n+1
p . This is possible only when an explicit
velocity ﬁeld u = u(x, t) is given that can be evaluated at any point in time.
For simulating two-phase ﬂows, un+1f that adheres to a discrete divergence free
condition up to the tolerance of the linear solver is an approximated solution of a
single-ﬁeld two-phase NS equation system.
Volume conservation is improved by the EMFPA algorithm proposed by López
et al. [75], compared to the original RKA algorithm proposed by Rider and Kothe
[111] because of the reduction of the overlap between neighboring ﬂux volumes.
However, using the face-constant volume conservation adjustment coeﬃcient λf
results in possible overshoots and undershoots in the solution. Consider the cell c
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shown in ﬁgure 19. The magnitude of the ﬂuxed phase volume contribution V αf ,c is
uniquely deﬁned by points pi and p′i as well as the interface half-space Hc. The λf
magnitude determines the position of the swept points p′i and it depends on the
diﬀerence between the geometrical ﬂux volume and the ﬂux volume. This diﬀerence
is a function of the slope si: larger error in the slope of the discrete Lagrangian
trajectory results in a larger correction for volume conservation. The ﬂuxed phase
volume contribution V αf ,c shown in dashed can be over or underestimated. As
a consequence, the sum of the total volume of both phases entering cell c may
be diﬀerent from the sum of the total volume of both phases exiting cell c. In
other words, overshoots or undershoots in the volume fraction αc can occur in
the cell c. López et al. [75] show that their EMFPA algorithm coupled with the
Spline Interface Reconstruction (SIR) algorithm provides an overall second-order
convergence. They also emphasize the necessity for a second-order convergent
reconstruction algorithm because of its strong inﬂuence in the absolute error
magnitude. They do not quantify errors in volume conservation and numerical
stability. The authors mention that some overshoots appear, but only in cell where
the slopes si are almost orthogonal to Sf , in which case a local conservative
redistribution algorithm is applied. Additionally, they state that wisps appear in
the solution and that they do not have an eﬀect on the computational eﬃciency of
the algorithm. The eﬀect of wisps on numerical stability is not addressed.
A dimensionally unsplit algorithm is proposed by Pilliod and Puckett [103]
that is based on the work of Bell, Dawson, and Shubin [18] and relies on the
method of characteristics to integrate the ﬂux volumes in time with either ﬁrst
or second-order accuracy. The scheme is constructed in two-dimensions and a
face-constant velocity is used for the calculation of the characteristic lines. Unlike
the DDR scheme and similar to the RKA this method allows the calculation of the
corner ﬂuxes, which makes it more accurate. Pilliod and Puckett [103] show near
machine tolerance volume conservation errors for a translation of a circle and the
rotation slotted disc by Zalesak [149] and state a necessity for the second-order
accurate VoF scheme to utilise a second-order accurate reconstruction algorithm.
Veriﬁcation cases involving both spatially and temporally varying velocity ﬁelds
are not presented, as well as the extension to three dimensions.
Dyadechko and Shashkov [37, section 4.1] rely on the Lagrangian tracing /
Eulerian remapping (LE) geometrical VoF method for advecting the volume fraction
ﬁeld in the framework of their proposed Moment of Fluid (MoF) method. Backward
tracing of the points is used to compute the αn+1c as described in section 4.2,
based on the 4th-order Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme. The method was implemented
in 2D, and the authors propose the use of bins (Axis-Aligned Bounding Box
(AABB)) that simplify the geometry of polygonal cells and allow for a substantial
computational cost reduction when computing contributions to αn+1c . Because the
Lagrangian backward tracing does not preserve the constant volume of the original
cell, Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] rely on a local conservative redistribution for
correcting values of αn+1c that are out of bounds [0, 1], as well as for correcting
artiﬁcial interface cells that are registered as mixed, but should not be (so-called
wisp cells).
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Figure 20: A schematic representation of the PCFSC advection scheme.
Piecewise Constant Flux Surface Calculation (PCFSC), a three-dimensional ex-
tension of the RKA of Rider and Kothe [111] is proposed by Liovic et al. [73]. The
PCFSC algorithm is described for equidistant Cartesian meshes, but like RKA, it
directly generalizes to unstructured meshes with arbitrary cell shapes. Figure 20
contains a schematical representation of the elements required by the PCFSC al-
gorithm. The dimensionally unsplit advection is achieved by Eulerian ﬂux-based
backward tracing approach, as described in section 4.1 with an important simpliﬁ-
cation: the discrete Lagrangian point trajectories are not determined using unique
velocitied up(t), a face centered velocity uf is used instead. A direct consequence
of using the face centered velocity uf to compute the same discrete Lagrangian
trajectory for each point p are planar ruled surfaces. This in turn means that no
further linearization of the ﬂux polyhedron is required. Furthermore, provided
that uf satisﬁes the discrete divergence free condition, no correction of the ﬂux
volumes are required for volume conservation. Planar ruled surfaces and a constant
point velocity result in a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation of the geometrical operations
required to compute the ﬂuxed phase volume contributions V αf ,c, compared to the
proposed method outlined in chapter 6. With the additional absence of the ﬂux
volume correction for volume conservation, PCFSC is computationally less expensive
than other 3D schemes. However, as a shown in ﬁgure 20, using face centered
velocities to sweep points results in non-unique discrete Lagrangian trajectories
used for a point pi. As a consequence, ﬂux volumes may overlap or have holes
between them along the whole length of an edge, which in turn results in ﬂuxed
phase volume contributions not to be ﬂuxed, or to be ﬂuxed twice, leading to
overshoots and undershoots in αc. The projection of the discrete Lagrangian point
trajectories in ﬁgure 20 shows how the application of a face-constant velocity for
point displacements may create a hole between two edge-adjacent geometrical ﬂux
volumes. This can be observed for the edge ef ,i−1 = (pi−1,pi) of the face f in
ﬁgure 21. For velocity ﬁelds that vary spatially across a face f a piecewise constant
veapproximation of the velocity results in loss of accuracy. In an eﬀort to eﬃciently
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supress ﬂux volume errors, Liovic et al. [73] scale the ﬂuxed phase volume with a
scalar coeﬃcient
˜V αf = ΛfV
α
f , (130)
where Λf is given as
Λf = 1−
‖uf · Sfδt‖ − V gf
V
g
f
, (131)
where V gf is the geometrical ﬂux volume. Liovic et al. [73] show that their PCFSC
coupled with their CVTNA algorithm results in an overall second-order convergent
solution for standard interface advection veriﬁcation cases. Volume conservation
and numerical stability errors for spatially and temporally varying velocity ﬁelds
are not discussed.
Aulisa et al. [14] have extended their EI-LE scheme [15, 120] to support three-
dimensional computations on Cartesian meshes. The dimensionally split Eulerian
Implicit - Lagrangian Explicit 3D (EILE-3D) and Eulerian Implicit - Lagrangian
Explicit 3D Decomposition Simpliﬁed (EILE-3DS) schemes conserve mass exactly
for sphere translation and rotation test cases. EILE-3DS results in an asymptotical
second-order convergence of the advection errors for their non-uniform vorticity
single vortex test case with a decreasing CFL number. Aulisa et al. [14] have
quantiﬁed volume conservation errors for spatially and temporally varying velocity
ﬁelds. They show that the volume conservation errors of the EILE-3DS method are
converging from approximately 1e− 03 to 1e− 06 for their single vortex test case
with increased mesh resolution and from approximately 1e− 04 to 1e− 09 for the
same test case with 323 volumes and a decreasing CFL number.
Hernández et al. [54] have proposed the Face-Matched Flux Polyhedron Advection
(FMFPA-3D) scheme as an extension of their EMFPA [75] that supports three-
dimensional calculations. They note that the ﬂux integration by trapezoidal rule in
equation (129) is replaced by an integration that uses intermediate face-centered
velocity values when the scheme is coupled with the single ﬁeld formulation of the
NS system.
Figure 21 schematically describes geometrical ﬂux volume construction for the
FMFPA-3D advection scheme. As its name states, the goal of the scheme is to
maintain a planar polyhedral geometrical representation of the geometrical ﬂux
volume. Hernández et al. [54] state that the three-dimensional extension that
naturally follows from their EMFPA scheme would utilise unique point velocities,
however, such extension would involve geometrical intersection operations on
complex non-convex objects with non-planar ruled surfaces, which was left as
future work. Instead, the FMFPA-3D scheme goes one step further than the PCFSC
scheme and applies velocities that are unique for each mesh edge. The edge velocities
are interpolated from face-centered velocities from those faces that connect to the
edge. This ensures the planarity of the ruled surfaces, since all edge points are
swept with the same displacement vector. However, the velocities are not unique
at mesh points. Consider the point pi in ﬁgure 21: diﬀerent swept points p′i are
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Figure 21: A schematic representation of the initial FMFPA-3D geometrical ﬂux volume.
generated with diﬀerent edge velocities uef ,i and uef ,i−1 . Constructing a geometrical
ﬂux volume for the face f using non-unique point velocities for spatially varying
velocity ﬁelds can leave the faces of the geometrical ﬂux volume disconnected in
the neighborhood of that point: a hole can be generated between two swept edges.
The FMFPA-3D scheme further simpliﬁes the geometrical ﬂux volume by closing
the gaps between swept edges by the following approximation:
V
g
f = {x : (x− pi) · ni ≤ 0 : i = 1, 2, ...|Ff |+ 1}, (132)
where
ni =


uei × ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ |Ff |,
nf ′,l, i = |Ff |+ 1
(133)
and nf ′,l is the normal vector of the linearized swept face f ′. If the face Ff is
deﬁned by equation (13) as an ordered (oriented) set of points, sweeping the face Ff
using edge velocities deﬁnes a swept face F′f as a set of all swept points p
′
i shown in
ﬁgure 21. Using non-unique point velocities increases the number of swept points.
In the case of the FMFPA-3D scheme, the number of swept face points doubles.
Non-uniqueness of the edge velocities uef ,i shown in ﬁgure 21 may lead to the
swept face F′f to be non-planar. In this case, the FMFPA-3D scheme linearizes the
swept face in the form of a plane Π(nf ′,l,pf ′,l). The nf ′,l is deﬁned by Hernández
et al. [54] for structured Cartesian meshes. For unstructured meshes with arbitrary
cell shape it can be deﬁned as an area weighted triangle normal average,
nf ′,l =
1∑|F′f |
i=1 ‖nT ,i‖
|F′f |∑
i=1
nT ,i, (134)
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where the triangle normal is deﬁned as
nT ,i = (p
′
i − xf ′)× (p′i+1 − xf ′) (135)
and xf ′ is the centroid of the swept face F′f deﬁned by equation (20). Alternative
means of computing a normal vector of a non-planar set of points are also applicable.
Having computed nf ′,l, to linearize the geometrical ﬂux volume using equation (132),
the point pi ≡ pf ′,l ⇐⇒ i = |Ff |+ 1 needs to be computed. Hernández et al. [54]
determine the position of this point using an explicit exact equation for the volume
of a convex polyhedron with faces as planar convex polygons that is then used to
position the point pf ′,l so that volume conservation is upheld. This computation is
possible, since the geometrical ﬂux volume simpliﬁcation given by equations (132)
to (135) simplify the original geometrical ﬂux shown in ﬁgure 21 to a convex
polyhedron with planar convex faces. It is necessary because the geometrical ﬂux
volume does not correspond to the ﬂux volume given by uf .
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Figure 22: A schematic representation of the linearized FMFPA-3D geometrical ﬂux
volume.
Figure 22 shows the ﬁnal linearized geometrical ﬂux volume, corrected for
volume conservation. The non-unique point displacements are replaced by plane
intersections given by inequalities in equation (132). Note that the non-planar
swept face F′f is linearized using the plane Π(nf ′,l,pf ′,l).
Hernández et al. [54] have compared their results to their 3D implementation
of the RKA, where they have adjusted the swept face position approximately for
volume conservation. It is not clear why the adjustment of the face position in the
RKA implementation is done approximately, because an exact correction is used for
the swept face in the FMFPA-3D algorithm with a more complex ﬂux linearization
compared to the RKA.
Zhang and Liu [154] have proposed the 2D Polygonal Area Mapping Method
(PAM), a 2D LE geometrical VoF method that is based on Lagrangian backward
tracing of the cells as described in section 4.2, similar to theMoFmethod (Dyadechko
and Shashkov [37], Ahn and Shashkov [9]). However, the computation of the αn+1c
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is not based on the intersection between the backward traced cell and the PLIC
interface at the current time step Hnα,c. Instead of using the area of the material
polygon to compute the volume fraction value at the next time step αn+1c , the
material polygon is tracked forward in time and used for the αn+1c computation.
Explicit tracing of all points of the material polygon using an RK scheme leads
to errors in mass conservation, as velocities evaluated at the material polygon
points are not divergence free. Zhang and Liu [154], however, do not mention
interpolation of the velocity ﬁeld u(x, t) at the points of the material volume in
the text, they only mention the RK temporal displacement integration scheme
as a possible source of errors in the volume conservation. It is not clear if the
exact velocity u(x, t) is evaluated for the points of material polygons, in which
case the interpolation errors are completely avoided. After the forward tracing
of material polygons, complex operations are required in order to correct non-
convex material polygons to ensure volume conservation ([154, section 3.2]) and
explicitly handle topological changes using merging algorithms for polygons ([154,
section 3.3]). Veriﬁcation results that involve temporally and spatially varying
velocity ﬁeld show that the PAMmethod is more accurate than EMFPA on structured
equidistant meshes, however it is volume conservative within Ev ∈ [1e− 08, 1e− 05]
depending on mesh resulution (e.g. [154, table 4]). Authors state that the method
is approximatively 20% slower than EMFPA without reporting computational
times either per time step or for the total simulation time for the used computer
architecture. Extension of the calculations in 3D is stated to be a simple consequence
of using Computational Geometry Algorithms Library (CGAL) for building the
algorithms of the PAM method. Although CGAL is a powerful 3D geometrical
library, the proposed approach of using Nef polyhedra for boolean operations is
not eﬃcient enough (cf. Hachenberger et al. [51]) for handling many polyhedron /
half-space intersections required by a 3D implementation of the geometrical VoF
method.
Ahn and Shashkov [9] have extended the MoF method proposed by Dyadechko
and Shashkov [37] with local dynamic Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement (AMR) and show
an overall second-order convergent solution for a set of standard veriﬁcation cases,
with diﬀerent levels of local dynamic AMR. Adaptive MoF is implemented in 2D
and the same problems in overshoots, undershoots and wisps are dealt with both
local and global conservative error redistribution. Ahn et al. [11] have coupled the
MoF method with the single-ﬁeld two-phase NS equation system.
Zhang [151] proposes a fourth-order accurate representation of the Donating
Region (DR), using the Donating Region Approximated by Cubic Splines (DRACS)
to increase the accuracy of the approximation the ﬂux volume. Instead of relying
on linearized ﬂux polyhedra or ﬂux triangulation, Zhang [151] proposes the use
of convex sets bounded with non-linear curves (hypothetically, surfaces in 3D)
for solving equation (59). The DRACS scheme uses (E)LVIRA for piecewise linear
interface reconstruction, so the fourth-order convergence is only shown for cases
where no signiﬁcant interface deformation occurs (solid body rotation, 2D shear
with T = 0.5s). In order to obtain an overall fourth-order accuracy for larger de-
formations, a higher-order volume conservative interface reconstruction is required.
Zhang [151] motivates the development of the higher-order DRACS method by the
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need for an accurate curvature calculation required for two-phase ﬂows. However
presented veriﬁcations cases with weak interface deformation or none whatsoever
leave open a question if discontinuities that arise from topological changes of the
interface in 3D (e.g. interface breakup and coalescence Popinet [105, ﬁgures 20 and
24]) can be handled, such that higher-order accuracy as well as solution robustness
are maintained.
Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71] propose an elegant alternative LE geometrical
VoF method that observes material volumes instead of control volumes, described
here in more detail because of its elegance, simplicity of parallel implementation
and direct applicability to unstructured meshes with cells of arbitrary shapes.
They named their method Hybrid Lagrangian–Eulerian Method for Multiphase
ﬂow (HyLEM). A volume is considered to be a material volume if it evolves along
Lagrangian trajectories given with the ﬂuid velocity u(x, t). In this case, the
volume always encloses the same set of material points as it evolves and no mass is
entering or leaving the volume. For a material volume that contains two immiscible
incompressible phases with constant densities ρ1, ρ2, it follows that the total mass
of each respective phase does not change with the motion of the material volume.
This can be stated for phase 1 as
lim
δτ→0
1
dt
(∫
Vm(τ+δτ )
ρ1I(x(τ + δτ ), τ + δτ )dx−
∫
Vm(τ )
ρ1I(x(t), t)dx
)
= 0, (136)
Discretized, equation (136) takes on the following form
Hn+1m,α ∩ V n+1m = Hnm,α ∩ V nm. (137)
Motion of incompressible ﬂuid phases can be prescribed by a velocity ﬁeld if it
satisﬁes ∇ · u(x, t) = 0. If this is the case, the material volume does not change
in magnitude, based on the Space Conservation Law (SCL) (Demirdzic and Peric
[29]):
dVm(t)
dt
=
∫
∂Vm(t)
u(x, t) · ndo =
∫
Vm(t)
∇ · u(x, t)dx = 0. (138)
Since the volume enclosed by the cell Cc can be observed as a material volume Vc,
V n+1m = V
n
m +
∫ τ+δτ
τ
dVm(t)
dt
dt, (139)
from where a very important condition
V n+1m = V
n
m (140)
is formulated, that must be satisﬁed on the discrete level. The equation (140) is
used and equation (137) is then divided with say V n+1m , that then leads to
αn+1m = α
n
m = α
n
c . (141)
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Equation (141) leads to the elegant idea of Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71] for
computing αn+1c . First, V
n+1
m is computed by sweeping forward Vc along discrete
Lagrangian trajecories (forward tracing). Equation (141) then allows the interface
to be simply reconstructed in every V n+1m , resulting immediately with a PLIC
interface in the new time step: Hn+1m,α . However, in order to continue forward with
the computation for n+ 2, αn+1c needs to be determined. It is important to note
that αn+1c 6= αn+1m . The computation of αn+1c can be formulated as the intersection
between the new PLIC interface and the control volume Vc:
αn+1c =
1
Vc
volume(Hn+1i,α ∩i∈Nc,Hn+1
i,α
V nc ), (142)
such that
Nc,Hn+1i,α
= {m : volume(Hn+1m,α ∩ V nc ) > 0}. (143)
This idea is very elegant because the material volumes make it possible to use solely
the mesh motion and interface reconstruction in order to obtain the PLIC interface
in the new n+ 1 time step. Its parallel implementation is simple as it requires a
single exchange of the new interface elements (Hn+1m,α ) across process boundaries,
whose topology does not change with mesh motion. However, there are at least
three diﬃculties in maintaining volume conservation. Note that equation (142)
ensures exact numerical boundedness. First, the condition given by equation (140)
is not upheld without corrections of V n+1m for volume conservation if discrete
interpolated velocities are used to compute V n+1m by displacing V
n
c . Second, mapping
(m,n+ 1)→ (c,n) required by equation (142) is surjective, and the PLIC interface
reconstructed on V n+1m has discontinuities that may cause volume conservation
errors when computing intersections in equation (142). Third, a 3D implementation
will generate V n+1m as polyhedra with non-planar faces, so the reconstruction
algorithm needs to be extended for interface positioning within such polyhedra.
Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71] have left the 3D method generalization as future work
and have shown for 2D Cartesian meshes that a second-order mass conservation
error can be obtained by using higher-order RK schemes for the integration of
mesh point displacements. From numerical experiments, the authors have come
to the conclusion that volume conservation errors cancel out when the solutions
of forward and backward Lagrangian backtracing are averaged, resulting in a
combined forward/backward integration scheme for αn+1c . Le Chenadec and Pitsch
[71] reported third-order accurate volume conservation errors for the trapezoidal
rule for cases with strong interface deformation within [1e− 14, 1e− 05].
Zhang and Fogelson [153] propose the improved Polygonal Area Mapping Method
(iPAM), a fourth-order accurate 2D method, that replaces the approximation of
discrete Lagrangian trajectories with cubic splines in the DRACS scheme with
displacements that are split into line segments that result from the sub-time
stepping used for the point displacement integration. Impressive results presented
by the authors show that the iPAM has the highest absolute accuracy among all
other 2D geometrical VoF methods as well as a stable fourth-order convergence.
However, already the 2D iPAM method is signiﬁcantly more complex than other
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geometrical VoF methods. In order to obtain fourth-order accuracy, additional
marker points are added to the 2D interface, that are then tracked along discrete
Lagrangian trajectories integrated using the fourth-order accurate RK method.
Consequently, iPAM method requires complex explicit topological operations to be
performed on the interface to handle merging and coalescence, similar to those used
by the Front Tracking method (cf. Tryggvason et al. [138]). Complex algorithms are
already required for 2D calculations to ensure the fourth-order of accuracy, and their
extension for 3D calculations is not straightforward: the authors again propose that
the 3D extension results from the simple use of Nef polyhedra and related boolean
operations implemented in CGAL. As already pointed out, the execution times are
already inadmissible for the geometrical VoF method: 1000 points in the intersection
result cost ≈ 10 seconds, as reported by Hachenberger et al. [51]. Instead of relying
on conservative error redistribution, material polygons are manipulated directly
to ensure mass conservation. Complex algorithms that adjust material polygons
by manipulating edges and adding/removing points used for ensuring local mass
conservation are used. The authors state that local volume conservation cannot be
fulﬁlled for some cells (Zhang and Fogelson [153, footnote, page 2370]), however
they disregard this issue because of the fourth-order convergence of the geometrical
volume fraction error. The volume (mass) conservation error is not reported the
veriﬁcation test cases. As for the computational eﬃciency, Zhang and Fogelson [153]
state that iPAM is vastly more eﬃcient than any other geometrical VoF method in
terms of computational costs required to achieve the same accuracy. For h = 1
128
,
they have calculated iPAM to be as much as 1650 times more eﬃcient than any
state-of-the art VoF and 100 times more eﬃcient than the AMR-MoF method by Ahn
and Shashkov [9] for the 2D shear test case and h = 1
128
. However, the eﬃciencies
are computed under the assumption that the CPU time consumption per time
step of every other second-order geometrical VoF method is nearly equal to that of
the PAM method and no High Performance Computing (HPC) measurements that
support the theory are provided. Still, the iPAM method is very accurate and it
delivers a stable higher-order convergence, which makes it an attractive candidate
for a possible extension to 3D, especially if the statements regarding its eﬃciency
are conﬁrmed by HPC measurements.
Parallel to the ﬁrst implementation of the UFVFC scheme proposed in the present
work (cf. [78]), Owkes and Desjardins [98] and Jofre et al. [65] have proposed
Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF methods that as well use unique vertex discrete
Lagrangian trajectories. Unlike the vast majority of methods reviewed up to this
point, both methods support 3D computation. The method proposed by Jofre et al.
[65] is directly applicable to unstructured meshes, whereas Owkes and Desjardins
[98] state that the extension for unstructured meshes is straightforward. Both
methods share the same correction of the ﬂux volume Vf for volume conservation,
covered extensively in section 6.3.3. Both methods rely on the LVIRA algorithm
for the second-order accurate PLIC interface reconstruction and are parallelized
using the domain decomposition model. They both show second-order convergent
geometrical advection errors, are numerically bounded and volume conservative.
The geometrical VoF method proposed in the present work was developed parallel
to both methods, and its extensions give beneﬁt to other ﬂux-based geometrical
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VoF methods as well, especially in terms of absolute accuracy (better ﬂux volume
triangulation, alternative reconstruction algorithms to LVIRA) and computational
eﬃciency (reduction of intersection operations).
Comminal et al. [26] propose a 2D Cell-wise Conservative Unsplit (CCU) LE
scheme. Contrary to Zhang and Liu [154], Zhang [151], Zhang and Fogelson [153],
Zhang [152] that rely on the exact velocity to be prescribed at cell corner points
as well as material polygon points, Comminal et al. [26] address the problem
of interpolation. They show that the overall advection accuracy is inﬂucenced
mostly by the integration of the discrete Lagrangian trajectories, and higher-order
accurate velocity interpolation. For the Lagrangian backtracing of control volumes,
Comminal et al. [26] rely on an explicit fourth-order accurate RK scheme, which is
very interesting suggestion because the explicit nature of this high order scheme
reinforces the coupling of the volume fraction equation with the rest of the two-
phase NS equation system. Compared to PAM and iPAM schemes, CCU is much
simpler because it replaces complex explicit manipulation of material polygons
with a simple correction of the control volume pre-image for volume conservation.
The same correction was already used by Jofre et al. [65], Owkes and Desjardins
[98] for correcting ﬂux polyhedra, and it is used in the method proposed in the
present work as well. Additionally, topological changes do not have to be handled
by the explicit manipulation of the geometrical interface, as is the case for the
PAM method. Of course, the absolute accuracy and convergence of the iPAM and
PAM is much higher, however, extending the CCU scheme to 3D unstructured
meshes would involve signiﬁcantly simpler geometrical operations. Comminal et al.
[26] outline a possible extension for 3D calculations, that is also commented in
the description of the geometrical VoF method proposed in the present work (cf.
chapter 6).
An elegant alternative Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method implemented
in 3D with support for arbitrary unstructured meshes was proposed recently by
Roenby et al. [113], the isoAdvector scheme. The isoAdvector scheme avoids 3D
intersection operations resulting from Lagrangian tracing by LE methods or from
ﬂuxed phase volume contribution calculations by Eulerian ﬂux-based methods.
The dimension of intersection operations is reduced from 3D to 2D because the
isoAdvector scheme approximates the solution of the volume fraction equation as
αnc + 1 = α
n
c −
0.5
Vc

∑
f
Fnf α
n
f +
∑
f
Fn+1f α
n+1
f

 δt (144)
where αf is the face fraction given by the intersection between a linear approxima-
tion of the ﬂuid interface on a face Ff . The linear interface approximation is similar
to the one proposed by Hernández et al. [54] for their Conservative Level Contour
Interface Reconstruction (CLCIR). In order to achieve second-order accuracy, αf (t)
is polynomially extrapolated from values given by the intersection between the
linear ﬂuid interface and the face Ff . Positions of the interface (iso-face) are com-
puted by tracing the linear interface element forward in time in a Lagrangian way,
using the velocity at the cell center. The method is elegant and computationally
inexpensive compared to other geometrical VoF methods, because the computation
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of numerical ﬂuxes by αf (t) completely avoids complex geometrical operations
outlined in this section for other methods. As a consequence of using 2D operations
for ﬂux calculations, the computational eﬃciency of the isoAdvector scheme is
much better than for all other aforementioned geometrical VoF methods. Algorithm
parallelisation using the domain decomposition approach is the same as for any
Eulerian ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method. As for the absolute accuracy, Roenby
et al. [113] have compared the results for the 3D deformation case against the
results of Liovic et al. [73] and Hernández et al. [54]. Reported isoAdvector errors
(Roenby et al. [113, page 21]) [3e− 03, 6.4e− 04, 1.2e− 04] for the respective meshes
with [643, 1283, 2563] volumes are worse than those generated by the PCFSC from
Liovic et al. [73, table 7] on ﬁner meshes. Roenby et al. [113] have proposed the
computation of phase ﬂuxes using simpler geometrical operations than those that
are required for other geometrical VoF methods, which represents an avenue worth
investigating further.
5.3 conclusions
The numerous methods used for the reconstruction of the PLIC interface and the
advection of the volume fraction ﬁeld outlined in sections 5.1 and 5.2 show how
active geometrical VoF methods are being researched. The majority of higher-order
methods are still being developed in 2D and for structured Cartesian methods.
Main obstacles in developing accurate, robust and eﬃcient (both serial and par-
allel) geometrical VoF methods in 3D with support for unstructured meshes are:
geometrical operations, computational complexity behind the unstructured mesh
topology, modular and yet highly computationally eﬃcient software design. A set
of three-dimensional geometrical operations specialized for VoF methods that are
robust, accurate and yet computationally very eﬃcient are required. Unstructured
mesh topology complicates the direct access to mesh elements on available on struc-
tured meshes. A professional software development practice that ensures a modular
and yet eﬃcient implementation of both geometrical and transport algorithms
is necessary. Accurate, robust and conservative geometrical VoF methods rely on
consistent combinations of diverse sub-algorithms on unstructured meshes such as:
displacement integration, ﬂux / cell volume correction, intersection, convex hull,
stencil computation, etc. It must be possible to exchange those sub-algorithms
freely without a large computational and programming overhead and in order to
deal with the methodological uncertainty. Although often claimed to be straight-
forward or even trivial, an extension of a geometrical VoF method to support 3D
computation on unstructured meshes is rather complex, which is easily conﬁrmed
by the number of publications that actually do support 3D operations.
6
DEVELOPED METHOD
This chapter covers the details of the proposed LE ﬂux-based geometrical VoF
method.
Geometrical Volume-of-Fluid methods are currently being actively developed
by the scientiﬁc community. Between the LE and the LE ﬂux-based method, the
decision was made to improve the LE ﬂux-based method because of its inherent
volume conservation property, simpler parallel algorithm implementation, and the
fact that a ﬂux-based method ﬁts well within the unstructured FV method used
by the OpenFOAM software platform for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
(Weller et al. [147], Jasak and Jemcov [62]), which was chosen for the method
implementation.
The novelty of the proposed method lies foremost in the use of unique mesh-point
(cell corner) velocities for approximating backward Lagrangian trajectories. The
motivation behind the usage of point velocities lies in the resulting absence of an
overlap between adjacent ﬂux polyhedra. This ensures volume conservation as,
hypothetically, no amount of the phase ﬂux volume can be ﬂuxed twice over a face
of a mesh cell.
Actually, volume conservation can only be considered as an inherent property
of the LE ﬂux-based method so far as the geometrical ﬂux volume corresponds
exactly to the volume given by the temporal integral of the volumetric ﬂux. A
correction resulting from this constraint was recently imposed by Comminal et al.
[26] also for a LE geometrical VoF method (their 2D CCU scheme) to ensure volume
conservation. In chapter 5, other LE methods are outlined that correct the swept
cells to maintain volume conservation in one way or the other. In order to represent
the ﬂux polyhedron as accurately as possible, a new triangulation method for
the ﬂux polyhedron is proposed within the scope of this work. Visualization of
ﬂux polyhedra that fail to be corrected properly for volume conservation for the
standard volume fraction advection cases has led to the conclusion that there is a
strong relationship between the overall accuracy of the LE ﬂux-based geometrical
VoF method and the approximation of the ﬂux polyhedron. This is conﬁrmed by
the results of the standard volume fraction advection veriﬁcation tests described
in chapter 11.
Additional to improving volume conservation, the discrete Lagrangian trajectories
reconstructed with cell corner velocities represent more accurately the discrete ﬂow
map than the Lagrangian trajectories that result from geometrical simpliﬁcations
of the ﬂux polyhedra. When point velocities are used, the point displacements that
build discrete Lagrangian trajectories are a direct result of a numerical approxi-
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mation of the integrated point velocity over a time step δt. On the other hand,
when the ﬂux polyhedron is simpliﬁed in order to simplify geometrical operations,
both the directions and the lengths of point displacements lose the connection
with the point velocity integral. As a consequence, an accurate reconstruction of
discrete Lagrangian trajectories using point velocities results in better absolute
overall accuracy for the volume fraction transport algorithm. In this chapter, the
methods that support the use of the cell corner velocities for the volume fraction
transport are covered in detail.
Within this work, a single-step second-order accurate explicit temporal integra-
tion is proposed for both the discrete Lagrangian displacements and ﬂux volumes
Vf ; a diﬀerent approach than often used RK integration schemes. This temporal
integration replaces the ﬁrst-order accurate equation (61) used in chapter 4 to out-
line the geometrical VoF method with an explicit single-step second-order accurate
approximation.
An often disregarded aspect of a geometrical VoF method is the additional
complexity required to extend the method for parallel algorithm execution, be it
with a shared memory, or domain decomposition parallel model. For brevity, this
aspect will be shortly named as: method parallelization or simply parallelization
from this point on. Parallelization becomes very important as soon as the focus of
the method application shifts from simple geometries and prescribed velocity ﬁelds
used for method veriﬁcation, to DNS of two-phase ﬂows in geometrically complex
solution domains of technical importance. In terms of method parallelization,
the Euler ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method is very straightforward, as it relies
only on exchanging outgoing scalar phase ﬂux volume V αf ﬁelds across process
boundaries. As the LE geometrical VoF method, LE ﬂux-based geometrical VoF
method, because of its explicit nature, lends itself to the interleaving of computation
with communication, which leads to less time being spent by parallel tasks in
waiting for the messages to be received. As for the shared memory parallelism, the
reconstruction of the interface as well as the calculation of phase ﬂux volumes V αf
does not incur any race conditions, which results in straightforward load balancing
when shared memory parallelization is used.
Two interface reconstruction algorithms are used within this work that are
second-order accurate, support unstructured meshes, do not introduce additional
advected variables, and incur a smaller communication overhead.
The accuracy of the initialization algorithm for the volume fraction ﬁeld αc
determines the maximal absolute accuracy that can be achieved when solving the
volume fraction equation equation (71). Three improvements are proposed for the
existing initialization algorithm for the volume fraction ﬁeld within this work. First,
the initialization is based on the intersection operations between arbitrary shaped
polyhedra, that increases the accuracy of initial volume fraction values. Second,
serial reductions of intersection operations are introduced that save computational
time. Third, the intersection operations are parallelized using the hybrid (message
passing and shared memory) approach to parallelization. Additionally, a new
initialization algorithm is proposed that computes a volume fraction ﬁeld from the
intersection between a surface and a volume mesh.
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6.1 volume fraction initialization
The requirement of the volume fraction initialization algorithm for the initial
interface reconstruction is covered in section 4.1.2. In this section, the developed
volume fraction initialization algorithms are outlined.
Initializing volume fraction by representing the initial interface with a mesh
(interface mesh) Γh was proposed for their MoF method by Ahn and Shashkov [7,
cf. appendix D]. In the ﬁrst step, a set of interface cells are deﬁned in the solution
domain Ωh as
N ic = {c : ∃(p,q) ∈ Cc,p inside Γh,q not inside Γh}, (145)
where p and q are points of the cell Cc. Diﬀerent algorithms have been developed to
test if p is inside Γh that are of practical use for large values of |Γh|, |Ωh|. To ensure
short calculation times on 3D unstructured meshes with large initial interfaces,
Ahn and Shashkov [5, 7] relied on the ray crossing version of a point-in-polyhedron
algorithm described by O’Rourke [96, section 7.5] to compute p inside Γh. To
substantiate the decision for altering the initialization algorithm proposed by Ahn
and Shashkov [5, 7], the ray crossing point-in-polyhedron algorithm of O’Rourke
[96] is outlined in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Ray crossing point-in-polyhedron by O’Rourke [96]
1: while true do
2: compute bounding radius R
3: r0 = random ray of length R
4: r = q + r0
5: crossings = 0
6: for triangle T ∈ Γh do intersect(T ,q, r)
7: if degenerate intersection then
8: re-enter while loop
9: else
10: increment crossings
11: end if
12: end for
13: if crossings is odd then
14: return q is inside Γh
15: else
16: return q not inside Γh
17: end if
18: end while
O’Rourke [96] states that algorithm 1 is of complexity O(cn), where c is the
number of times the while loop has been re-entered to disregard a special case, and
n = |Γh|. Experiments show that c ≈ 1 which makes algorithm 1 linear in terms of
the size of the interface mesh n = |Γh|. If algorithm 1 is then used to categorize
all points of the domain Ωh to identify interface cells N ic using equation (145),
the overall complexity of evaluating N ic is of quadratic complexity O(mn) where
m = |P| and n = |Γh|.
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For interface cells N ic detected with equation (145) and algorithm 1, Ahn and
Shashkov [7] compute the volume fraction using algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Volume fraction initialization : Ahn and Shashkov [7]
1: for cell c ∈ N ic do
2: AABBc = axis aligned bounding box (c)
3: compute random points p, PAABBc = {p : p ∈ AABB(c)}
4: npc = |PAABBc|
5: n
p
obj = 0
6: for point p ∈ PAABBc do
7: if p is inside Γh then
8: n
p
obj = n
p
obj + 1
9: end if
10: end for
11: αc =
n
p
obj
n
p
c
12: end for
Two conclusions can be drawn by examining algorithm 2. First, the computation
of the volume fraction αc is approximative, as it is deﬁned by the ratio of the number
of points inside Γh and the total number of points that ﬁll the axis-aligned bounding
box of an interface cell c ∈ N ic, compared to using geometrical intersections to
compute Cc ∩ Γh. Therefore, the accuracy of algorithm 2 depends on the number
of points randomly distributed within the bounding box of the interface cell npc .
Moreover, using the points that ﬁll an axis aligned bounding box of a cell to
compute its volume fraction is an inaccurate representation of the volume fraction
on tetrahedral meshes, where the axis aligned bounding box may diﬀer strongly
from the geometry of the tetrahedron (cf. ﬁgure 23). This error is avoided when
hexahedral cells are used to discretize the domain Ωh and is lower for polyhedral
cells. Second, algorithm 2 has the complexity of O(|N ic|npc |Γh|) when it comes to
categorizing each point p ∈ PAABBc using the ray crossing algorithm.
The number npc can be considered a large constant in this case, as surely more
than 10 points are required to accurately represent the ﬁll level of the cell bounding
box. Consequently, the total complexity of the algorithm proposed by Ahn and
Shashkov [7] to compute the volume fraction is Oh((|Ωh|+ |N ic|npc)|Γh|) - if the
complexity is analyzed in terms of the intersection between a triangle and a ray.
As stated by Ahn and Shashkov [7], npc is a small number compared to |Ωh|,
however, it is multiplied with N ic which can be large. Of course, this is the worst
case complexity, since the ray-triangle intersection can be avoided by introducing
AABB tests as proposed by O’Rourke [96]. The initialization algorithm 2 requires
additional bounding box tests to include cells of Ωh intoN ic that cannot be identiﬁed
by algorithm 1 because their size may be too large to resolve small features of
Γh. However, this diﬀerence is ignored in this description of new initialization
algorithms as they do not require it.
The main reason for changing the volume fraction initialization procedure is to
obtain an exact volume fraction ﬁeld. In order to achieve this, the initialization
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Γh
Cc
AABB(Cc)
Figure 23: Schematic representation of the volume fraction initialization algorithm of
Ahn and Shashkov [7]. The randomly generated points are schematically
shown as circles of diﬀerent colors: those that are inside Γh are of white color
and they contribute to npobj in algorithm 2. Obviously in this schematic case,
all the points that are inside Γh are not inside the triangular cell Cc; however
they are used to compute αc.
algorithms proposed in this thesis deﬁne the initial volume fraction using geometrical
intersections
αc =
|Cc ∩ Γh|
|Vc| , (146)
where Vc is the volume of the cell Cc. Two algorithms are proposed within this
work that rely on equation (146) for exact calculation of the volume fraction: CCI
and SMCI algorithms, outlined in algorithms 3 and 4. CCI algorithm 3 is a step in
the right direction of computing an exact αc value. However, it has a complexity of
O(|Ωh|d) in terms of the 3D polyhedron intersection operation which costs much
more than the triangle / ray intersection utilised by algorithm 2. The number d is
the number of cells Cj ∈ Γh that intersect a cell Ci ∈ Ωh. This number depends on
the relative size of the cells in Ωh compared to the cells in Γh: it grows when the size
of the cells in Γh is reduced. The ﬁrst part of the algorithm reduces the complexity
from O(mn), where m = |Ωh| and n = |Γh|, by pre-computing AABBs of cells in
Ωh and Γh, which is a very cost-eﬀective operation. In order to keep d as small as
possible, Γh mesh is created as an unstructured mesh, reﬁned near its boundary
that represents the ﬂuid interface. This way, the complexity of the algorithm is
reformulated as O(k|Nb|+ l|N ic|), where Nb = {Cc : Cc ∈ Ωh,αc = 1}, with
k ≈ 5, l ≈ 100 and of course |N ic| << |Γh| << |Ω|. This reduction in eﬀect
makes algorithm 3 have linear complexity with respect to the cell/cell intersection
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Algorithm 3 CCI volume fraction initialization
1: Compute BΩ : {BiΩ : BiΩ = AABB(Ci),Ci ∈ Ωh}
2: Compute BΓ : {BjΓ : BjΓ = AABB(Ti), Ti ∈ Γh}
3: BΩ,Γ = {BiΩ,Γ : BiΩ,Γ = ∅ }
4: for i ∈ [1, |BΩ|] do
5: for j ∈ [1, |BΓ|] do
6: if Bi
Ω
∩Bj
Γ
6= ∅ then
7: Bi
Ω,Γ = B
i
Ω,Γ ∪ j
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: for Bi
Ω,Γ ∈ BΩ,Γ do
12: Vα,c = 0
13: for j ∈ Bi
Ω,Γ do
14: Vα,c+ = volume(Ci ∩Cj),Ci ∈ Ωh,Cj ∈ Γh
15: end for
16: αc =
Vα,c
Vc
17: end for
operation. Since the initial interface mesh Γh is not used for approximating a
solution to a Partial Diﬀerential Equation (PDE), very strong reﬁnement near the
ﬂuid interface boundary of Γh can be applied. With k = 100 in interface cells, the
initial interface is approximated with 100 cells of Γh within a single cell Ci ∈ Ωh.
The initial interface mesh Γh that is reﬁned near the interface ensures suﬃcient
interface resolution for an accurate αc value. Very coarse cells away from the
interface reduce the algorithm complexity, as the internal cells of Ωh are intersected
with but a few cells of the interface mesh Γh. Figure 24 contains geometrical results
from an actual algorithm execution on meshes from chapter 11. It shows that the
volume fraction computation αc =
volume(Γh∩Cc)
Vc
in the case of the CCI algorithm
involves many cell / cell intersections (Ci ∩Cj in algorithm 3) for interface cells
(cell Cc in ﬁgure 24), in order to ensure that the interface Γh is suﬃciently resolved.
The CCI algorithm 3 computes exact volume fractions, and is amenable to
multiple phases, by using multiple initial interface meshes Γh. Note that the linear
complexity of algorithm 3 cannot be compared to the quadratic complexity of
algorithm 2, for the obvious diﬀerence in the unit operation: the operation used
to analyze the complexity of the algorithms. The unit operation is usually that
operation where the majority of the computational time is spent by the algorithm.
In asymptotic complexity analysis, algorithm operations are often assumed to
take the same amount of time for a single algorithm, and complexity of diﬀerent
algorithms is compared based on this assumption as well. In practice, it is seldom
the case that every operation of a single algorithm requires equal amount of work,
and that two algorithms have the same unit operation. In this work, a unit operation
is isolated using proﬁling tests with many problem sets of increased sizes. CCI
algorithm was not implemented for its low complexity or execution times, the main
goal was to ensure exact volume fraction initialization.
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Γh = {Cj}
Cc
Figure 24: Volume fraction initialization of a veriﬁcation case from chapter 11 using the
CCI algorithm. The interface Γh is modeled as an unstructured volume mesh.
The exact volume fraction value αc is computed using Cc ∩ Γh. left image
shows an overlay of Γh and a cell Cc, and the right image contains the actual
result of a geometrical intersection Γh ∩Cc.
Another signiﬁcant contribution to the complexity of the CCI algorithm on a
ﬁner mesh comes from the intersection of all the bulk cells αc = 1 with the initial
interface Γh. Because those cells are ﬁlled completely, no intersections should be
performed in order to set their volume fraction values αc = 1. Since the cells with
αc = 1 are ﬁlled with phase 1, the costly cell / cell intersection could be replaced
by an algorithm that marks them as inside cells or bulk cells. For this purpose, the
SMCI algorithm (outlined as algorithm 4) is proposed that performs inside-outside
categorization using a spatial sub-divison based on the octree data structure that
supports fast search queries (Meagher [85], Mehta and Sahni [86]).
The SMCI algorithm models the initial interface not as a volume mesh as is the
case for the CCI algorithm, but as a surface mesh. In this case, the interface mesh
Γh is an unstructured mesh of mutually connected triangles, based on indirect
addressing (chapter 3). In order to concentrate search operations to a near vicinity
of the interface, the SMCI algorithm initializes a squared search distance for every
cell Cc ∈ Ωh as
ψc =
1
|Cc|
∑
f
‖df‖2, (147)
where df is the diﬀerence between the cell centers:
df = Ip(Nf )− Ip(Pf ). (148)
Furthermore, the vertices of Γh are inserted as leaf elements in an octree that
subdivides the AABB of Γh. To each cell Cc ∈ Ωh, a cell sphere is associated:
Bc = (xc, rc) : rc =
√
ψc. (149)
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Algorithm 4 SMCI volume fraction initialization
1: αc = 0
2: Compute squared cell search distances ψc using equation (147).
3: for xc ∈ Ωh do
4: Octree: ﬁnd triangle Tc ∈ Γh nearest to xc within ψc.
5: if T found then
6: Set distance(xc, Tc)= φc using equation (150).
7: end if
8: end for
9: Solve diﬀusion equation (151) for φc.
10: for Cc ∈ Ωh do
11: if ∃Tc then
12: Octree: ﬁnd triangles NBcc (equations (149) and (152))
13: Compute the cell triangulation Tc(Cc)
14: for T ∈ NBcc do
15: Tc = Tc ∩ T
16: end for
17: αc =
volume(Tc)
Vc
18: else
19: if φc < 0 then
20: αc = 1
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
The cell sphere is used by the octree data structure to exclude those cells from the
nearest distance query operations, whose spheres Bc lie completely outside of the
AABB of the octree. Those cells whose cell sphere intersects Γh are associated with
a signed distance from a nearest triangle, with a signed distance to the nearest
triangle deﬁned as
φc = (xc − vT ,c) · nT ,c. (150)
A result of this part of the SMCI algorithm 4 is a signed distance ﬁeld in the narrow
band of Γh, with the width of the narrow band determined by rc. Such a distance
ﬁeld can be used to propagate the inside-outside information for every point in the
domain, by solving a diﬀusion equation for the signed distance,
∂τφ−∇ · (λ∇φ) = 0, (151)
where λ is an optional signed distance diﬀusion coeﬃcient (λ = 1 is used in this
work) and τ is the pseudo-time step (the time step used for advection can also
be applied). The solution of the equation (151) is based on the unstructured FV
method outlined in chapter 3. Since equation (151) is a diﬀusion equation, the
physical end time of the solution determines the intensity of the diﬀusion for the
signed distance ﬁeld. In other words, equation (151) should be solved in such a
way that the φ ﬁeld remains mostly undisturbed, with only the sign of the distance
being propagated throughout the domain. The sign propagation is then used to
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identify the inside and outside cells. In this initial implementation of the algorithm,
this has been simply achieved by using a large value for the tolerance of the linear
solver used to solve the linear algebraic system resulting from the unstructured FV
method discretization of equation (151). The diﬀused signed distance ﬁeld is then
used by the SMCI algorithm 4 to set the values of cells fully occupied by phase 1
to αc = 1,φc < 1, thus avoiding unnecessary cell intersections performed for the
full cells by the CCI algorithm.
The next step of the SMCI algorithm is to perform the Γh ∩Ωh to determine the
volume fraction αc for partially ﬁlled cells. In order to reduce the computational
complexity of such an operation, the octree data structure is used to compute a
set of triangles NBcc ⊆ Γh that intersect individual cell spheres,
NBcc = {T ∈ Γh : T ∩ Bc 6= ∅}. (152)
Using equation (152), the SMCI geometrically computes the exact volume fraction
given by Ωh ∩ Γh for every partially ﬁlled cell. In order to increase the accuracy
of the intersection Cc ∩NBcc , each cell that has NBcc 6= ∅ is decomposed into
tetrahedra (triangulated). Geometrical and ﬁeld results of the SMCI volume fraction
initialization is shown for a veriﬁcation case in ﬁgure 25.
φc
Tc ∩NBcc
4.120e− 02
7.578e− 03
−2.605e− 02
Figure 25: The SMCI algorithm intersects cell sphere triangles NBcc with the triangulation
of a cell Cc, Tc to set the volume fraction value αc. The signed distance φc ﬁeld
obtained by solving equation (151) is used to mark the cells that are inside,
or outside Γh. In this case, the narrow band of cells of Ωh that surround Γh
is 3 cells wide.
The SMCI algorithm replaces the characterization of all points as internal or
external with respect to Γh performed by the algorithm of Ahn and Shashkov [7, 5],
as well as the unnecessary cell intersection operations of the CCI algorithm. Because
the steps of SMCI diﬀer strongly from each other, proﬁling was used to analyze
the serial computational bottleneck of this algorithm. For all the veriﬁcation cases,
the intersection Tc ∩NBcc is the step where the algorithm spends > 90% of the
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computation time, while the signed distance calculation and the solution of the
signed distance equation (151) both require a few % of the computational time on
average.
Both SMCI and the CCI algorithm are parallelized using the hybrid shared memory
and domain decomposition parallel programming model (hybrid OpenMP and
Open MPI parallelization). Both algorithms can be made embarassingly parallel
on the level of their unit operations, because no race conditions are present and no
communication is required across process boundaries. In order to achieve this, the
complete Γh must be used by all threads and processes. As Γh is strongly reﬁned
near the interface with the CCI algorithm and since Γh is modeled as a surface
mesh by the SMCI algorithm, its small size makes such data distribution possible
without introducing unnecessarily high memory use. This is of course valid only for
the veriﬁcation cases presented in this thesis. General use that involves intersection
of arbitrarily complex surface meshes Γh with arbitrarily complex solution domains
Ωh is left as a subject of future work.
At this point an exact volume fraction ﬁeld αc is considered to be computed
by either the CCI or the SMCI algorithm, that is then used to ﬁrst reconstruct the
PLIC interface, and then advect the volume fraction ﬁeld. Those next steps of the
proposed geometrical VoF method are covered in the following sections.
6.2 interface reconstruction
As outlined in section 4.1.2, the interface reconstruction algorithm is responsible
for reconstructing a piecewise-planar interface approximation using the so-called
PLIC algorithm. The PLIC algorithms proposed in this thesis reconstruct the
interface on unstructured meshes that contain cells of arbitrary shape. The interface
reconstruction algorithm consists of two main sub-algorithms: interface orientation
and interface positioning.
The proposed gradient scheme as well as the PLIC reconstruction algorithm
enhancements outlined in this section lead to improvements of the order of conver-
gence for the interface veriﬁcation tests covered in chapter 11.
6.2.1 Interface orientation and positioning
For the interface positioning, the algorithm of Ahn and Shashkov [8] is used
as it oﬀers a good balance of accuracy, computational eﬃciency and ease of
implementation. Modular software design of the proposed geometrical VoF method
described in section 6.6 makes it possible to easily exchange the iterative interface
positioning policy of Ahn and Shashkov [8] with an alternative semi-iterative
analytic positioning policy, like the one proposed by Diot et al. [35], Diot and
François [34].
As a result of the consideration of the works done by Mavriplis [83], Aulisa
et al. [14], Ahn and Shashkov [5], Correa et al. [27], two gradient schemes were
implemented to estimate the interface normal nc: the Least Squares Gradient (LSG)
and the Inversed Distance Weighted Gauss Gradient (IDWGG). The LSG scheme is
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a known method of computing gradients on unstructured meshes and is described
in detail by Mavriplis [83] and Correa et al. [27], so its description is omitted here
and placed in appendix A.
The proposed IDWGG is a modiﬁcation of the gradient scheme proposed by Aulisa
et al. [14]. Values of the volume fraction αc at cell corner points are computed as
αp =
∑
pc∈Npc
wpcαpc (153)
such that point cells Npc represents the set of all cells that are joined at point pp,
Npc = {c : pp ∩Cc = pp}, (154)
and the IDW point-cell inverse distance weight is given as
wpc =
1
‖xpc − xp‖p
∑
pc∈Npc
1
‖xpc − xp‖p . (155)
p = 1 is used in the present work. Once the mesh point volume fraction value αp
is determined, a face-centered value is computed as
αf =
1
Nfp
∑
fp∈Nfp
αfp. (156)
The face-centered volume fraction value is then used to compute the gradient as
∇αc ≈ ∇IDWc αc =
∑
f
αfSf . (157)
The discrete gradient of the volume fraction ﬁeld then results in the estimate of
the interface normal,
nc =
∇IDWc αc
‖∇IDWc αc‖
. (158)
Since αp contains contributions from surrounding point-adjacent cells (equa-
tion (153)), the ﬁnal result given by equation (158) contains the error of the
IDW interpolation. The IDW interpolation smooths out the sharp αc ﬁeld, which
in eﬀect stabilizes equation (158) on very ﬁne resolutions that would otherwise
resolve the sharp jump in αc and lead to issues in numerical stability. Of course,
the increase in stability of the IDWGG resulting from the IDW interpolation is coun-
tered by the loss of accuracy of the inverse distance weighting average. Another
important reason exists for using the point-cell connectivity this way: the accurate
ﬁnite diﬀerence formulation used by Aulisa et al. [14] for the mesh-point volume
fraction values αp cannot be directly computed on unstructured meshes. That is
the reason for relying on the point-cell connectivity given by the indirect addressing
of the unstructured mesh outlined in chapter 3. Replacing the IDW averaging step
is possible, however, it is not eﬀective: better accuracy of the discrete gradient
applied on a sharp ﬁeld results in higher numerical instability on ﬁne meshes.
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The proposed IDW Gauss gradient scheme represents a contribution to the
estimate of the interface orientation part of the Youngs’ PLIC reconstruction
algorithm on unstructured meshes. It accurately estimates the interface orientation
on coarse unstructured meshes and maintains numerical stability when ﬁne mesh
resolution is used. This is supported by results of the veriﬁcation tests.
At this point it can be assumed that the interface initial orientation is given
either by LSG or IDWGG and the interface is positioned using the algorithm of Ahn
and Shashkov [8]. In order to maintain second-order accuracy, an extension of the
Youngs’ PLIC reconstruction algorithm is required. Many such extensions that have
been developed so far and could be extended to unstructured meshes are covered in
detail in section 5.1. Next section covers modiﬁcations of existing second-order PLIC
reconstruction algorithms that were found to be useful during numerical veriﬁcation
procedure, as well as new extensions of the PLIC reconstruction algorithm. Proposed
extensions result in overall second-order error convergence and reduce the parallel
communication overhead of their parallel implementation, important nowadays for
solving large problems of technical complexity.
The Swartz algorithm resulting from the modiﬁcation of the Swartz-Mosso
algorithm by Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] is described in detail in section 5.1.
The implementation and control parameters of the Swartz algorithm used to
generate the results in chapter 11 diﬀer somewhat from the algorithm described by
Dyadechko and Shashkov [37], so algorithm 5 outlines the implementation used in
this work.
Algorithm 5 is named in this text as Youngs’ / Swartz Reconstruction algo-
rithm (YSR) to distinguish it from the original Mosso-Swartz algorithm and its
modiﬁcation in the form of Swartz algorithm proposed by Dyadechko and Shashkov
[37]. The YSR algorithm contains steps that are additional to those proposed by
Dyadechko and Shashkov [37]. Reformulating the original Mosso-Swartz algorithm
is based on excluding outer iterations and using only 4 inner normal correction
loops, applied on every interface cell only when the interface normal nc forms an
angle less than 45◦ with its neighbor. To avoid artiﬁcial smoothing of the interface
for under-resolved curvature, and to exploit the second-order convergence of the
Swartz algorithm where the interface is ﬁnely resolved, algorithm 5 also relies on
the Youngs’ algorithm in regions where the curvature is under-resolved.
Algorithm 5 starts by reconstructing the interface using the Youngs’ algorithm
with the IDWGG gradient scheme used for the normal orientation instead of the
LSG scheme. The initial interface reconstruction results in the ﬁrst set of interface
polygons, their centroids and normal area vectors. Next, an average interface
normal vector is computed for each interface cell with index c as
nc =
1∑
f ‖Sf‖
∑
f
nf‖Sf‖, (159)
where linear interpolation is used for nf in this text although other ways of
computing nf are possible. The average interface normal is used throughout the
algorithm to check if the corresponding interface polygon is to be used to compute
the contribution to the corrected normal nmc .
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Algorithm 5 Youngs’ / Swartz reconstruction
1: for n < nrecs do
2: for m < ncorr do
3: nc = average(nc)
4: nc =
nc
‖nc‖ , nc =
nc
‖nc‖
5: nmc = nc
6: for c ∈ {1..|Ωh|} do
7: if αc > αc,corr and αc < (1− αc,corr) then
8: if (nc · nc) > cos(βc,crit) then
9: Compute the interface polygon Qc.
10: xQc = centroid(Qc)
11: Compute the polygon centroid xQc .
12: Find all adjacent cells with an interface Nc,αc .
13: p = 1
14: for i ∈ Nc,αc do
15: if αi > αc,corr and αi < (1− αc,corr) then
16: if (ni · nc) > cos(βc,crit) then
17: Compute neighbor cell interface polygon Qc,i.
18: xi = centroid(Qc,i).
19: r = (xi − xQc)× nc
20: q = quaternion(r, 0.5π)
21: nmc = n
m
c + qrq
22: p = p+ 1;
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: nmc = n
m
c /p
27: end if
28: end if
29: end for
30: nc = nmc ,∀c ∈ {1..|Ωh|}
31: end for
32: Re-position all interfaces using new nc.
33: end for
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The outer loop of the algorithm is controlled by the parameter nrecs, which is set
to 1 for all the veriﬁcation test cases reported in this work - same as for the Swartz
algorithm by Dyadechko and Shashkov [37]. Since the normal reconstruction based
on any gradient scheme introduces errors for cells that are almost full or almost
empty, using the normals of such cells to improve the overall order of convergence is
not possible: their instabilities amplify the error. Therefore, the YSR algorithm uses
an additional ﬁlter, αc,corr in order to exclude almost full or almost empty cells
from contributing to the corrected normal. For all results presented in chapter 11,
αc,corr = 1e− 03 was used.
Instead of checking face-adjacent interface normal vectors, the angle between the
normal vector of the reconstructed interface nc and the average normal vector nc
is used to determine if for a cell c, the normal correction should be executed. The
critical angle was set to βc,crit = 20◦. This is a result of numerical experiments
for the veriﬁcation tests that involve strong interface deformation. An angle value
of 45◦ applies normal modiﬁcation also for those parts of the interface with the
under-resolved curvature, in which case the second-order convergence provided by
the Youngs’ algorithm in under-resolved regions is lost.
The neighboring interface polygons are accessed from interface cells that are
deﬁned as
Nc,αc = {d : Cc ∩Cd 6= ∅, ǫr < αd < 1− ǫr}, (160)
resulting in a set of indexes to neighboring cells of the cell Cc that share at least a
single point and contain the PLIC interface. Other parts of the YSR algorithm are
the same as the steps of the Swartz algorithm by Dyadechko and Shashkov [37].
However, one detail warrants further explanation: the number of internal iterations
nrecs used when the YSR algorithm is coupled together with the volume fraction
advection. Dyadechko and Shashkov [37] state that 4 corrections are suﬃcient to
maintain the second-order convergence for the reconstruction. However, veriﬁcation
tests covered in chapter 11 required at least 10 internal normal corrections when the
volume fraction advection is computed and the interface is signiﬁcantly deformed
by the prescribed velocity ﬁeld.
In addition to the slightly modiﬁed Swartz algorithm (YSR), a new reconstruction
algorithm is proposed in this thesis that increases the accuracy of the Youngs’
reconstruction algorithm on ﬁne meshes without introducing complex operations
required for the parallel algorithm implementation: the DGNR reconstruction algo-
rithm. The DGNR algorithm reduces the PLIC reconstruction error resulting from
the gradient evaluation on ﬁner meshes by reducing the characteristic gap between
the adjacent PLIC interface polygons and its steps are outlined in algorithm 6.
In its essence, the DGNR algorithm reconstructs the signed distance between the
cell centers and the interface half-spaces as well as the signed distance between
the mesh points (cell corner points) and the nearest interface half-spaces. The
distances associated to the cell center and corner points are then used to compute
the corrected interface normal vector, by computing the distance gradient within
each cell using least-squares minimization. Since the signed distance between the
interface half-space and the cell center is unique to a cell, only the cell corner point
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distances that are associated with the process domain need to be exchanged in
order to parallelize the DGNR algorithm using the domain decomposition model.
Algorithm 6 Distance Gradient Normal Reconstruction (DGNR)
1: for n < nrecs do
2: for m < ncorr do
3: nc = average(nc)
4: nc =
nc
‖nc‖ , nc =
nc
‖nc‖
5: nmc = nc
6: for c ∈ {1..|Ωh|} do ⊲ Pre-compute least squares matrix inverse.
7: if αc > ǫr and αc < (1− ǫr) and Wcp = ∅. then
8: for pc ∈ Npc do
9: Compute cell-point weights Wcp.
10: Compute the inverse of the LS coeﬃcient matrix L−1pc .
11: end for
12: end if
13: end for
14: for c ∈ {1..|Ωh|} do
15: if αc > ǫr and αc < (1− ǫr) then
16: Calculate cell centered signed distance φc = distance(Hα,c,xc)
17: end if
18: end for
19: for p ∈ {1..|P|} do ⊲ Find minimal point-interface distance.
20: Initialize minimal point signed distance φp,min = 1e15
21: for pc ∈ Npc do
22: if αpc > ǫr and αpc < (1− ǫr) then
23: Calc. signed distance at the point p, φp = distance(Hα,cp,xp)
24: if |φp| < φp,min then
25: φp,min = φp
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: for cin{1..|Ωh|} do
31: if αc > ǫr and αc < (1− ǫr) then
32: Compute the least squares distance source bc.
33: nc = L−c 1bc
34: end if
35: end for
36: end for
37: Re-position all interfaces using new nc.
38: end for
6.3 volume fraction advection
The UFVFC scheme covered in this section relies on using velocities evaluated at
cell corner points (mesh points) to build the ﬂux polyhedron. Using mesh point
velocities results in a geometrically complex three-dimensional ﬂux polyhedron: in
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the general case, the ﬂux polyhedron will have self intersecting, non convex and
non planar faces.
The UFVFC scheme in its initial form [78] was not the only contribution to the
vertex-based dimensionally un-split LE ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method in 3D:
parallel development was done by Jofre et al. [65] on unstructured meshes and
Owkes and Desjardins [99] on structured Cartesian meshes. Other recent important
contributions to the LE category of the geometrical VoF methods are discussed in
chapter 5. Computational steps of the UFVFC scheme are outlined in algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 Unsplit Face-Vertex Flux Calculation (UFVFC)
1: Displace mesh points along discrete trajectories (section 6.3.1).
2: for f ∈ {1..Mf} do
3: Compute the ﬂux stencil NFf (section 6.3.2).
4: if the face Ff is in narrow band then (section 6.3.2).
5: if Ff < 0 then
6: Change the orientation of the face Ff .
7: end if
8: Build the ﬂux polyhedron with volume Vf (section 6.3.3).
9: Compute the geometrical phase ﬂux volume V αf (section 6.3.4).
10: else
11: Use the upwind phase ﬂux volume.
12: end if
13: end for
The sub-algorithms of algorithm 7 contain operations that are diﬀerent from
one mesh face Ff to another. The overall execution speed, accuracy, stability and
robustness of the UFVFC scheme depends strongly on how those properties are
supported by its sub-algorithms, as well as it depends on a valid sub-algorithm
combination. Relevant details of individual sub-algorithms of the UFVFC scheme
are covered in the following sections.
6.3.1 Point displacement integration
In order to integrate point displacements along discrete Lagrangian trajectories
backward in time (Lagrangian backward tracing), velocities need to be computed
at mesh points. In their very recent work, Comminal et al. [26] study the diﬀerence
in the overall solution accuracy and conclude that the interpolation of the vertex
velocities plays a signiﬁcant role. That much so, that they employ a tricubic
interpolation method in order to increase the overall accuracy of the Lagrangian
backward tracing step. Owkes and Desjardins [99] mention only the possibility of
interpolating vertex velocities one time and they do not provide information on the
used interpolation scheme. Zhang and Fogelson [153] do not mention the problem
of vertex velocity interpolation in their fourth-order accurate two-dimensional
improved Polygonal Area Mapping Method (iPAM) scheme: they rely on an exact
velocity ﬁeld u(x, t) in order to numerically solve the volume fraction advection
equation. Since the UFVFC scheme is to be coupled with a second-order accurate
unstructured FV method and applied to problems modeled with second-order PDEs,
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spatial interpolation used for the Lagrangian backward tracing was kept as simple
as possible and yet capable of maintaining overall second-order convergence of all
the veriﬁcation tests. Therefore, one interpolation method was taken over from
López et al. [75]: the IDW interpolation is used to obtain the point velocities
up =
∑
pc∈Npc
wpcupc, (161)
with the linear IDW cell point distance weight
wpc =
1
‖xpc − xp‖
∑
p˜c∈Npc
1
‖xp˜c − xp‖ . (162)
Additionally, an alternative, simple and easily parallelized, second-order accurate
cell-point interpolation is proposed, that can be computed using an averaged Taylor
series expansion of the velocity ﬁeld uc from the cell center to every cell corner
point according to
up =
1
|Npc|
∑
pc∈Npc
upc +∇cupc · (xp − xpc) + 1|Npc|
∑
pc∈Npc
ǫpc,T + ǫpc,∇ (163)
Second-order of accuracy of equation (163) depends on the order accuracy of the
discrete gradient ∇c, since the truncation error of the linear Taylor series is ǫpc,T =
O(‖xp − xpc‖2). The unstructured FV described in chapter 3 is formally second-
order accurate, resulting in ǫpc,∇ = O(‖d‖2). Since ‖d‖ ≈ ‖xp− xpc‖,∀pc and the
average of the error over Npc does not decrease its order of accuracy, equation (163)
represents a second-order accurate cell-point interpolation on unstructured meshes.
Equation (163) is a very simple way of accurately interpolating from cell centers to
mesh points (cell corner points) on unstructured meshes because it does not involve
assembling complex stencils on unstructured meshes that become computationally
expensive and complex to both construct and exchange across process boundaries
in a parallel implementation, especially if the mesh is dynamically topologically
changed by the local dynamic Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement (AMR). A parallel
implementation of equation (163) requires only that the point values at process
boundaries are exchanged and averaged.
Two integration schemes are used for the mesh point displacements along discrete
Lagrangian trajectories: the trapezoidal and the Taylor integration scheme. The
trapezoidal integration scheme integrates displacements by applying equation (29)
on the velocities stored at mesh points:
x(t+ δt) = x(t) + 0.5(u(x(t)) + u(x(t+ δt)))δt = x(t) + δtrt x (164)
with second-order accuracy in time, where δtrt x is the point displacement integrated
with the trapezoidal integration rule. Note that the trapezoidal integration requires
the velocity u(x(t+ δt)) to be known. Implicit schemes cause decoupling between
the volume fraction advection equation and the rest of the two-phase NS equation
system, when physical velocities are used.
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Therefore, an alternative explicit temporal integration can be used that is based
on Taylor series:
x(t+ δt) = x(t)+u(x, t)δt+
du
dt
(x, t)δt2 +O(δt3) = x(t)+ δTt x+O(δt3) (165)
where δTt x is the Taylor series based point displacement. Since u = u(x, t), from
equation (165) it follows that
δTt x = uδt+ (∂tu +∇u · u)δt2. (166)
The temporal partial derivative term ∂tu can be discretized using any backward
temporal discretization scheme, since the values are required in the previous time
step:
δTt x = uδt+ (∆tu +∇cu · u)δt2 +O(δt3) +O∆t(δtp+2) +O(‖d‖2), (167)
where p is the largest truncation error exponent of the discrete diﬀerential temporal
derivative operator ∆t. The consequence of O∆t(δtp+2) is the possibility to use ﬁrst-
order accurate Backward Euler (BE) derivative approximation for approximating
∂tu and still retain the overall error O(δt3). The spatial approximation error is
a result of approximating ∇u with a ﬁnite volume discrete diﬀerential operator
∇c that is second-order accurate on unstructured meshes. Note at this point that
the use of the discrete gradient ∇c as outlined in chapter 3 is only possible with
second-order accuracy in space if δTt x is associated to the center of the ﬁnite volume
(cell).
In practice, both δtrt x and δ
T
t x are evaluated at cell centers and interpolated to
cell corner points using either the IDW or the Taylor cell-point interpolation. Point
displacements are evaluated at cell centers and interpolated onto mesh points (cell
corner points) because the UFVFC scheme is to be coupled with a pseudo-staggered
unstructured FV method applied to a single-ﬁeld formulation of the NS system
used for modeling two-phase ﬂows, that stores velocities at cell centers. As already
pointed out, Comminal et al. [26] have shown that spatial interpolation plays a
signiﬁcant role in the convergence order of a dimensionally un-split geometrical
VoF method. For this reason, the use of an exact velocity ﬁeld u(x, t) at cell corner
points leads to an artiﬁcially high accuracy and convergence order, that may not be
achievable when using a velocity which comes from the solution of the two-phase
NS system.
6.3.2 Narrow band calculation
Geometrical operations required by the UFVFC scheme are computationally ex-
pensive. In order to increase the computational eﬃciency of the UFVFC scheme
implementation, geometrical phase ﬂux volume calculation V αf is performed with a
so-called narrow band of cells: a set of cells that are surrounding the PLIC interface.
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The narrow band calculation is used when building the ﬂux stencil NFf in
algorithm 7. A ﬂux stencil can be deﬁned as a set of indices of all cells that
intersect the face Ff ,
NFf = {c : Cc ∩Ff 6= ∅}. (168)
The cells that belong to the ﬂux stencil are used to intersect the ﬂux volume Vf
in the process of computing the phase ﬂux volume contributions V αf ,c as outlined
in chapter 4. The larger the ﬂux stencil, more intersections between cells and
ﬂux polyhedra need to be performed. Since the ﬂux polyhedron (ﬂux volume) is
generated by sweeping the face backward along discrete Lagrangian trajectories, it
will not intersect all cells in the ﬂux stencil that is deﬁned by equation (168).
A simple reduction of the NFf set can be done by relying on the axis-aligned
bounding box AABB intersection test
NFf = {c : overlap(AABB(Cc),AABB(Vf ))}. (169)
Equation (169) uses the geometry of the swept face in order to determine which
cells of the NFf computed with equation (168) are actually contributing to the
computation of the phase ﬂux volume V αf . This is done by constructing axis-aligned
bounding boxes of each cell in NFf and checking if the AABB of the cell overlaps
with the AABB of the ﬂux volume Vf . The AABB overlap test used in equation (169)
is a simple algorithm described by Ericson [39, chapter 4] or Schneider [121, section
11.12.6]. One detail related to equation (169) is very important to emphasize: the
AABB is not built from Vf , it is built from the original and swept face points. The
sets of original and swept face points used to construct Vf (cf. ﬁgure 4) contain the
maximal and minimal points of the AABB of Vf . Therefore, constructing the ﬂux
volume only to simplify it again by representing it with its AABB would introduce
unnecessary computation for all stencils where AABB(Cc) and AABB(Vf ) do
not overlap ∀c ∈ NFf , since in this case Vf is not used to geometrically compute
the phase ﬂux volume contribution V αf ,c.
Once the reduced ﬂux stencil is computed using equation (169), in the next step
of the UFVFC algorithm 7, Ff is categorized as a narrow band face if
∃Hα,c, c ∈ NFf such that ∃p ∈ Vf : p /∈ Hα,c. (170)
This condition is formulated algorithmically with algorithm 8 and the actual ﬂux
volumes Vf resulting from the application of algorithm 8 on a circular interface in a
2D shear ﬂow are shown in section 6.3.2. Note that Pδ used in the implementation
of equation (170) represent the moved mesh points (e.g. P + {δTt p,∀p ∈ P}). This
is done in order to save computational costs by avoiding unnecessary distance
calculation for points of the ﬂux volume Vf that are a result of its triangulation,
correction, or simpliﬁcation operations. Obviously, the narrow band condition
given by equation (170) and implemented with algorithm 8 results in a signiﬁ-
cant reduction in geometrical calculations. Section 6.3.2 shows clearly the ﬂux
volumes that are to be intersected to compute phase ﬂux volume contributions.
A consequence of checking for points that are in the negative half-space of the
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interface element to enable geometrical intersections, is that those volumes that
are completely immersed in phase 1 are handled as upwind volumes, as for them no
intersection operations are necessary. Equation (170) represents only one possibility
in reducing the computational complexity and increasing the accuracy of the LE
ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method, other complexity reduction algorithms are to
be investigated in the future.
Algorithm 8 Face in narrow-band FNB
1: for c ∈ NFf do
2: Obtain half-space Hα,c.
3: for p ∈ Nfp do
4: Get face point pp ∈ P.
5: Get swept face point qp ∈ Pδ.
6: if (distance(Hα,c,pp) < 0) then
7: return true
8: end if
9: if (distance(Hα,c,qp) < 0) then
10: return true
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: return false
6.3.3 Flux polyhedron calculation
Geometrically computing the volume of a ﬂux polyhedron includes a known problem
of triangulating non-convex polyhedra with non-planar faces. Deciding if additional
points (Steiner points) are required for the triangulation is an Non-deterministic
Polynomial (NP)-hard problem (Rupert and Seidel [115]). Flux polyhedron calcula-
tion presented here is heuristic, it relies on the structure of a complex 3D polyhedron
that is the result of sweeping the face along discrete Lagrangian trajectories and
requires only a single additional Steiner point.
Section 6.3.2 shows that algorithm 8 and equation (170) are successful in reducing
the number of ﬂux volumes that are taking part in the geometrical calculation of
the phase ﬂux volume contribution V αf ,c. Next step of the UFVFC algorithm 7 is the
actual computation of the ﬂux volumes (ﬂux polyhedra) shown in section 6.3.2. As
covered in section 5.2, various ways of simplifying the ﬂux volume shape in order
to avoid complex geometrical operations that are required for 3D application of
the geometrical VoF method were suggested by diﬀerent researchers, leading to
diﬀerent LE ﬂux-based geometrical VoF methods.
Calculation of the ﬂux polyhedron (ﬂux volume Vf ) is split in two steps: trian-
gulation and correction for volume conservation. Both steps inﬂuence the stability,
convergence and volume conservation of the geometrical VoF method. In sec-
tion 4.1.3 the importance of both the triangulation and the correction for volume
conservation for the LE ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method is emphasized. Both
computational steps are mutually dependent: error in the triangulation leads to an
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Figure 26: Narrow band ﬂux volumes (gray volumes with black boundaries) and the PLIC
interface elements (white lines), computed for a circular interface and the 2D
shear velocity ﬁeld from section 11.3, on an unstructured hexahedral mesh.
error in the volume calculation, which in turn leads to an error in the computation
of the volume conservation error and, in the end, to an error in the correction for
volume conservation. Consequently, it is of utmost importance that the volume
bounded by face points and their swept counterparts are approximated accurately:
an accurate ﬂux polyhedron triangulation is necessary.
Those researchers that have not relied on simpliﬁcations of the ﬂux volume
that result in the approximation of the ﬂux volume in the form of a convex
polyhedron with planar faces, have suggested either the Oriented Triangulation (OT)
(Owkes and Desjardins [99, ﬁgure 7b], Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71, ﬁgure 9b])
or the Barycentric Triangulation (BT) (Comminal et al. [26, ﬁgure 19 c], Jofre
et al. [65, ﬁgure 6a]) for the ﬂux polyhedron. However, already for the standard
veriﬁcation tests, conﬁgurations of point displacements appear that yield non-convex
ﬂux polyhedra that cannot be triangulated using either oriented or barycentric
triangulation. For those displacement conﬁgurations an increase in the resolution
of the triangulation, often mentioned in the literature as the solution for increasing
the accuracy of the ﬂux volume calculation, does not actually lead to a more
accurate ﬂux volume computation.
In order to clearly expose the problem of using oriented and barycentric tri-
angulations in 3D, consider triangulations shown in ﬁgure 27. All triangulations
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(a) Oriented triangulation of a cube created by
vertically sweeping a square.
(b) Barycentric triangulation of a cube created
by vertically sweeping a square.
(c) Flux-aware triangulation of a cube created
by vertically sweeping a square.
Figure 27: Diﬀerent triangulations of a cube.
result in a proper decomposition of a cube in tetrahedra, in the sense that the
sum of the volume of all tetrahedra is equal to the volume of the cube. This is
only possible because the triangulated cube does not have severely non-convex
and non-planar faces, so the cube centroid lies within the cube. A version of the
oriented triangulation shown in ﬁgure 27(a) uses the OCPT outlined in algorithm 9
to triangulate the faces of the cube and the centroid of the cube to decompose it
into a set of tetrahedra.
Algorithm 9 Oriented convex polygon triangulation OCPT
1: T = ∅
2: p0 is the ﬁrst point in polygon Q.
3: for p ∈ {1..|Q|} do ⊲ Q is a set of points.
4: T = T ∪ triangle(p0,pp,pΠc(p+1))
5: end for
The barycentric triangulation relies on the polygon centroid (barycenter) to
decompose convex polygons into sets of triangles, as described by algorithm 10 and
shown in ﬁgure 27(b). The centroid of the cube is then used to further compute
the set of tetrahedra.
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Algorithm 10 Barycentric convex polygon triangulation BCPT
1: T = ∅
2: xc = centroid(Q) ⊲ Q is a set of points.
3: for p ∈ {1..|Q|} do
4: T = T ∪ triangle(xc,pp,pΠc(p+1))
5: end for
The oriented triangulation shown in ﬁgure 27(a) is not equivalent to the oriented
triangulations used by Owkes and Desjardins [99], Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71]
in the way the tetrahedra are constructed from triangulated faces. However, this
does not aﬀect the issue any oriented triangulation has in the accurate volume
calculation for polyhedra with non-convex faces. Figure 28 illustrates the errors of
both the oriented and the barycentric triangulation when applied on a ﬂux volume
generated for a test case that generates non-convex faces at two opposite sides of a
ﬂux volume.
(a) Oriented triangulation of a non-convex ﬂux
volume Vf .
(b) Barycentric triangulation of a non-convex
ﬂux volume Vf .
(c) Flux-aware triangulation of a non-convex
ﬂux volume Vf .
Figure 28: Diﬀerent triangulations of a non-convex ﬂux volume.
Figure 28(a) illustrates the error of the oriented triangulation: for the non-convex
face on the right side of the ﬂux volume, the oriented triangulation generates
volume by triangulating the non-convex face in a wrong order, which results in
a self-intersection. On the other hand, the barycentric triangulation has an error
shown in ﬁgure 28(b). The error manifests itself in the form of a surplus volume
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that is created as soon as the centroid of the triangulated shape is located outside
outside of the shape. In this case a visible self-intersection happens, just like for
the oriented triangulation. This error in generating volume by triangulation results
in an error when computing the magnitude of the ﬂux volume correction, leading
in turn to increased stability, convergence and volume conservation errors.
The ﬂux-aware triangulation whose result is shown in ﬁgure 28(c) avoids these
issues completely. Flux-aware triangulation does not rely on the centroid of the ﬂux
volume to construct the tetrahedra and it employs a so-called edge triangulation
for triangulating non-convex and non-planar faces: instead of using the centroid
position, a position is found that triangulates strongly non-convex ﬂux polyhedra as
well. Edge triangulation used by the ﬂux-aware triangulation for triangulating faces
of the ﬂux polyhedron makes sure that the area of each non-convex face is computed
exactly for planar faces and approximated well for non-planar faces. Additionally,
edge triangulation ensures conformity of triangulations for two adjacent ﬂux
polyhedra, so that no overlaps or holes can appear that would lead to either too
much or too little phase ﬂux volume to be calculated by the UFVFC scheme.
Algorithm 11 Edge triangulation
1: D02 = 0.5(p0 + p2) ⊲ Compute the centers of the polygon diagonals.
2: D13 = 0.5(p1 + p3)
3: p0D02 = D02 − p0 ⊲ Connect the ﬁrst edge point with diagonal centers.
4: p0D13 = D13 − p0
5: Eˆ01 =
p1 − p0
‖p1 − p0‖ ⊲ Compute the base edge unit vector.
6: wD02 =
1.0
‖p0D02 − (p0D02 · Eˆ01)Eˆ01‖+ ǫg
⊲ Inversed height weights.
7: wD13 =
1.0
‖p0D13 − (p0D13 · Eˆ01)Eˆ01‖+ ǫg
8: pT =
(D02wD02) + D13wD13)
wD02 +wD13
⊲ Compute the triangulation (Steiner) point.
9: Initialize triangulation T = ∅
10: for p ∈ {1..|Q|} do
11: T = T ∪ triangle(pT ,pp,pΠc(p+1))
12: end for
Edge triangulation is outlined by algorithm 11. It is not a general-purpose
triangulation algorithm for non-convex polygons: it is based on the assumption that
the polygon is created by sweeping the edge along the two discrete displacements of
its end points. Therefore, edge triangulation represents a solution to the problem of
triangulating non-planar and non-convex quadrilateral faces of the ﬂux polyhedra
generated by tracing the face along discrete Lagrangian trajectories. Note that
every swept edge of an n-sided polygon is quadrilateral. The motivation behind
using a specialized approach compared to general triangulation algorithms for
non-convex polygons lies in its simplicity and resulting speed of execution as well
as the possibility to handle non-convex polygons with overlapping edges.
Consider the non-convex polygon with an overlapping edge pair (p0p1,p3p0)
shown in ﬁgure 29(a): in order to compute the volume of a ﬂux polyhedron whose
side is similar to this polygon, the ﬂux-aware triangulation algorithm must be able
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p0 p1
p2
p3
(a) A non-convex polygon with an overlapping
edge.
p0 p1p3
p2
(b) Barycentric polygon triangulation.
p0 p1p3
p2
(c) Oriented polygon triangulation.
p0 p1
p2
p3
D02
pT = D13
(d) Edge polygon triangulation.
Figure 29: Diﬀerent triangulations applied on a non-convex polygon.
to triangulate the polygon and compute the gray shaded area correctly. Figure 29(b)
shows how the barycentric triangulation generates artiﬁcial area for this polygon,
and the oriented triangulation has a similar eﬀect shown in ﬁgure 29(c). Note that
the oriented triangulation might work even for the polygon shown in ﬁgure 29(a),
provided that the polygon is permuted until p1 = p0,p2 = p1, . . . , however,
performing the permutation n-times, based on a test that recognizes a degenerated
oriented triangulation of every side face of the ﬂux polyhedron is ineﬃcient.
The simple edge triangulation is an eﬃcient and accurate triangulation, even for
a non-convex polygon with overlapping edges as shown in ﬁgure 29(d). Algorithm 11
computes the midpoints of the two diagonals of the polygon (D02,D13) and uses
the inverse orthogonal distances to the edge (p0,p1) as weights in order to compute
the triangulation point pT . The triangulation point is also called the Steiner point:
it is an additional point added to a polygon or a polyhedron that makes it possible
to perform the triangulation correctly. More information on standard polygon and
polyhedron triangulation methods and the role of Steiner points can be found in
[32] and [25]. In the case of the polygon shown in ﬁgure 29(a), the midpoint of the
diagonal D13 lies on the edge p0p1 and therefore has the orthogonal distance to
the edge equal to 0. The inverse distance weight calculation is therefore stabilized
in algorithm 11 using ǫg = 1e− 15. As a result of the zero distance to the edge, the
triangulation point pT of the polygon corresponds to the diagonal median point
D13 in this case. This leads to the computation of the shaded area in ﬁgure 29(d)
that corresponds exactly to the shaded area in ﬁgure 29(a).
The images shown in ﬁgure 29 represent the result of a single parameter vector
that belongs to the parameter space used to validate the edge triangulation
by applying diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the displacements (p0p3,p1p2) that are
generated with diﬀerent length and angle increments with respect to the base
edge p0p1 of the polygon shown in ﬁgure 29(a). The case that does not involve
an overlap, but an intersection of p2p3 with p0p1 cannot be handled by edge
triangulation, instead an intersection-based separation of convex polygons must be
used. Still, numerical tests in chapter 11 show that there is a signiﬁcant positive
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inﬂuence of the edge triangulation to the overall accuracy and convergence of the
solution for the veriﬁcation cases.
It is also important to emphasize that the edge triangulation described by
algorithm 11 returns the same result as the barycentric triangulation for convex
and planar polygons. Were the polygon (p0,p1,p2,p3) a square, the midpoints of
its diagonals would coincide with the center of the square. Because of this, handling
of non-convex polygons by triangulation is performed by the edge triangulation
without explicitly handling the non-convexity as a special case in the algorithm.
This supports one of the main advantages of using edge triangulation, besides
delivering more accurate polygonal areas: its speed of execution.
Figure 30: Continuity of the edge triangulation. Edge triangulation results in a unique
deﬁnition of the triangulation point for two adjacent ﬂux polyhedra, as well
as the consistent orientation of the normal area vectors that belong to both
triangulations, without requiring any special case handling for non-convexity.
Another important eﬀect of using the inverse orthogonal distance weight factor
for computing the triangulation point is the continuity of the triangulation for
the side polygons of two adjacent ﬂux polyhedra. This is shown for a single test
conﬁguration of edge point displacements in ﬁgure 30. Algorithm 11 will result in
exactly the same set of triangles, irrespective of the orientation of the edge (p0,p1),
or (p1,p0). Furthermore, the orientation of the triangle normal area vectors will be
automatically oriented in the opposite direction for the adjacent ﬂux polyhedron.
This important property of the edge triangulation ensures that no special care
must be taken when addressing the edge points and triangulating the side faces of
the ﬂux polyhedron, which further reduces the need for special case handling in
the algorithm and increases its overall computational eﬃciency.
Once the side faces of the ﬂux volume have been approximated by the edge
triangulation, the set of tetrahedra is computed from all triangulated faces in
order to decompose the ﬂux polyhedron. The barycentric triangulation error shown
in ﬁgure 28(b) can appear even when there is only a slight non-convexity of the
ﬂux polyhedron. Because of this, the centroid of the ﬂux polyhedron cannot be
used to compute a triangulation point of the ﬂux polyhedron. In ﬁgure 28(c), the
triangulation point of the ﬂux-aware triangulation is computed as the centroid of
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the bottom face of the cube. Algorithm 12 contains the steps of the ﬂux-aware
triangulation that lead to this result in the computation of the triangulation
(Steiner) point.
Algorithm 12 projects the swept polygon onto the base polygon of the ﬂux
polyhedron and computes a set of intersection points: points of the projected
face that are inside the base polygon and vice versa. The triangulation point is
chosen as the arithmetic average of the set of intersection points. This approach
for computing the triangulation point for the ﬂux polyhedron is based on the way
the ﬂux polyhedron is generated: by sweeping the base polyhedron using a set of
displacement vectors. Because the additional points of the ﬂux polyhedron are
created by the sweeping the base polygon, ﬂux-aware triangulation assumes that
there exists a triangulation point pT on the base polygon, such that (pT − p0,T ) ·
nT > 0, for every triangle T in every triangulation of every face of the ﬂux volume.
In other words, all triangles resulting from the edge triangulation of side faces and
the barycentric triangulation of the swept (cap face) are visible to the triangulation
point pT computed by the ﬂux-aware triangulation. As a consequence, tetrahedra
computed using such a triangulation point and the set of face triangles have no
self intersections with each other, and their union is equal to the ﬂux volume, even
when strongly non-convex and non-planar faces are present.
Algorithm 12 Flux-aware triangulation
1: Triangulate the swept (cap) face using barycentric triangulation.
2: Triangulate side faces using edge triangulation.
3: Initialize projected points P′f ,δ = ∅
4: for p ∈ {1..|Ff |} do ⊲ Project the cap points onto base plane.
5: P′f ,δ ∪ pδ,p − (pδ,p − pp) · Sˆf Sˆf ,pδ,p ∈ Pδ,pp ∈ P
6: end for
7: Initialize intersection points Pif = ∅
8: for p ∈ {1..|P′f ,δ|} do ⊲ Intersect projected and base polygon.
9: if ‖(p′p − pp)× Sˆf‖ > 0 then ⊲ p′p is left of pp.
10: Pif = P
i
f ∪ p′p
11: end if
12: if ‖(pp − p′p)× Sˆf‖ > 0 then ⊲ pp is left of p′p.
13: Pif = P
i
f ∪ pp
14: end if
15: end for
16: pT =
sum(Pif )
|Pif |
17: Build tetrahedra using pT and face triangulations.
A computational detail of the ﬂux-aware triangulation algorithm is important
to mention: there is no need to triangulate the base polygon, as the triangulation
point lies in the plane of the base polygon, so the resulting tetrahedra would have 0
volume. Flux-aware triangulation is a heuristic one: within the scope of this work,
no theoretical proof of the validity of the assumption for the triangle visibility
from the perspective of the triangulation point is done. Therefore, the accuracy of
the ﬂux-aware triangulation was measured for a set of parameterized polyhedra
whose non-convexity was controlled by the parameter, and whose volume is easily
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computed exactly. Polyhedra shown in ﬁgure 28 are exactly such candidates, and
they represent a single set of parameters used to experimentally validate the ﬂux-
aware triangulation. Even though the accuracy of the ﬂux-aware triangulation was
tested for general non-convex polyhedra with non-planar faces only as the part of
the UFVFC scheme, ﬁgure 31 shows the triangulation produced by algorithm 12 for
a complex ﬂux polyhedron that has strongly non-planar and non-convex faces.
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Figure 31: Flux-aware triangulation applied on a non-convex polyhedron with non-
convex and non-planar faces. Upper image shows the rendering of the test ﬂux
polyhedron in a visualization software that relies on oriented triangulation for
visualizing 3D polyhedra. Lower image shows the geometrical result of the
ﬂux-aware triangulation applied on the upper polyhedron. Base polygon points,
their respective displacements, displaced points and resulting triangulation
points follow the notation used in algorithm 12.
Results from the triangulation test shown in ﬁgure 31 are also shown in chapter 4,
in ﬁgure 9 to introduce the reader unfamiliar with the geometrical VoF method with
the impact a triangulation can have on the volume magnitude of a complex 3D
ﬂux polyhedron with non-planar and non-convex faces. In ﬁgure 31, notation from
algorithm 12 is used to represent individual steps of the ﬂux-aware triangulation
algorithm, with the focus on obtaining the volume triangulation point. Triangulation
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points of the side faces pedgeT of the ﬂux polyhedron denoted in ﬁgure 31 are obtained
using the above described edge triangulation.
Once the ﬂux volume has been approximated using either ﬂux, oriented or
barycentric triangulation, its magnitude can be computed as a sum of volumes
of all tetrahedra that build the triangulation. As outlined in section 4.1.1, the
magnitude of the geometrically approximated ﬂux volume will not be the same
as the volume magnitude resulting from the integration of the volumetric ﬂux
over the discrete time step δt. This leads to a diﬀerence in the volume magnitude,
between the geometrical and the integrated ﬂux volume, a diﬀerence that must be
corrected for in order to maintain volume conservation.
In [78], the initial implementation of the UFVFC scheme relied on an iterative
correction of the ﬂux polyhedron for volume conservation. Parallel to the further
development of the UFVFC scheme, other researchers have used a single-step exact
correction, based on the barycentric triangulation of the cap face of the ﬂux volume
(Jofre et al. [65], Owkes and Desjardins [99]). Section 6.3.3 contains schematic
diagrams of diﬀerent corrections for volume conservation as well as the schematic
representation of the volume parametrization used by the pyramid correction.
Since the point displacements δtrt x, δ
T
t x are interpolated from cell centers to cell
corner points as described in section 6.3.1, even if the ﬂux-aware triangulation
accurately approximates the volume of the ﬂux polyhedron, its magnitude will not
correspond to the integral of the volumetric ﬂux over the time step δt given by
Vf =
∫ τ+δτ
t
Ff (t)dt, (171)
where Ff = uf (t) ·Sf is the volumetric ﬂux over the face f , if the unstructured FV
method is used for equation discretization. In chapter 4, equation (61) integrates
equation (171) using the rectangle quadrature rule with ﬁrst-order accuracy, to
ensure a simple introduction of the geometrical VoF method. Researchers have been
using diﬀerent integration schemes: López et al. [75] have used the trapezoidal
quadrature rule, Jofre et al. [65] are using the rectangle quadrature rule, Comminal
et al. [26] are using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta method for computing the Vf using
Lagrangian backward tracking with trilinear interpolation for the vertex velocities,
etc.
The UFVFC scheme uses the trapezoidal quadrature rule and the trapezoidal
quadrature rule with Taylor series predictor step to integrate equation (171),
similar to the point displacement integration of δtrt x, δ
T
t x given by equations (164)
and (165). Since Ff = Ff (t), the Taylor series based quadrature rule is diﬀerent
from equation (165), in the sense that no material derivative is required, so the
discrete diﬀerential operator of the ﬂux does not have the spatial term. The
trapezoidal ﬂux integration quadrature with Taylor series predictor is called Taylor
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(a) Initial ﬂux polyhedra created by tracing
backwards the points x along their respec-
tive displacements δtrt x for two faces: f and
g.
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(b) Iterative correction of two ﬂux polyhedra
from faces f and g may lead to an overlap
or an oﬀset between adjacent ﬂux polyhedra.
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(c) Pyramidal correction is based on swept face
triangulation and normal parameterization.
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initial
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fδ
(d) Final cap face resulting from the pyramidal
correction is a triangulation.
Figure 32: Iterative and pyramid correction of for volume conservation.
flux integration from this point on in the text. The Taylor ﬂux integration simply
extrapolates the ﬂux in the new time step using Taylor series
Vf = 0.5(F
n+1
f + F
n
f )δt+ ǫtr (172)
= 0.5(2Fnf + ∂tF
n
f δt)δt+ ǫtr +OT (δt3)
= 0.5(2Fnf + ∆tF
n
f δt)δt+ ǫtr +OT (δt3) +O∆t(δtp+2),
where ǫtr is the trapezoidal quadrature error over δt (equation (30)), OT is the
truncation error of the Taylor series and O∆t is the error of the discrete temporal
diﬀerence operator on Ff at the old time step. Note that n and n+ 1 are used
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to denote current and next time step, following equation (28). The p+ 2 in the
error term O∆t comes from multiplication with δt2 and consequently allows simple
backward Euler temporal diﬀerencing to be used for the diﬀerential operator ∆t:
V Tf = 0.5(2F
n
f − Fn−1f )δt+O(δt3). (173)
This ﬂux integration scheme requires only a single old ﬁeld value to be stored in
order to maintain third order accuracy. Just as the Taylor displacement integration,
this scheme is explicit in the sense that the values at the next time step n+ 1 do
not have to be known, a fact that reinforces the coupling of the volume fraction
equation with the rest of the NS equation system for two-phase ﬂows.
Once the ﬂux volume magnitude has been integrated with at least second-order
accuracy, the correction of the ﬂux polyhedron must adjust the ﬂux polyhedron
so that its volume magnitude corresponds to the volume magnitude given by
the numerical ﬂux integration. The iterative correction for volume conservation
shown schematically in ﬁgure 32(b) of the ﬂux polyhedron shown schematically in
ﬁgure 32(a) adjusts point displacements δtrt x of face f by multiplying them with a
scalar factor cδtrt x and iteratively modifying the scalar factor until the volume of the
triangulation of the ﬂux polyhedron is equal to the volume given by the numerically
integrated volumetric ﬂux. As shown in ﬁgure 32(b), and also pointed out by Jofre
et al. [65], Comminal et al. [26], Owkes and Desjardins [99], the iterative correction
can result in an overlap between two neighboring ﬂux polyhedra. Furthermore, the
veriﬁcation tests that include a spatially and temporally varying explicit velocity
ﬁeld in section 11.3 have conﬁrmed the statement by Jofre et al. [65] that the
iterative correction is not as eﬃcient as the exact pyramidal correction.
Iterative correction was proposed ﬁrst by López et al. [75] (using the Brent’s
root ﬁnding method), and they have commented on the fact that for large CFL
values the ﬂux polyhedra can exceed the bounds of the ﬂux stencil NFf .
Figure 33 contains the geometry of the thin ﬂux polyhedra for the 2D shear
veriﬁcation case described in section 11.3. In parts of the domain marked with A
and B (shown in ﬁgure 33(b)) the ﬂux polyhedra become very thin and diﬃcult
to correct for volume conservation. Especially in the B region, with CFL = 1
the ﬂux volumes become approximately of the size of the computational cell: in
ﬁgure 33(b), the cells are shown so that a visual size comparison can be done against
the ﬂux volumes. Besides being computationally more expensive, the scaled ﬂux
correction also introduces accuracy issues, as the incorrect handling of very thin ﬂux
polyhedra can cause the UFVFC scheme to generate so-called wisps: small artiﬁcial
interface elements that appear near the PLIC interface as shown in ﬁgure 33(b).
It is important to emphasize that the test case shown in ﬁgure 33 was computed
using the scaled correction and the reconstruction tolerance ǫr = 1e− 09, which
means that the volume fraction levels already at αc > 1e− 09 are handled with
PLIC reconstruction.
An exact correction (pyramid ﬂux correction) was proposed by Jofre et al.
[65, equation 20] and Owkes and Desjardins [99, equation 28] and it is shown in
ﬁgures 32(c) and 32(d). The pyramid correction described by Jofre et al. [65], Owkes
and Desjardins [99] can be generalized for n-sided polygons and even further
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(a) Thin iteratively corrected ﬂux polyhedra of
the 2D shear veriﬁcation case.
A
wisps
B
(b) Thin ﬂux polyhedra exceeding the cell size
for the 2D shear veriﬁcation case.
Figure 33: Problematic thin ﬂux polyhedra generated for the 2D shear veriﬁcation case
by the iterative ﬂux correction for volume conservation. With CFL = 1, the
size of the ﬂux polyhedra becomes comparable to the cell size.
simpliﬁed. Consider the shaded tetrahedron volume shown in ﬁgure 32(c). The
pyramidal correction of the ﬂux volume Vf can be deﬁned based on the swept
face centroid displacement xf ,δ along the direction κSfδ ,κ ∈ R. In this case, the
volume of a single tetrahedron shown in ﬁgure 32(c) is deﬁned with
VT ,i =
1
6
κSfδ · ((xi,δ − xfδ)× (xΠc(i+1),δ − xfδ)). (174)
Naturally, the volume enclosed by the initial polygon (cap face) fδ from below and
the pyramidal corrected polygon in ﬁgure 32(d) from above is computed as
δV = V if − V gf =
|Ff |∑
i=1
VT ,i (175)
=
|Ff |∑
i=1
1
6
κSfδ · ((xi,δ − xfδ)× (xΠc(i+1),δ − xfδ))
=
1
3
κSfδ ·
|Ff |∑
i=1
1
2
(xi,δ − xfδ)× (xΠc(i+1),δ − xfδ),
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where δV is the ﬂux volume correction applied to the ﬂux polyhedron for volume
conservation, deﬁned as the diﬀerence in the ﬂux volume given by integrating
equation (171) V if and the geometrical ﬂux volume given by triangulating the ﬂux
polyhedron V gf . If the normal area vector of the swept face fδ is computed using
the barycentric triangulation (an assumption used in this text as well as by Jofre
et al. [65], Owkes and Desjardins [99]), the sum term in the equation for δV is
equal to the normal area vector of the face fδ. This signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the
computation of the volume correction parameter κ:
δV =
1
3
κ‖Sfδ‖2 ⇒ κ =
3δV
‖Sfδ‖2
. (176)
If any direction vector a is used to correct for volume conservation using the
pyramid correction, the correction parameter κ can be computed as
κ =
3δV
afδ · Sfδ
. (177)
In ﬂow regions with large shear rates, thin ﬂux polyhedra similar to those shown in
ﬁgure 33(b) appear. Correcting those ﬂux polyhedra using the direction of the swept
face normal leads to self-intersection of the resulting polyhedra within the ﬂux
polyhedron and not necessarily to self-intersection of the correctd ﬂux polyhedron
with the face Ff . A simple way of reducing the amount of self-intersections for
thin ﬂux polyhedra is to modify the pyramid ﬂux correction by using an average
Lagrangian backward tracing direction given as
afδ =
1
|Ff |
|Ff |∑
i=1
δtrt xi, (178)
It is important to note that
afδ
‖af‖ = Sˆf if δ
tr
t xi are orthogonal to the face Ff .
Also, a negative δV leads to the negative value of κ which orients afδ inwards as a
reduction of V if is required. This however does not change the outward orientation
of the face area normal vectors of the triangles in the corrected polygon.
At this point in algorithm 7, the ﬂux polyhedra have been corrected for volume
conservation, so the calculation of the phase ﬂux volume contributions V αf ,c that
build the total phase ﬂux volume V αf , can be done.
6.3.4 Phase flux volume calculation
Contributions to the total phase ﬂux volume V αf transported across the face Ff are
computed by the phase ﬂux volume calculation algorithm outlined in algorithm 13.
Calculation of the phase ﬂux volume contributions is deﬁned with equation (69) as
V αf ,c = Hc ∩ Vf ,c = Hc ∩ (Vf ∩ Vc).
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Algorithm 13 Phase ﬂux volume calculation
1: V αf = 0
2: Tδ = triangulate(Fδ)
3: for c ∈ NFf do
4: if αc > ǫr then
5: Build cell half-spaces Hc = {Hf : Hf = (xf , S˜f ), S˜f is oriented inward.
6: Initialize intersection half-spaces H ic = ∅.
7: for Hi ∈ Hc do ⊲ Collect cell half-spaces that intersect Tδ.
8: for Tj ∈ Tδ do
9: if do intersect(Hi, Tj) then
10: H ic = H
i
c ∪Hi
11: break
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: if |H ic| > 0 then ⊲ Compute phase ﬂux volume contribution.
16: V αf ,c = V
α
f ⊲ V
α
f is a set of tetrahedra.
17: for Hi ∈ H ic do
18: V αf ,c = V
α
f ,c ∩Hi ⊲ Intersect with a cell half-space.
19: end for
20: if αc < (1− ǫr) then
21: V αf ,c = V
α
f ,c ∩Hα,c ⊲ Intersect with the PLIC half-space.
22: end if
23: V αf = V
α
f + volume(V
α
f ,c) ⊲ Update total phase ﬂux volume.
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for
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The UFVFC scheme reformulates the intersection Vf ∩ Vc in algorithm 13 so that
the number of half-space / polyhedron intersections required to compute this
intersection becomes minimal. Instead of intersecting Vf with all the half-spaces
of a cell c, intersection half-spaces are only used for intersection. An intersection
halfspace Hic is deﬁned as the face Ff of the cell Cc with an inward facing area
normal vector S˜f that intersects the triangulation of the swept face Fδ. Using only
those halfspaces of the cell Cc that actually do intersect the ﬂux polyhedron Vf
increases the computational eﬃciency of the geometrical VoF method substantially,
because proﬁling across all the veriﬁcation tests in chapter 11 shows that the phase
ﬂux volume calculation consumes most of the computational time.
The idea behind the deﬁnition of the intersection half-space can be understood
by observing ﬁgure 34 which contains a single cell Cc taken from the detail B,
shown in ﬁgure 33(b). In order to compute the phase ﬂux volume contribution
(darker triangle) from the cell c (V αf ,c), the intersection Cc ∩ Vf is reduced to an
intersection with a single half-space Hic, because only a single face of the cell Cc
intersects V αf so that the intersection result has volume greater than zero. In a
three-dimensional veriﬁcation case, for the cell Cc this results in a speedup by a
factor of 6 in the serial algorithm computation, since the hexahedral cell Cc has 6
faces.
Ff
Hα,c
Hic
Cc
V αf ,c
Vf
Figure 34: A cell Cc with a single intersection half-space Hic with the ﬂux volume Vf .
Once the phase ﬂux volume V αf is computed using algorithm 13, equation (71)
is used as the ﬁnal step in the geometrical approximation of the volume fraction
advection equation:
αn+1c = α
n
c −
1
Vc
∑
f
V αf . (179)
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Figure 35: Phase ﬂux volumes computed for the 3D shear veriﬁcation case of Liovic et al.
[73] (t = 1.5s, N = 32, CFL = 0.5) from two perspectives.
In ﬁgure 35 the phase ﬂux volumes computed with algorithm 13 are shown for
the 3D shear case as proposed by Liovic et al. [73, ﬁgure 10]. The veriﬁcation case
proposed by Liovic et al. [73] tests the phase ﬂux volume calculation for thin ﬂux
polyhedra in the similar way as for the 2D shear veriﬁcation case shown in ﬁgure 33.
Visualizing the interim results of geometrical operations is just as important as
visualizing the PLIC interface to isolate those geometrical operations used for the
phase ﬂux volume calculation whose errors are not covered by a predeﬁned set of
tests for accuracy, robustness and topologically correctness.
6.3.5 Parallel implementation
Parallel implementation of the UFVFC scheme is based on the domain decomposition
and message passing method using Open MPI. Computing both the inﬂow and
outﬂow phase ﬂux volumes on process boundaries would require knowledge of the
mesh and the PLIC interface to be exchanged between processes. Since the PLIC
interface is evolving, its geometrical data would in this case need to be exchanged
across process boundaries every time step. When local dynamic AMR is used the
topology of the mesh may change at the process boundary at every time step, if
the PLIC interface is evolving across it. Opposite to this approach, for the UFVFC
scheme, only outﬂow phase ﬂux volumes are computed and exchanged across
process boundaries, because the outﬂow from one process domain is equivalent
to the inﬂow into the other. This minimizes the required number of exchanged
messages.
It is often stated that the explicit nature of the geometrical VoF methods makes
it possible to extend them easily for parallel computations. That is true in the sense
that some parallel implementation can be programmed using the same computations
as applied in the internal parts of the parallel process. However, from the aspect
of high performance computing, geometrical VoF methods are algorithms that are
heterogeneous in time and space: the computation is concentrated near the ﬂuid
interface that evolves in time and space. In order to achieve good parallel scaling
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and eﬃciency properties for larger problems, load balancing is required (Jofre
et al. [66]). More work is required to further exploit the explicit and heterogeneous
nature of the geometrical VoF method on modern HPC architectures.
6.4 geometrical operations
Geometrical operations and models that are implemented by the generic geometrical
C++ library described in section 6.6 and used by the UFVFC scheme are shown
in table 2. Since the UFVFC scheme requires geometrical computations with real
numbers, its accuracy will depend on the ﬁxed precision ﬂoating point representation
used by the computer architecture it is running on. For those algorithms in table 2
whose computation results with a logical true or false value (so-called geometric
predicates), round-oﬀ error may lead to a wrong logical result. For example, if a
wrong logical result is used to decide if a point is coplanar with a polygon within a
geometrical intersection algorithm, the result might be a degenerate polyhedron
with a face that has the area magnitude near machine tolerance ǫm, in the case of
an intersection between a cube and a half-space that is touching one of the cube
points. Computing the surface area normal vector from such a degenerated polygon
using equation (22) from chapter 3 may lead to an error caused by division by 0.
Therefore, there are two sources of errors in geometrical calculations that involve
ﬁxed precision ﬂoating point arithmetic: numerical and topological errors. Diﬀerent
methods were developed for avoiding numerical and topological errors and an
overview of modern approaches is given by Li et al. [72]. Two main categories
of approaches in resolving numerical and topological errors in geometric calcu-
lations have been developed so far: the arithmetic and the geometric approach.
The arithmetic approach tries to solve both the numerical and the topological
errors by concentrating on either improving the accuracy of arithmetical operations
by enforcing exact arithmetic operations, or increasing robustness of the approx-
imative arithmetic by adding bounds. The geometric approach tries to ensure
valid geometric properties of the result within a geometrical algorithm. Li et al.
[72] states what is conﬁrmed by examining modern geometrical software libraries
such as Boost Geometry Library (BGL) and Computational Geometry Algorithms
Library (CGAL): the Exact Geometric Computation (EGC) geometric approach
has been widely accepted for obtaining both topologically and numerically correct
results from geometrical computations. The EGC approach ensures topological and
not necessarily numerical exactness. However, the EGC approach is computationally
expensive for the applications required by a geometrical VoF method, even when
its eﬃciency is increased by relying on adaptive ﬂoating point precision resolution
ﬁlters [72].
A literature survey given by Li et al. [72] points further to many contributions
to the ﬁeld of Computational Geometry that propose one or the other method
for handling topological and numerical errors. Fabri et al. [40] emphasized that
the computational eﬃciency is just as important as robustness and topological
correctness, and this is especially the case for the geometrical VoF method because
of the large amount of intersection and triangulation operations.
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algorithms models
area aabbox
centroid halfspace
displace halfspace_sequence
distance_sqr line_segment
equal_under_tolerance line_intersection
extreme_projected_points point_sequence_intersection
intersect polygon_sequence_intersection
is_inside triangle_intersection
orient triangulation_intersection
triangulate array_triangle
build point_sequence
correct_volume array_tetrahedron
distance mixed_polyhedron
edge_triangulate polygon_sequence
extreme_points tetrahedron_sequence
ﬂux_triangulate triangle_sequence
normal
perturb
volume
aabb_do_intersect
do_intersect
Table 2: Geometrical algorithms and models.
Requirements for eﬃciency, topological correctness, robustness and accuracy
of the geometrical operations used by the UFVFC scheme are prescribed by the
algorithm 7 and its sub-algorithms. Geometrical algorithms that are critical for
the UFVFC scheme are: triangulation (triangulate), intersection (intersect)
and the Axis-Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) overlap test (aabb_do_intersect).
The triangulation is required for an accurate volume calculation, intersection for
calculating the phase ﬂux volume contributions and the AABB overlap test is the
key algorithm in reducing the number of intersections to improve computational
eﬃciency.
The proposed implementation of the algorithms outlined in table 2 relies on
tolerance-based ﬁltering when dealing with topologically complex cases. Topological
correctness of geometrical operations is considered exclusively within requirements
given by the geometrical VoF method. Algorithm 7 deﬁnes a geometrical model
topologically if it can be intersected and its volume can be accurately computed
(up to predictable tolerance), without causing the program to crash (robustness).
An example of a topologically challenging intersection with ﬁxed precision
ﬂoating point arithmetic between diﬀerent half-spaces and a polygon are shown in
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4ǫg
H1
H2
H3
p0 p1
pipn
Figure 36: Topologically challenging intersection conﬁgurations for a polygon and a
half-space resolved by tolerance-based logic.
ﬁgure 36. Fixed precision ﬂoating point arithmetic may cause diﬀerent topological
inconsistencies in the intersection results. The following considerations describe
the topological errors that occur without the use of ﬁltering: intersections with
the polygon thickened by 4ǫg in ﬁgure 36 are not specially handled. In this case,
the intersection with the half-space H1 could create two intersection points that
are indistinguishable from each other to the computer, or result in no intersection
points whatsoever if all points are considered to lie on the half-space. Intersecting
the polygon with the H2 might not collect two intersection points, which would
leave a polyhedron intersection without a cap polygon. If not handled properly,
intersecting with the half-space H3 can result with zero length edges (p1,p1) and
(pn,pn).
In all cases where zero length edges or zero area polygons are generated, the
requirement of the geometrical VoF method for an accurate volume and area
calculation will be fulﬁlled up to the round-oﬀ error given by ﬁxed precision ﬂoating
point arithmetic. The problem, however, are successive intersections required for
phase ﬂux volume calculations outlined in section 6.3.4: it is not possible to
consistently intersect a polygon whose area is ≈ 0, or that has edges with lengths
≈ 0, without introducing either tests for degenerate shapes or avoiding divisions by
zero by stabilizing divisions with ǫg. Introducing tests for topologically inconsistent
shapes creates a very large and unnecessary computational overhead, and stabilizing
divisions by zero using ǫg introduces errors that are larger than machine precision,
and also diﬃcult to estimate. Therefore, geometrical algorithms from table 2 that
construct geometrical models are programmed using tolerance ﬁlters so that for
a user-prescribed tolerance, a topologically consistent model is always generated.
An intersection between a half-space and a polygon that is schematically shown in
ﬁgure 36 is described by algorithm 14.
Algorithm 14 relies on the signed distance between a point and a half-space to
determine if the point lies within 4ǫg next to the half-space. If this is the case,
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Algorithm 14 Polygon Q / half-space H intersection
1: Intialize intersection result R = ∅.
2: Intialize intersection points P = ∅.
3: for edges e ∈ Q do
4: φ0 = distance(xe,0,H)
5: if φ0 > −2ǫg then ⊲ Point is inside the half-space.
6: R = R ∪ xe,0
7: if φ0 < 2ǫg then ⊲ Point is an intersection point.
8: P = P ∪ xe,1
9: end if
10: end if
11: φ1 = distance(xe,1,H)
12: if φ0φ1 < 0 and |φ0| > 2ǫg| and |φ1| > 2ǫg then ⊲ Regular intersection.
13: pi = intersect(xe,0,xe,1,H) ⊲ Compute intersection point pi.
14: R = R ∪ pi
15: P = P ∪ pi
16: end if
17: end for
18: return (R,P )
such a point is considered to be coincident with the half-space, and is collected not
only into the resulting polygon R, but also into the set of intersection points P .
Intersection points are collected so that the intersection algorithm that handles
polyhedron/half-space intersection can close the intersection result with a cap
polygon. Separation of regular and irregular intersections based on signed distances
does not help with duplicate intersection points. However, all points are collected
following the orientation of the polygon, so the duplicate intersection points, if
any, will be consecutive and n oriented intersection points that contain consecutive
duplicates equal up to 4ǫg can be removed with O(n) complexity in the best case.
An intersection between a polyhedron and a half-space is handled as the inter-
section between the collection of polygons and a half-space, with the addition of
checking if the result of the intersection between a polygon Q and the half-space
H is co-planar with the half-space, and orienting the cap polygon built by inter-
section points so that its normal area vector points outside the result polyhedron
R. Algorithms 14 and 15 do not prescribe how the polygon and the polyhedron
should be mathematically modeled. For example, a polyhedron can be modeled
using indirect addressing (cf. chapter 3), as an unordered set of polygons (polygon
soup), or as a graph. For the volume fraction transport performed by algorithm 7,
geometrical algorithms are based on linear access to sub-elements of the geometrical
model: a polyhedron / half-space intersection iterates over polygons and performs
the intersection with the half-space, which in turn iterates over polygon edges
(point pairs) to do the same. There is therefore some freedom in deciding upon
a geometrical model and therefore a software implementation of the geometrical
operations must be easily extensible for diﬀerent geometrical models, which is
achieved in this work and described in section 6.6. All geometrical models in this
work are modeled as ordered and unordered collections of sub-models. Modeling
geometrical concepts as collections of sub-models results in data multiplication, but
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ensures a direct sub-element access: no indirect addressing (index or graph-based)
is required and no additional information on the sub-model collection needs to be
computed.
Algorithm 15 Polyhedron S / half-space H intersection
1: Intialize intersection result R = ∅.
2: Intialize intersection polygon P = ∅.
3: for Polygon Q ∈ S do
4: (RQ,PQ) = intersect(Q,H) ⊲ Calls algorithm 14.
5: Q is coplanar
6: for Point p ∈ RQ do ⊲ Ignore coplanar polygons: add the cap polygon.
7: φp = distance(p,H)
8: if |φp| > 2|ǫg| then
9: Q is not coplanar
10: break
11: end if
12: end for
13: if Q is not coplanar then
14: R = R ∪RQ
15: P = P ∪ PQ
16: end if
17: end for
18: if |P | > 2 then
19: P = orient(P )
20: if |P | > 2 then
21: R = R ∪ P
22: Add the cap polygon P to the polyhedron.
23: end if
24: end if
25: return (R,P )
It serves no purpose to outline each and every algorithm from table 2: algo-
rithms 14 and 15 are used as examples in order to describe how the tolerance-based
logic is built into the algorithms, that makes sure topologically correct results are
generated. Hierarchically higher intersection operations that involve intersections
between a polyhedron and a triangulation, a set of triangulations and polyhedra, etc.
are simply compositions of algorithms 14 and 15 with the exception of tetrahedral
and triangular operations. Tetrahedra and triangles are specialized because both
they and their sub-elements have ﬁxed sizes, which can be exploited to increase
computational eﬃciency (e.g. by loop unrolling [84]). Both algorithm categories
are equivalent with respect of their respective operations. Where there is no gain
in computational eﬃciency, algorithms that deal with tetrahedra and triangles
forward the call to respective algorithms that operate on polyhedra and polygons.
In order to ensure topological correctness, accuracy and robustness, all the
algorithms from table 2 were tested against special cases as well as randomly
perturbed input data. An example robustnes test is shown in ﬁgure 37.
Figure 37 shows an intersection between a star-shaped polyhedron and a cube.
The star-shaped polyhedron is built from a cube whose volume is corrected using
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a
(a) Initial star shape / cube intersection.
ca
(b) Star shape / cube intersection.
(c) Co-planar star shape / cube intersection.
Figure 37: Parameterized tests for the perturbed intersection between a triangulated
star shape and a cube, where the volume is exactly known.
the pyramidal volume correction shown in section 6.3.3, which makes it possible
to know the exact volume of this polyhedron when it is intersected with a cube,
because its volume is the sum of the volume of the initial cube and 6 truncated
pyramids (c.f. ﬁgure 37(b)). The star-shaped polyhedron can be triangulated
using the barycentric triangulation because all the triangles of the corrected cap
polygons are always visible to the cube centroid. Figure 37(a) shows the initial
intersection where the cube is just large enough to touch the points of the star-
shaped polyhedron. In this special case, the result should be the entire star-shaped
polyhedron itself because it is entirely contained within the cube, even if the
position of the cube points is perturbed by ǫg. The length of the cube edge a is
parameterized by a factor c ∈ [1, 1
3
] and this parameterization is used to iteratively
change the cube size, perturb its points, and intersect it with the star polyhedron.
The ﬁnal intersection shown in ﬁgure 37(c) is a special case where the faces of
the cube are coplanar with the faces of the cube used to build the star shaped
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polyhedron. An error in the epsilon-based ﬁltering shown in algorithm 15 could
cause the duplication of coplanar polygons, resulting in the error of the volume
calculation ≥ 1
6
of the cube volume. The rest of the 132 geometrical tests involve
special case and also perturbed intersections between the geometrical models from
the table 2, and they ensure a fast execution speed, robustness and numerical
accuracy in the volume calculation down to 4ǫg. For the UFVFC, the machine
precision was used (ǫg = 1e− 15) for geometrical tests.
6.5 conservative error redistribution
López et al. [75] were the ﬁrst ones to observe the large thin ﬂux polyhedra
for CFL = 1 in the 2D shear veriﬁcation case, shown in ﬁgure 33(b). The
proposed ﬂux-aware triangulation algorithm covered in section 6.3.3 improves
the ﬂux volume calculation of the thin ﬂux polyhedra, but there is a limit to its
accuracy. Even if the ﬂux polyhedron triangulation triangulates a ﬂux volume
without tetrahedral self-intersections, there is no guarantee that this triangulation
approximates the ﬂux volume in the best possible way. For example, a negative
correction for the volume conservation becomes impossible for the very thin ﬂux
polyhedra shown in ﬁgure 33(b) without generating self-intersections between
tetrahedra, even though all the swept face points may lie on the same side of the
face Ff . The geometrical calculations used throughout the UFVFC scheme rely on
a tolerance-based interval logic when dealing with coincidence or collinearity of
geometrical models. Additionally, the iterative interface positioning is exact up to
a reconstruction tolerance and ǫr = 1e− 09 is used for the results in chapter 11.
Consequently, the triangulation of the ﬂux volume, the tolerance-based interval
intersection, and the iterative interface positioning are possible sources of errors.
The geometrical VoF method attempts to numerically solve the problem of
transporting a discontinuity in time and space with second-order convergence and
without any numerical diffusion whatsoever which is a stiﬀ problem. Assuming that a
total error is made by any geometrical VoFmethod in the sum term of equation (179)
in the order of magnitude of the reconstruction tolerance ǫr = 1e− 09 on a ﬁnest
mesh from chapter 11, that has the cell volume magnitudes Vc = ( 1256)
3 ≈ 1e− 08.
The division of the sum term by Vc ampliﬁes the total error in the phase ﬂux
volume calculation by 8 orders of magnitude, resulting in an oscillation in the
solution of the magnitude as large as 0.1:
αn+1c = α
n
c −
∑
f
V αf
Vc
+
ǫV α
f
Vc
Vc≈1e−08,ǫV α
f
≈1e−09
= αnc −
∑
f
V αf
1e− 08 ± 0.1. (180)
The tolerance used by the geometrical operations of the UFVFC scheme is set to
ǫg = 1e− 15 and it is given by the number of decimal digits available for the
double precision by the IEEE 754 double precision standard. If it is assumed that
the total phase ﬂux volume calculation error ǫV α
f
is near machine tolerance, the
consequence of this assumption is that every single sub-step in algorithm 7 that
implements the UFVFC scheme is accurate up to machine tolerance. Even then,
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equation (180) leads to an oscillation in the solution for αn+1c in the magnitude
±1e− 07 for every LE ﬂux-based geometrical VoF method.
The error ampliﬁcation described by equation (180) can cause the following
errors:
• an interface cell is made completely full or empty and vice versa (wisp),
• a full cell obtains αc > 1 (overshoot),
• a cell that should have αc <
ǫV α
f
Vc
obtains a negative value (undershoot).
These errors cause topological changes of the PLIC interface: they can create
artiﬁcial holes and add artiﬁcial interface elements. Wisps are especially destructive
when they are surrounded by full cells, because in this case cells that are otherwise
full are considered as interface cells by the UFVFC scheme. If not removed, the
wisps propagate upwind relative to the interface and destroy the solution accuracy.
In order to ensure numerical stability and volume conservation, every geometrical
VoF method relies on one or another form of error correction procedures. It is
important to emphasize at this point that there are a few recently proposed
geometrical VoF methods that do not require any redistribution: like the CCU
method proposed by Comminal et al. [26] and the method proposed by Owkes
and Desjardins [99]. Those geometrical VoF methods that are implemented in 2D
like the CCU and (i)PAM can deal more easily with self-intersections and accurate
triangulation of envelope ﬂux polygons, than a 3D geometrical VoF method like
UFVFC. Owkes and Desjardins [99] do not mention the need for the redistribution
procedure, and it is not clear how the self-intersection of the simplexes caused by
correcting the thin ﬂux polyhedra is dealt with, when all the simplexes lie on the
same side of a face. Their use of simplex separation for positive and negative ﬂux
contributions ﬁxes the self intersection of a ﬂux polyhedron when parts of the ﬂux
polyhedron cross the face. The ﬂux polyhedra shown in ﬁgure 33(b) and ﬁgures 29
and 31 do not cross the face, and yet their volume is wrongly computed using
the barycentric triangulation. Consequently, the required volume correction leads
to the computation of a larger pyramidal cap, and for thin ﬂux polyhedra, to
internal self-intersections of tetrahedra (simplexes) within the ﬂux polyhedron itself.
The UFVFC scheme still relies on the iterative reconstruction procedure, so the
reconstruction error contributes to the error ampliﬁcation given by equation (180).
Therefore, the UFVFC scheme still requires a solution stabilization procedure.
As for the other schemes, Jofre et al. [65, algorithm 1] perform volume fraction
redistribution to surrounding cells. For the PAM and iPAM, Zhang and Fogelson
[153] points are adjusted and removed in order to ensure numerical stability and
volume conservation. Ahn and Shashkov [9, page 2804] rely on both local and
global redistribution (repair) on uniform and AMR meshes respectively, for their
adaptive MoF method.
The UFVFC scheme is stabilized using a global conservative redistribution algo-
rithm, outlined in algorithm 16. The parallel implementation of the conservative
error redistribution algorithm is not as simple as the parallel implementation of
the algorithms outlined so far, so this aspect is also addressed by algorithm 16.
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The proposed conservative redistribution algorithm computes three types of errors,
based on the three aforementioned topological transport errors: wisp volume V wα ,
undershoot volume V −α , and overshoot volume V
+
α . Errors in the volume fraction
transport are formulated as volumes, as this simpliﬁes volume conservation for
the volume fraction redistribution on meshes that have cells with diﬀerent volume
magnitudes. These individual volume errors are then used to compute the total
volume error, that is redistributed conservatively to those interface cells that can
accept the redistribution volume without artiﬁcially creating or destroying inter-
face elements. The conservative redistribution algorithm is separated into three
sub-algorithms: process-internal redistribution, process-boundary correction and
volume redistribution.
Algorithm 16 Conservative error redistribution
1: Perform process-internal redistribution.
2: Perform process-boundary correction.
3: Perform volume redistribution.
Algorithm 17 Process-internal redistribution
1: V wα = V
+
α = V
−
α = 0
2: for c ∈ {1..|Ωh|} do ⊲ Perform process-internal redistribution.
3: wispc = false ⊲ All cells are assumed to be non-wisp cells.
4: if αc < ǫr then ⊲ Remove undershoots and sum V
−
α .
5: V −α = V
−
α − (αcVc)
6: αc = 0
7: else
8: if αc > 1 then ⊲ Remove overshoots and sum V
+
α .
9: V +α = V
+
α + ((αc − 1)Vc)
10: αc = 1
11: end if
12: end if
13: if αc >
(
1−
ǫV α
f
Vc
)
and αc < (1− ǫr) then
14: wispc = true ⊲ Assume the cell contains a wisp if it is a wisp candidate.
15: for d ∈ Nc do ⊲ Nc : cell-point neighbors.
16: if αd < ǫr then
17: wispd = false ⊲ Wisps have no empty neighbors.
18: end if
19: end for
20: end if
21: end for
Process-internal redistribution algorithm 17 is used for isolating all cells with
overshoots and undershoots and correcting their values. All wisp cells that are
local to the parallel process are ﬂagged as wisp cells if their value falls within
a threshold given by
ǫV α
f
Vc
. As outlined in section 6.3.4, the term
ǫV α
f
Vc
cannot be
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directly computed. Therefore, algorithm 17 relies on a user-speciﬁed wisp tolerance
ǫw ≈
ǫV α
f
Vc
. (181)
For all the results shown in chapter 11, the wisp tolerance was set to ǫw = 0.1, based
on the observations made in section 6.3.4, because the reconstruction tolerance
was used ǫr = 1e− 09.
Some cells can be falsely categorized as wisp cells if they are local to a parallel
process but adjacent to a process boundary and have empty (αc < ǫr) process-
neighbors. Algorithm 18 is the process-boundary correction algorithm that is
executed after algorithm 17, that isolates and correctly ﬂags wisp cells next to
process boundaries.
As for the UFVFC scheme algorithm 7 and the DGNR algorithm 6 used for the
interface reconstruction, algorithm 16 relies on the indirect addressing of the
unstructured mesh (chapter 3). In order to access cell values from the neighboring
process for those cells that have a point in common with the face f , indirect mesh
addressing that is local to the process is simply applied on the list of volume fraction
values of the cells adjacent to the process boundary αq. The process boundary is
a set of mutually related faces: the unstructured mesh provides the possibility to
obtain a list of all faces that are connected with the face f via any of its points
(face-point faces):
Nf ,c = {g : Fg ∩Ff = p,p ∈ P}. (182)
Note that ∀g ∈ Nf ,c∃αg ∈ αp: for each face of the process boundary there exists a
volume fraction of the process-local boundary ﬁeld. The key idea in an eﬃcient
parallel implementation of the redistribution algorithm using domain decomposition
is that the addressing is exactly the same for the exchanged process-neighbor
boundary ﬁeld αq, and can therefore be re-used to inspect the volume fraction
values of the process-boundary adjacent cells from the neighboring process.
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Algorithm 18 Process-boundary correction
1: for p ∈ {1..|∂Ωh|} do ⊲ Find false wisp cells next to process boundaries.
2: if ∂Ω
p
h is a process boundary then
3: Exchange volume fraction ﬁelds at process boundaries (αp,αq).
4: for f ∈ {1..|αq|} do ⊲ αq : process-neighbor volume fractions.
5: if wispowner(f ) then ⊲ If the owner cell is a wisp cell.
6: for g ∈ Nf ,c do ⊲ Nf ,c: face-point faces, {g : Fg ∩Ff = p,p ∈ P}
7: if αq,g < ǫr then ⊲ Wisps have no empty process-neighbors.
8: wispowner(g) = false
9: break
10: end if
11: end for
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: end for
Once the falsely marked wisp cells adjacent to process boundaries are corrected
by algorithm 18, algorithm 19 performs the actual conservative error redistri-
bution. The global redistribution redistributes the volume error using weighted
redistribution of the total volume error deﬁned as
V totα = V
+
α − V wα − V −α . (183)
Using the total redistributed volume instead of correcting for individual volume
errors has the beneﬁt of reducing the overall error magnitude and improving volume
conservation, because it essentially ﬁlls the wisp and undershoot cells with the
volume available from the overshoot cells. Global redistribution scales better in
parallel than the local redistribution, because the local redistribution requires two
series of messages to be exchanged: ﬁrst one to identify the wisp cells and the
receiving cells in a wide unstructured cell stencil, and the second one to send the
corrected values to the neighbor process. Additionally, a parallel implementation of
the local redistribution requires one more step that maps the sent corrected values
to the process-local cells. Also, if the redistribution is based on the local cell stencil,
it is more likely that the error receiving candidates may not be available in the
stencil, in which case either a volume conservation error or numerical boundedness
error remains even after the correction procedure. Global redistribution not only
guarantees volume conservation up to machine tolerance and exact numerical
boundedness, it is also more eﬃcient as it only broadcasts two scalar values to
achieve parallel computation: the total volume and the process-global sum of the
weights. The global correction also does not rely on frequently executed stencil
search loops that redistribute volume errors (Harvie and Fletcher [53, ﬁgure 6],
Jofre et al. [65, algorithm 1]).
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Algorithm 19 Volume redistribution
1: for c ∈ {1..|Ωh|} do
2: wwc = 0
3: Initialize the wisp weight.
4: if wispc = true then
5: V wα = V
w
α + ((1− αc)Vc)
6: else
7: if wispc = false and (αc >
ǫV α
f
Vc
) and (αc < (1−
ǫV α
f
Vc
)) then
8: wwc = 1 ⊲ Redistribution does not create or destroy interface.
9: end if
10: end if
11: end for
12: wwc =
wwc∑
c˜∈Ωh
wwc˜
, V totα = V
+
α − V wα − V −α
13: for c ∈ {1..|Ωh|} do ⊲ Redistribute total error volume V totα .
14: if wispc = false and (αc >
ǫV α
f
Vc
)and(αc < (1−
ǫV α
f
Vc
)) then
15: αc = αc +wwc
V totα
Vc
16: end if
17: end for
6.6 software design and geometrical transport
This section addresses the software design of the UFVFC scheme which was imple-
mented using the C++ programming language. The motivation for this description
is twofold: method implementation turned out to be a very challenging task that
is worth reporting about, and the software design rationale is required because the
source code of the UFVFC scheme is prepared to be released to the public domain.
The implementation of the UFVFC schemes is based on generic programming
using C++ templates. Software design using C++ templates is covered in detail in
the following textbooks: Stroustrup [130], Josuttis [67], Vandevoorde and Josuttis
[144] and Alexandrescu [12]. An overview of the common techniques used in generic
programming can be found in [2]. Background knowledge of generic design using
C++ templates is required to understand the software design of the proposed
geometrical VoF method.
An eﬃcient and still modular and easily extensible implementation of the UFVFC
using the C++ programming language has proven to be a complex task, because
the UFVFC scheme relies on diﬀerent algorithms to be executed on the level of
mesh faces and edges. The CFD simulations and even the larger veriﬁcation cases
may involve millions of cells per core, resulting in millions of calls to diﬀerent
sub-algorithms of the UFVFC scheme. Additionally, keeping the sub-algorithms
easily exchangeable is crucial for developing scientiﬁc software, for two reasons.
First, when a numerical method is developed, there is a very high degree of
methodological uncertainty. Second, the modularity and extensibility of the method
implementation is a prerequisite for combining the sub-algorithms of the developed
numerical method in the process of new method development.
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Unfortunately, ensuring fast serial execution and modularity at the same time is
diﬃcult if the software design of the UFVFC scheme is based on OOD using dynamic
polymorphism. Dynamic polymorphism in the C++ programming language repre-
sents objects as collections of data with pointers to member functions (so called
virtual member functions) that implement the sub-algorithms of the UFVFC scheme.
Since the type of the object is not known at compile time, resolution of virtual
member functions (e.g. selecting a ﬂux polyhedron triangulation) is performed as
the program runs. In case of the UFVFC the algorithm selection process is executed
millions of times per time step for larger problems. Agner [4, section 7.20] states
that a virtual function call costs a few CPU cycles more than the call to the virtual
function if the function does not change (i.e. the object type does not change) as
the program runs. For the UFVFC scheme this cost may be signiﬁcant, because of
the very large number of executions involved. Agner [4] proposes the use of static
polymorphism based on C++ templates (also called generic programming), instead
of dynamic polymorphism in the core parts of the implementation as a solution for
the virtual function call overhead.
The call overhead of virtual functions is not the only reason for using generic
programming for the implementation of the UFVFC scheme. Modern C++ software
libraries already exist that perform abstract geometrical computations, like the
BGL and CGAL, and they are both implemented using generic programming. The
reasoning behind this design decision is in the general combinatorial ﬂexibility
that generic programming supports when it comes to exchanging sub-algorithms
as well as models and data structures used by the algorithms. Consequently,
generic programming was used for the implementation of the UFVFC scheme
and its supporting geometrical and transport software framework. The UFVFC
scheme models a generic concept of a geometrical transport method. Therefore,
the implementation of the UFVFC is split into two generic libraries: the generic
geometrical library and the generic transport library.
6.6.1 A C++ generic geometrical library
As already noted, the BGL and CGAL library both rely on generic programming.
However, to support the UFVFC, a new standalone generic library for 3D geometrical
computations was implemented, specialized for 3D triangulations and intersections
required by the geometrical VoF method.
CGAL models non-convex polyhedra and their boolean operations with the
Nef-polyhedron model, as described by Hachenberger et al. [51]. Timings of the
numerical experiments performed by Hachenberger et al. [51] report run times
with the order of magnitude of 10 seconds for the order of magnitude 1000 of
vertices in the result of a boolean operation. Therefore, the use of the 3D boolean
intersections CGAL is prohibitively expensive for the UFVFC scheme. The beneﬁt
of Nef polyhedra lies in handling topological special cases that may arise from
boolean operations, which has its purpose in some applications. For the geometrical
VoF method, however, much less generality and much higher execution speed
is expected from the supporting geometrical operations. The BGL is dimension
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agnostic, but most of the geometrical operations of the BGL are implemented in
2D. Furthermore, BGL relies on type-based tag dispatching to resolve ambiguities
in function signatures for diﬀerent sets of template arguments [48]. Type-based tag
dispatching relies on partial template specialization compared to overloading which
is used for resolving function signatures by value-based tag dispatching. Using
partial template specialization for tags reduces the amount of function parameters
required to resolve the function signature. However, partial template specialization
requires the use of structure or class templates, because partial function template
specialization is not allowed by the current standard of the C++ language. When
tag dispatching is used, only the tag type template arguments must be resolved,
the rest of the template parameter remains under-resolved, so that it can be used
for any template parameter set that correspond to the resolved tag argument set.
Therefore, every algorithm category in BGL requires a general function template
to be implemented, that then dispatches a call to the dispatch namespace, where
static member function of class (structure) templates are placed, that contain the
actual implementation.
Alternative to the design used for CGAL and BGL, Substitution Failure Is Not
An Error (SFINAE) together with template metaprogramming can be used as the
means for resolving function signatures, which can be an elegant solution when
the template metaprogramming functions available in the C++11 standard are
used, and this solution was adopted for the UFVFC scheme. Some preliminary
discussion on diﬀerent design options is required in order to support the decision
of using SFINAE and metaprogramming, since both techniques are often avoided
by programmers because of their perceived complexity.
High level of abstraction oﬀered by generic programming as well as the freedom
in easily combining data structures and related algorithms provides the foundation
for fast optimization for computational eﬃciency as well as the possibility to
exchange geometrical models in order to improve solution correctness. One of the
main techniques of generic programming known as type lifting could be used to
achieve this goal. Type lifting is based on the fact that the generic code prescribes
requirements on the types involved in the calculations (template arguments).
Examples of such requirements on template arguments are: copy-constructible,
assignable, destructible, provides direct access to its elements, provides public access
to speciﬁc attributes, implements iterator interface, etc. Requirements enforced on
template arguments by the generic code deﬁne a single implicit interface for each
argument.
The implicit interface deﬁnes an abstract notion - a concept: a set of requirements
for the template parameter. A concept is not implemented in terms of source code
and is therefore fully abstract. An example of a concept would be a polygon
sequence: a sequence of polygons that provides direct access to each polygon and
implement an Standard Template Library (STL) iterator interface. An example
model of the polygon sequence concept would be an STL vector of polygon models.
Template arguments either satisfy the implicit interface prescribed by the tem-
plate, or they do not. Those template arguments that satisfy the implicit interface
can be used to instantiate a template, resulting in valid code. When an error occurs
during the substitution of the template argument, the compiler does not produce an
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error and stop the compilation, it continues to search through remainder of the set
of available templates until such template is found, for which the argument satisﬁes
the implicit interface. This standard behavior is known as Substitution Failure Is
Not An Error (SFINAE) (Stroustrup [130, section 23.5.3.2]) and the implementation
of the proposed geometrical VoF method relies on it.
A trivial example of the ambiguity faced by the compiler when only type lifting
is applied to the geometrical algorithm is shown in source code listing 6.1. Merely
naming the template parameters diﬀerently does not make them diﬀerent to the
compiler. In the code shown in source code listing 6.1, the algorithm does not
actually compute the volume of a polyhedron. The computation is valid for any
model that implements an STL iterator interface and for which the volume(C, p)
algorithm is implemented. Deﬁning multiple function templates such as one in
source code listing 6.1 results in an ambiguity error.
Listing 6.1: Ambiguous volume calculation
template <typename Polyhedron , typename RT = double>
RT volume ( Polyhedron const & p)
{
RT r e s u l t (0 ) ;
auto C = c e n t r o i d (p) ;
for ( const auto& polygon : p)
r e s u l t += volume (C, p) ;
return r e s u l t ;
}
✆
In order to disambiguate algorithms by properly resolving function signatures, the
following approaches can be applied: tag dispatching and concept-based function
overloading. In order to justify the decision for using the concept-based function
overloading approach in the implementation of the proposed geometrical VoF
method, both approaches are outlined in the following sections.
6.6.1.1 Tag dispatching
Selection of algorithms can be enforced based on the speciﬁc properties of a
template argument, so-called type traits. Multiple traits can be related to each
other using inheritance, allowing easy combination of their associated properties.
Algorithms that are selected based on type traits might be those that are optimized
for eﬃciency (e.g. specialized for a data structure or a computer architecture), or
those that result in better accuracy (e.g. specialized for more accurate ﬂoating point
representation or a more accurate mathematical model). An example application
of trait classes is the selection of an optimal distance calculation between two
iterators in the STL, described by Josuttis [67, section 9.3.3, page 445].
An example trait class is shown in source code listing 6.2, together with two
concrete tag types: polygon_collection_tag and polygon_sequence_tag. Tag
dispatching relies on a general function template, that obtains the tag of the
template arguments from the tag trait class shown in source code listing 6.2 and
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Listing 6.2: Tag trait structure.
struct polygon_co l l ect ion_tag {} ;
struct polygon_sequence_tag : po lygon_co l l ec t ion_tag {} ;
// A genera l tag i s not a l l owed .
template<typename Geometry>
struct tag ;
// A s p e c i a l i z a t i o n o f a polygon sequence tag .
template<>
struct tag<PolygonSequence>
{
typedef polygon_sequence_tag type ;
} ;
✆
Listing 6.3: value-based tag dispatch.
template
<
typename GeometryOne ,
typename GeometryTwo ,
typename RT = double
>
RT volume ( GeometryOne const & one , GeometryTwo const & two )
{
return volume (
one , // Forward f i r s t geometry .
tag<GeometryOne >: : type ( ) , // Forward i t s tag by va lue .
two , // Forward second geometry .
tag<GeometryTwo >: : type ( ) // Forward i t s tag by va lue .
) ;
}
✆
then dispatches the function call further. The way the function call is dispatched is
determined by the choice of the tag dispatching approach: value-based or type-based
dispatching.
Value-based tag dispatching is shown in source code listing 6.3 and relies on
function overloading for tag objects. The function overloading allows the tag
dispatching system to introduce co-dependence between tags, such as inheritance
which is shown in source code listing 6.2. For example, a polygon sequence is
a collection of polygons, and this relationship is modeled with the inheritance
relationship between the respective tags. When value-based dispatching is applied,
as in the return statement in source code listing 6.3, that volume algorithm will
be chosen among all candidates for which the tag objects are most speciﬁc. The
derived tag types are given precedence by the overloading process, as they are
more speciﬁc.
Type-based tag dispatching uses tag types as template arguments for class (or
structure) templates and relies on the partial template specialization to provide
alternative implementations. The type-based tag dispatching approach is used by
the boost.geometry library, and is covered in detail by Gehrels and Lalande [46]
and Gehrels et al. [47], as well as the oﬃcial library documentation [1].
When type-based tag dispatching is used, structure templates are implemented
within a separate (dispatch) namespace and calls to those algorithms are made
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Listing 6.4: Type-based tag dispatch.
template
<
typename GeometryOne ,
typename GeometryTwo ,
typename RT = double
>
RT volume ( GeometryOne const & one , GeometryTwo const & two )
{
return d i spatch : : volume
<
typename tag<GeometryOne >: : type ,
typename tag<GeometryTwo >: : type
>:: apply ( one , two ) ;
}
✆
by the generic dispatch function template similar to one in source code listing 6.3.
source code listing 6.4 holds an example of a type-based dispatch.
The tag dispatching shown in source code listing 6.3 and source code listing 6.4
are similar in the fact that they rely on tags to disambiguate the algorithms that
perform the calculations. The diﬀerence lies in the fact that the algorithms are
implemented as static member functions for type-based tag dispatching, and global
functions for value-based tag dispatching. Extending the algorithm set with a global
function incurs less programming overhead than extending the dispatch namespace
with a specialized structure template. Keeping the programming overhead low for
structural enhancements of the implementation plays an important role both in
maintenance and future extensions of the geometrical Volume-of-Fluid method.
One issue with value-based tag dispatching is that the number of function argu-
ments grows with the introduction of tags. On the other hand, with type-based tag
dispatching, extending the set of available algorithms requires the user to implement
a structure within the dispatch namespace. Both tag dispatching approaches also
complicate the code for those algorithms that call on other algorithms. At each
call site (e.g. polygon intersection called from within polyhedron intersection), a
tag dispatch call must be implemented which results in surplus code that is used
only to disambiguate algorithms.
6.6.1.2 Concept-based function overloading
The concept-based overloading is not to be misinterpreted with concepts proposed
by B. Stroustrup and A. Sutton et al. [16]. At the point of writing this text, C++
concepts represent an experimental language extension which is not yet supported
by the language standard. Therefore, it has been decided not to disambiguate
geometrical algorithms using C++ concepts. However, the proposed design of the
geometrical library would require small changes in order to introduce C++ concepts.
This claim is based on the fact that the metafunctions involved in the compile-time
return type calculations are placed in the function return type deduction line, and
can therefore be easily exchanged with concepts if they are accepted as the part of
the C++ standard.
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Listing 6.5: Polygon sequence / half-space distance.
template
<
typename PointSequence ,
typename Halfspace ,
typename RT = double
>
typename return_type // SFINAE return type r e s o l u t i o n .
<
Polygon ,
point_sequence_tag ,
Ha l f space
ha l f space_tag
>::RT
d i s t a n c e ( Polygon const & poly , Ha l f space const & hspace )
{
RT r e s u l t ;
// Operations on po ly and hspace .
return r e s u l t ;
}
✆
Listing 6.6: Indexed polygon / half-space distance.
template
<
typename IndexedPolygon ,
typename Halfspace ,
typename RT = double
>
typename return_type<IndexedPolygon , Hal fspace >: :RT
d i s t a n c e ( IndexedPolygon const & poly , Ha l f space const & hspace )
{
RT r e s u l t ;
// Operations on po ly and hspace .
return r e s u l t ;
}
✆
Concept-based overloading in the form of function overloading based on arbitrary
properties of types as introduced by Järvi et al. [60] has been considered as a tool
to disambiguate geometrical algorithms. The basic idea behind this mechanism is to
use template metaprogramming to resolve return types for the function templates
at compile time. In cases when the metafunction fails to compute the function
return type, the SFINAE idiom forces the compiler to check other available function
templates for a viable choice.
Source code listings 6.5 and 6.6 show two diﬀerent template functions that
implement the distance calculation between the polygon and half-space concepts.
The example metafunction return_type returns either a speciﬁc return type-based
on properties of the parsed template arguments, or a void type. Since the functions
return a result, a void type cannot be used and the template argument substitution
fails to produce valid code.
The metafunctions responsible for calculating the return type can be based
on the implicit interface deﬁned by the function implementation. Without the
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availability of C++ concepts at this point, this would involve writing metafunctions
that check the interface of the template argument. The problem is that in that
case the function resolution ambiguity is still not resolved in cases when multiple
algorithms exist that prescribe the same implicit interfaces, as discussed for the
source code listing 6.1.
The way the metafunction return_type is implemented determines the behavior
of the template instantiation process. Järvi et al. [60] have shown that the meta-
functions can be combined with tags. In that case, no general function template
is required that implements tag dispatching, as shown in source code listings 6.3
and 6.4 for value-and-type-based tag dispatching, respectively. However, the beneﬁt
does not lie in removing a single generic function template for tag dispatching
per set of algorithms. The main beneﬁt lies in the dispatch call being completely
removed from sub-algorithm call sites. This signiﬁcantly increases code readability,
reduces code bloat and improves software design scaling.
Listing 6.7: Polygon sequence / half-space intersection
template
<
typename I n t e r s e c t i o n R e s u l t = p o l y h e d r o n I n t e r s e c t i o n ,
typename I n t e r s e c t i o n T e s t = no_test ,
typename P o l y g o n I n t e r s e c t i o n = p o l y g o n I n t e r s e c t i o n ,
typename PolygonSequence ,
typename Hal f space
>
typename std : : enab l e_i f
<
tag_enabled
<
PolygonSequence ,
polygon_sequence_tag
>:: va lue &&
tag_enabled
<
Hal fspace ,
ha l f space_tag
>:: value ,
I n t e r s e c t i o n R e s u l t
>:: type
i n t e r s e c t (
PolygonSequence const & polyhedron ,
Ha l f space const & h a l f s p a c e
)
{
. . .
for ( const auto& polygon : polyhedron )
{
// No tag d i s p a t c h i n g re q u i re d f o r sub−a l gor i thms .
auto i n t e r s e c t i o n = i n t e r s e c t <Po lygonInte r s ec t i on >(
polygon ,
h a l f s p a c e
) ;
. . .
✆
Software design scaling can be deﬁned as the number of points in the source code
that need to be modiﬁed (points of variation) as the function of the number of
required extensions. In cases when the new geometrical model can be eﬃciently used
with existing algorithm function templates, there is one point of variation in the
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concept-based generic geometrical library: tagging the model with the appropriate
tag. When a new algorithm is to be added that works with existing concepts, there
is one point of variation: implementing a function template, enabled by the existing
tags. In the case when both a new model and a new algorithm are to be added,
there are two points of variation: introducing a new tag, and programming a new
function template. It can therefore be concluded that the applied design for the
geometrical library scales very well.
Very good scaling is the reason behind using the concept-based design proposed
by Järvi et al. [60] for the implementation of the geometrical library. Each concept
involved in the geometrical calculation is tagged with a tag. An example of a
concept is a polyhedron described as a sequence of polygons. A sequence has
restrictions regarding the data structure used to store the polygons - it needs to
be compliant with an STL sequence container. A part of an intersection algorithm
based on such a concept is shown in source code listing 6.7. The intersection
algorithm has been made generic with respect to the intersection result, test for
intersection, as well as the polygon sequence and half-space geometrical concepts.
The metafunction is responsible for checking if the arguments have been tagged
with expected tags. Note the call to the polygon intersection sub-algorithm in the
ﬁnal line of the listing. The call site is expressive and short, since no tag dispatching
is required. The metafunction is shown in full detail only for better clarity - the
actual metafunction implementation can be made signiﬁcantly shorter.
There are many beneﬁts of using function overloading based on argument
properties combined with type tags for the geometrical library. Any geometrical
algorithm, e.g. the source code listing 6.7, can be re-used with any model that
is tagged as a polygon sequence. Multiple algorithms are disambiguated easily
without adding dispatch namespaces and structure templates. The design scales well
- there is only one point of variation per algorithm and a new concept, respectively.
Diﬀerent data structures and sub-algorithms can be interchanged without the
overhead and complexity brought by inheritance and dynamic polymorphism:
changing the PolygonIntersection type in source code listing 6.7 requires simply
an invocation of intersect with a diﬀerent template argument.
6.6.1.3 Object oriented design as an alternative
Even though generic design is applied for the geometrical Volume-of-Fluid method,
it is worthwhile to comment on the object oriented design as an alternative. The
geometrical algorithms are called by the transport algorithms millions of times,
even for simulation cases with the number of cells ≈ 1e05. Geometrical operations
that are executed most often are: the tetrahedral decomposition (triangulation),
the polyhedron/half-space intersection and the ﬂux polyhedron correction (volume
conservation correction). As already noted, the operations have very short execution
times (atomic operations ), imposing dynamic polymorphism using object oriented
principles incurs a noticeable overhead in the overall computational time of the
transport algorithm.
Dynamic polymorphism imposes a function call overhead, since the code of the
function to be executed is to be chosen at execution time, using virtual pointer tables
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(vtables). The vtables are stored by any object that uses dynamic polymorphism
and they point to the code of the called function. A detailed overview of the relative
performance cost of the polymorphic routine call to other common operations in
the C++ language is given by McConnell [84], on page 601. Additional to the
function call overhead, virtual functions are mostly not inlined by the compiler
as it performs eﬃciency optimizations. Implementing the algorithms as function
templates enables the compiler to perform extensive eﬃciency optimizations.
The object oriented design additionally complicates the process of combining
diﬀerent strategies within the geometrical algorithms. As described by Alexan-
drescu [12], in cases when the combinations are to be addressed with multiple
inheritance, the design does not scale well. The issue of combining policies is
handled automatically with a generic design simply by using diﬀerent template
arguments.
One could argue that the generic design takes away the possibility to provide the
selection of algorithms and models at run-time which results in a lower ﬂexibility in
use. The implementation of the geometrical Volume-of-Fluid method prevents that
on purpose for the low-level geometrical calculations because of the aforementioned
reasons. As for the transport algorithms and the corresponding models, an object
oriented extension is very straightforward. Once the most eﬃcient combination
of algorithms and data structures of the geometrical method has been selected,
the elements of the method can be easily made run-time selectable. Instantiated
templates are then wrapped using the Adaptor Pattern [44], where the adaptor
provides run-time selection capability.
Applying OOD for a selected subset of transport algorithms and the corresponding
models represents no issue when it comes to computational costs. The transport
algorithms operate on the level of the CFD solution algorithms and require orders
of magnitude more time to complete, than the low-level geometrical algorithms.
Therefore, enabling dynamic polymorphism for a selected sub-set of transport
algorithms results in a greater ﬂexibility in use and does not incur a visible
computational overhead. In other words, the function call overhead in selecting at
run-time an adapted instantiation of the reconstruction algorithm template code is
negligible compared to the time it takes to reconstruct the geometrical interface
with hundreds of thousands elements.
6.6.2 A C++ generic transport library
The generic geometrical transport library abstracts the algorithms and models
related to the geometrical transport of the volume fraction ﬁeld αc. Introducing
concepts by overloading functions based on arbitrary properties (tags, traits)
assigned to types (template arguments) used for the geometrical calculations and
covered in section 6.6.1 is not necessary for the geometrical transport, because
a single concept emerges within the geometrical VoF method: the PLIC interface.
As the volume fraction advection algorithm 7 requires random access to interface
elements, the interface elements must provide this access with O(1) complexity.
This does not leave the design with much freedom in representing the PLIC interface
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using diﬀerent data structures, as is the case for the generic geometrical library,
whose algorithms are linear with respect to the model elements and do not require
direct element access. Consequently, there is no need to use concept-based design
of Järvi et al. [60] for the geometrical transport.
Listing 6.8: Swartz interface reconstruction
template
<
typename TransportControl ,
typename I n t e r f a c e P o s i t i o n i n g ,
typename In te r faceS i zeAdjus tment
>
class SwartzReconstruct ion
:
public YoungsReconstruction
<
TransportControl ,
I n t e r f a c e P o s i t i o n i n g ,
In te r faceS i zeAdjus tment
>
{
. . .
✆
A generic implementation of a geometrical VoF method that combines the
algorithms outlined in sections 6.2 and 6.3 can be based on the much simpler,
policy-based design Alexandrescu [12, chapter 1]. Source code listing 6.8 shows the
implementation of the Swartz reconstruction algorithm described in section 6.2.
Sub-steps of the algorithm that can be completely generalized are abstracted into
policies: algorithm control that stores important tolerances, interface positioning,
and the interface size adjustment policy for eﬃcient storage re-allocation. As
described by Alexandrescu [12, chapter 1], the policies implement sub-algorithms
used by the host class template: in this case the reconstruction algorithm class
template.
Listing 6.9: UFVFC advection
template
<
typename TransportControl ,
typename FluxPolyhedronGenerator ,
typename FluxStenc i lGenerator ,
typename PhaseFluxVolumeCalculator
>
class Unspl i tAdvect ion
:
public FluxPolyhedronGenerator ,
public FluxStenc i lGenerator ,
public PhaseFluxVolumeCalculator
{
. . .
✆
, The UFVFC scheme is implemented by the UnsplitAdvection class template
outlined in source code listing 6.9, with policies for all the sub-algorithms of algo-
rithm 7: transport control, ﬂux polyhedron generation with volume correction, ﬂux
stencil generation and phase ﬂux volume calculation. Policy-based design is applied
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for the policies themselves as well. The transport policies use the generic geometrical
library for all the geometrical operations required by the geometrical VoF method.
Source code listing 6.10 contains a few lines of code of the phase volume calcula-
tion algorithm. Algorithms (build, triangulate, barycentric_triangulate,
do_intersect) and models (halfspaceVector,triangleVector) from the geo-
metrical library are used easily. At all call points where the return type is the
default type declared for the policy algorithm (e.g. triangulate,build, etc), the
return type is not explicitly speciﬁed.
Listing 6.10: Phase ﬂux volume calculation
// Triangu la te the f l u x polyhedron .
auto f luxPo lyhedronTr iangu la t ion = t r i a n g u l a t e ( f luxPolyhedron ) ;
// Triangu la te the swept face p o i n t s .
auto d i s p l a c e d T r i a n g l e s = b a r y c e n t r i c _ t r i a n g u l a t e ( d i s p l a c e d P o i n t s ) ;
// Compute the phase f l u x volume c o n t r i b u t i o n s .
for ( const auto c e l l L a b e l : c e l l L a b e l s )
{
i f ( control_ . isPhaseValue ( v o l F r a c t i o n F i e l d [ c e l l L a b e l ] ) )
{
// Reformulate a c e l l as a s e t o f h a l f s p a c e s .
auto c e l l H a l f s p a c e s = bu i ld ( c e l l L a b e l , mesh ) ;
s td : : vector <int> c u t t i n g H a l f s p a c e s ;
c u t t i n g H a l f s p a c e s . r e s e r v e ( c e l l H a l f s p a c e s . s i z e ( ) ) ;
// S e l e c t a s e t o f h a l f s p a c e s t h a t i n t e r s e c t the d i s p l a c e d p o i n t s .
for ( dec l type ( c e l l H a l f s p a c e s . s i z e ( ) ) hI = 0 ;
hI < c e l l H a l f s p a c e s . s i z e ( ) ; ++hI )
{
for ( const auto& t r i a n g l e : d i s p l a c e d T r i a n g l e s )
i f ( do_inte r s ec t ( t r i a n g l e , c e l l H a l f s p a c e s [ hI ] ) )
{
c u t t i n g H a l f s p a c e s . push_back ( hI ) ;
. . .
✆
6.6.3 Conclusions
Using the design of function overloading with arbitrary properties of types proposed
by Järvi et al. [60] resulted in an implementation of a completely generic geometrical
library that can be easily extended with new concepts and algorithms with a low
programming overhead. The generic geometrical library implements the algorithms
and models outlined in table 2. Algorithms that implement functions of two
variables are implemented for the pairs of models that are required by the UFVFC
scheme. Very good scaling of the design proposed by Järvi et al. [60] supported by
simpliﬁed template metaprogramming available in the C++17 standard.
Using the policy-based design has lead to the possibility to easily exchange
individual policies of the dimensional unsplit volume fraction advection scheme. In
fact, the UFVFC scheme is simply an instantiation of the UnsplitAdvection class
template with a speciﬁc set of policies. In order to implement an alternative scheme
to the UFVFC, a new FluxVolumeCalculator policy needs to be implemented and
the template argument accordingly renamed at the instantiation point. Using this
design, new methods for the geometrical transport can be assembled from the
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existing set of policies without any modiﬁcations of the existing code. This was
ensured by selecting those sub-algorithms of algorithm 7 for policies, that are
independent of each other (i.e. orthogonal policies, so named by Alexandrescu [12]).
In conclusion, in order to implement the UFVFC scheme, two eﬃcient and
yet modular software layers (geometrical and transport) were implemented with
software design practices that support straightforward extensions both in terms
of new functionality, as well as combining existing algorithms, without incurring
large programming or computational overheads.
6.7 a note on the cfl condition
The UFVFC scheme takes on an explicit, multidimensional and geometrical approach
to approximating the solution of the volume fraction equation (59). Because of
its explicit nature, the scheme is subject to the CFL criterion [55, 91]. Since the
UFVFC scheme relies on computing the phase ﬂux volume associated to the face of
a mesh cell, the CFL criterion is computed as a face-centered value using
CFLf =
Ff∆t
‖xP ,f − xN ,f‖‖Sf‖ , (184)
where CFLf is computed using the face centered velocity magnitude approximated
from the volumetric ﬂux
‖Uf‖ ≈ Ff‖Sf‖ . (185)
The maximal face-centered CFL number in the whole domain is used to restrict
the global time step of the simulation
CFL = max(CFLf ). (186)
A purely geometrical CFL criterion has not been considered in this work, because
this would incur additional search operations on unstructured meshes to ensure
that the ﬂux polyhedron does not exit the geometrical bounds of the ﬂux stencil
NFf .
Part III
Hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking
Method
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Figure 38: LENT signed distance φc calculated in the narrow band for the 2D shear
veriﬁcation case with 2562 cells, CFL = 1. Interface (surface mesh) is colored
white.
Recent publications show a trend towards developing so-called hybrid methods:
combinations of algorithms that aleviate an inherent deﬃciency in one method
by replacing a problematic sub-algorithm with a better algorithm from another
method. Some geometrical VoF method methods reviewed in section 5.2 conﬁrm
this trend. Le Chenadec and Pitsch [71] propose a Hybrid Lagrangian–Eulerian
Method for Multiphase ﬂow (HyLEM) method that relies on the signed distance
ﬁeld for the calculation of the curvature - a hybrid Level Set / VoF method. The
PAM method proposed by Zhang and Fogelson [153] can be considered as a hybrid
Front Tracking / Volume-of-Fluid method, since additional points are distributed
along the linear interface that are then tracked in a Lagrangian way in order
to ensure fourth-order accuracy. Other contemporary hybrid Level Set / Front
Tracking methods are discussed in chapter 8.
The SMCI volume fraction initialization algorithm proposed for the geometrical
VoF method described in chapter 6 intersects the exact interface modeled as a
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surface mesh Γh with the volume mesh used to discretize the solution domain Ωh.
In order to accomplish this task, a signed distance ﬁeld is constructed within the
layer of cells that surround the interface and the inside/outside categorization of
mesh points with respect to Γh is performed. These steps build the foundation for
the developed hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method.
In order to make it possible to develop hybrid methods in the future and use
the advantages the Front Tracking method has for speciﬁc physical problems
(e.g transport of surfactants on the ﬂuid interface developed by Muradoglu and
Tryggvason [92]), a hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking (LENT) method is developed
on the basis of the operations provided by the SMCI algorithm. Alternatively to
Front Tracking, the Interface Tracking method developed by Muzaferija and Peric
[93] and Tuković and Jasak [140] and extended for DNS of the droplet formation
process with soluble surfactants by Dieter-Kissling et al. [33] explicitly tracks the
interface between two immiscible ﬂuids and allows for a straightforward simulation
of transport processes on the ﬂuid interface. The main diﬀerence between Front
Tracking and Interface Tracking lies in the fact that the Interface Tracking aligns
a mesh boundary with the ﬂuid interface, so that the evolution of the interface
is described by the evolution of the mesh boundary. As a consequence of this
alignment, Interface Tracking has the formal order of accuracy of the underlying
numerical method used to obtain the mesh point velocities and the displacements
required for the mesh motion - excluding other complexities that may arise in
the pressure-velocity coupling algorithm. Front Tracking methods handle the ﬂuid
interface as a separate immersed mesh of dimension n− 1, where n is the dimension
of the solution domain Ωh. The advantage of Interface Tracking is therefore given
by the alignment-driven higher accuracy, and the advantage of the Front Tracking
method is the ability to impose topological changes on the interface, disconnected
from the solution domain Ωh.
The hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking (LENT) method models the interface
between two ﬂuids using a surface mesh in 3D or a set of mutually connected
line segments in 2D. The surface mesh is tracked forward in time along discrete
Lagrangian trajectories, and the categorization of intersected/inside/outside cells
of the encompassing volume mesh Ωh is used to reconstruct the marker ﬁeld αc.
The signed distance ﬁeld computed in the near vicinity of the surface mesh can be
used at any point to reconstruct the interface using an iso-surface reconstruction
algorithm. This makes it possible for the LENT method to retain control over when
and how the topological changes of the interface (coalescence and breakup) are
handled. Because the motion of the interface is modeled by evolving the interface
mesh in a Lagrangian way that depends on the ﬁelds that map to the volume mesh
Ωh, hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking methods belong to the Lagrangian tracing /
Eulerian remapping (LE) method category.
Figure 38 shows the signed distance ﬁeld surrounding the interface computed by
the SMCI algorithm. This, however, is not suﬃcient for two-phase ﬂow simulations,
as a cell-centered marker ﬁeld is required by the single-ﬁeld two-phase NS equation
system in order to distinguish between phases in every cell Cc ∈ Ωh. Diﬀerent
models exist for reconstructing the marker ﬁeld from the signed distance ﬁeld,
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however every model requires the signed distance value to be correctly assigned to
each cell center.
αc
1
0.5
0
Figure 39: LENT marker (volume fraction) ﬁeld αc for the 2D shear case with 256
2 cells,
CFL = 1.
From a signed distance ﬁeld deﬁned in each cell, a marker ﬁeld is computed, as
the one shown in ﬁgure 39, and used by the single ﬁeld two-phase NS equation sytem
to compute the velocity. Motion of the interface in the LENT method and other
Front Tracking methods is based on interpolating the velocities from cell centers to
the vertices of the surface mesh. Those interpolations require the mapping v 7→ c:
each v-th vertex of the surface mesh must be associated with a cell with index c.
Calculating and maintaining this association for a moving surface mesh immersed
in a volume mesh represents the major source of complexity of any Front Tracking
method on unstructured meshes and the core contribution of the proposed Level
Set / Front Tracking (LENT) method.
The following chapters cover the details of the LENT method that are only
outlined in this chapter. Chapter 8 lists the state of the art hybrid Level Set /
Front Tracking methods already reported in the scientiﬁc literature and relates the
proposed LENT method to recent research. Chapter 9 covers the details of all the
algorithms used by the LENT method on unstructured meshes.

8
L ITERATURE SURVEY
The Level Set / Front Tracking (LENT) method extends the Front Tracking family
of methods to unstructured meshes. The Front Tracking method (Unverdi and
Tryggvason [143], Jayaraman et al. [63], Glimm et al. [49] and Tryggvason et al.
[138]) provides very accurate results for both segregated and dispersed two-phase
ﬂows. Additionally, the method has been used to simulate ﬂows involving transport
phenomena taking place on the ﬂuid interface. Zhang et al. [150] and Muradoglu
and Tryggvason [92] have used the front tracking method to simulate ﬂows with
soluble surfactants on the interface. Hua et al. [58] and Roghair et al. [114], among
others, have used the Front Tracking method to investigate bubbly ﬂows.
The most prominent alternatives to the Front Tracking method for DNS of
two-phase ﬂows are the geometrical VoF method method (cf. chapter 5) and the
Level Set method (Sussman et al. [132, 133], Sethian [122], Osher and Fedkiw
[97]). Both methods have speciﬁc advantages and disadvantages with respect to
each other. Recently, eﬀorts have been made to compare diﬀerent methods and
combine their algorithms in such ways that hybrid methods are constructed which
outperform the original methods in both overall accuracy and eﬃciency. Du et al.
[36] show that their grid-based Front Tracking method implementation results
with volume conservation errors comparable to those of the Volume of Fluid (VoF)
method. Sussman and Puckett [131] successfully couple the Level Set and the VoF
method in order to deal with the disadvantage of the VoF method when it comes
to accurate surface tension calculation and the problems with volume conservation
inherent to the Level Set method. Jemison et al. [64] have coupled the Moment
of Fluid and Level Set method adapted for a collocated ﬂow solution, supporting
block structured AMR.
The Front Tracking method represents the ﬂuid interface as a topologically
connected set of interface elements. The front mesh, or so-called front, consists of
mutually connected lines in 2D and triangles in 3D. In order for the method to
retain generality in simulating two-phase ﬂows, it needs to account for possible
topological changes (breakup and/or coalescence) of the interface, each time the
element positions are updated. A very detailed description of the Front Tracking
method is provided by Tryggvason et al. [139]. The mutual connectivity between
the front elements is used to deal with topological changes within the framework of
the Front Tracking method, by executing complex explicit topological operations
on the front. Furthermore, these operations are global with respect to the front,
since coalescence or breakup may involve interaction between arbitrary subsets of
front elements. Global and explicit topological operations on the front representing
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the ﬂuid interface complicate the implementation of the method, especially its
parallelization, which is a crucial point as the DNS simulations of two-phase ﬂows
often rely on parallel program execution.
In order to deal with the problem of complex global topological operations on the
front, Shin and Juric [125] and Ceniceros et al. [22] have combined an iso-contour
(iso-surface) reconstruction with Front Tracking. In their implementations (Level
Contour Reconstruction Method (LCRM) by Shin and Juric [125] and hybrid level set
/ front tracking (LEFT) by Ceniceros et al. [22]), the authors rely on reconstructing
the front from a signed distance ﬁeld using an iso-surface reconstruction algorithm.
The rest of the algorithms are kept similar to those of the classical Front Tracking
method in case of the LCRM method, and to the level set method in case of the
LEFT method. The iso-surface reconstruction enables this hybrid approach to
automatically deal with topological changes of the interface, without performing any
direct topological operations on the front. Furthermore, as the reconstruction of the
front by the iso-surface algorithm is rendered local (compact on domain boundaries),
the parallelization of the method can be achieved using a straightforward domain
decomposition approach without resorting to a specialized slave-master process
communication pattern characteristic for Front Tracking.
In an extended version of their algorithm, Shin and Juric [126] improve the mass
conservation on coarse meshes by using a B-spline reconstruction of the interface
from the signed distance ﬁeld. Further extension of the method was done by Shin
and Juric [127] by resorting to local grid based Front Tracking (Du et al. [36])
to further improve mass conservation. All aforementioned results show that the
volume (mass) conservation errors converge with increased mesh resolution, as
the Front Tracking methods are not inherently volume conservative because the
motion of the interface is Lagrangian. Ceniceros et al. [22] added block-adaptive
mesh reﬁnement (block AMR) to the region near the interface in order to increase
the overall accuracy and reduce errors in mass conservation.
Other approaches involving hybrid Level Set/Front Tracking algorithms involve
the use of the level set function to impose reﬁnement and motion operations onto
a mesh within the ALE framework. Along these lines Nochetto and Walker [94]
and later Basting and Weismann [17] have used the iso-surface (zero contour) in
order to enforce the alignment of ﬁnite volume faces to the iso-contour normals
using a global optimization algorithm. The algorithm of Nochetto and Walker
[94] additionally allows for automatic topological changes of triangular meshes,
however the extension to three dimensions is reported to be not straightforward
by the authors. Both algorithms do not employ a detached front mesh of a lower
dimension than the background Eulerian mesh. Therefore they are not hybrids of
the Level Set method developed for two-phase ﬂows by Sussman et al. [134] and
the Front Tracking method proposed by Unverdi and Tryggvason [143] for DNS of
two-phase ﬂows.
The present contribution extends the front tracking family of algorithms for
DNS of two-phase ﬂows to unstructured meshes, enabling simulations in complex
geometries with the aim of applying local dynamic AMR as a further algorithm
improvement both in eﬃciency and accuracy. The proposed approach does not
involve fundamental changes in the idea of the hybrid approach between the
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Level Set and Front Tracking methods. However, the method requires signiﬁcant
modiﬁcations in order to support arbitrary unstructured meshes, which enables the
new algorithm to deal with simulations involving complex geometries for the ﬁrst
time. Algorithmic extensions required to support the Level Set / Front Tracking
method on unstructured meshes are not straightforward, and the diﬀerence in the
complexity and eﬃciency compared to structured mesh algorithms is emphasized
throughout the algorithm description in chapter 9. Surprisingly, the increase in
algorithmic complexity does not hinder the eﬃciency of the method in the sense
of applicability to two-phase DNS. The LENT method supports both two- and
three-dimensional calculation and is parallelized using the domain decomposition
approach.

9
DEVELOPED METHOD
The proposed Level Set / Front Tracking (LENT) method is similar to the methods
proposed by Ceniceros et al. [22] and Shin and Juric [125]. However, signiﬁcant
diﬀerences are present in the deﬁnition of the front, the algorithm used for the
front reconstruction as well as in the algorithm used to evolve the front. The
description of the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method algorithm is provided
for three-dimensional calculations, as they are more complex than the calculations
in two dimensions. However, no change of the algorithm is necessary whatsoever
in order to support pseudo-2D calculations, where a 2D discretized domain Ωh
consists of a single layer of cells
Unlike for the LCRM method of Shin and Juric [125], and the LEFT method
of Ceniceros et al. [22], where the fronts are represented as unordered sets of
disconnected triangles, the LENT front F is deﬁned as an unordered set of NT
connected triangles,
F := {∆k : k = 1, ... ,NT }, (187)
with ∆k denoting an area of the triangle k. The triangles T of the front F
are mutually connected such that for each triangle there exists a von Neumann
neighborhood of triangles, i.e.
N (Tk) := {Tn : Tn ∩ Tk is an edge of Tk}. (188)
This kind of topological connectivity is available for the 3D topologically changing
front introduced by Jayaraman et al. [63], and can be used to compute the topo-
logical changes of the front directly, by modifying the front topology. However, the
LENT algorithm in the current form does not resort to topological front information
to handle interface coalescence and breakup, since the topological changes of the
front are automated by the iso-surface reconstruction. The connectivity of the
front triangles is retained nevertheless, since it allows a possible future extension
of the algorithm to take into account transport processes occurring on and across
the front as well as surface tension force calculation as developed for the Front
Tracking method.
Note that the front triangles T may store copies of the front vertices v, or
be deﬁned as sets of indices to the set of unique front vertices V. The indirect
addressing approach (relating to a global set of points indirectly via indices) has
advantages in lowering the memory usage by using unique vertices in this case, as
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an entirely new front is re-created by the reconstruction. Consequently, there is no
need to assure the point uniqueness by checking point equality. The global set of
front vertices V is used to deﬁne each front triangle T as a set of indices to front
vertices, i.e.
Tk = T (∆k) := {i : V(i) ∈ ∆k}. (189)
The front triangles are deﬁned as ordered sets of indices since the index ordering
determines the computation of the triangle area normal vector. With a shorthand
notation for the front vertex as
vT ,i = V(T (i)), (190)
the triangle area normal area vector is deﬁned as
nT = 0.5(vT ,1 − vT ,0)× (vT ,2 − vT ,0). (191)
Having deﬁned the front used by the LENT algorithm, the algorithm itself can be
described. The LENT algorithm is outlined by algorithm 20. The sub-algorithm
details and semantics of algorithm 20 are described in the remaining sections.
Those sub-algorithms of the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method that are in
common with the geometrical VoF method are described in part I of this work and
only referenced in this part.
Algorithm 20 Level Set / Front Tracking (LENT)
Initialize the signed distance ﬁelds. ⊲ section 9.1
while simulation time do
Reconstruct the front as an iso-surface. ⊲ section 9.2
Compute the marker ﬁeld. ⊲ section 9.3
Evolve the front. ⊲ section 9.4
Update signed distance ﬁelds.
end while
9.1 computing the signed distance fields
Two signed distance ﬁelds are required by the LENT algorithm: distances between
the cell centers and the front (φc) and distances between the cell corner points and
the front (φp). The shortest signed distance between a point in space x and the
front F is calculated as
φ(x,F) =

 φ(x,xTN ), rx,TN intersects TNφ(x,vTN ), otherwise. (192)
The ray rx,TN is the nearest distance ray from x to TN given by the triangle plane.
Equation (192) deﬁnes the distance between the front and any point as the distance
between the front triangle which is nearest to the point (TN ) and the point (x).
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Figure 40: Signed distance calculation computed separately for each of the two example
points (x1, x2) and the front F . For the point x2, the shortest ray to TN does
not intersect with the triangle, so the signed distance is computed using the
closest triangle point vTN ,2.
The nearest triangle to a point is deﬁned as the front triangle whose distance to
the front computed with equation (192) is minimal.
Following equation (192) and ﬁgure 40, if a ray projected from the point x to the
nearest triangle TN in the opposite direction of the triangle normal nT intersects
the nearest triangle (as it does for point x1), the signed distance between the point
x and the triangle intersection point xTN is taken as the signed distance between
the point x and the whole front F . However, as in the case of the point x2, it may
happen that the intersection between the ray and the nearest triangle does not fall
within the nearest triangle. In this case the distance between x and F is computed
using equation (192) as the minimal distance between x and the nearest triangle
vertex. Computing the signed distance between a point and a triangle is an often
encountered algorithm in computational geometry. A similar algorithm to the one
presented here uses parametrized triangle and is described by Schneider [121].
Computing the signed distance ﬁelds φp and φc using equation (192) naively
would involve ﬁnding the nearest triangle using the entire front, for every cell center
and every mesh point. Such signed distance ﬁeld calculation algorithm would have a
computational complexity of O(NFNp +NFNc), where NF is the number of front
triangles, Np is the number of mesh points and Nc is the number of mesh cell centers.
Such computational complexity might render the algorithm unusable for simulation
cases involving a large number of cells, as is often the case for two-phase DNS.
For this reason, the front/mesh communication algorithm is modiﬁed in order to
increase the computational eﬃciency substantially and increase the computational
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performance of the LENT method on unstructured meshes. Additionally, a non-
standard narrow-band calculation for the signed distance ﬁeld (and related ﬁelds)
is introduced that further decreases computational costs.
In order to compute the minimal distance between a point and a triangle,
the point needs to be located somewhere within the mesh and for this purpose
unstructured mesh search operations are used.
9.1.1 Unstructured mesh search operations
The Front Tracking method is in its basis an Immersed Boundary method with
a topologically changing boundary. A review on the immersed boundary method
is given by Mittal and Iaccarino [87] and the method was originally developed by
Peskin [102]. There are many publications available on the Immersed Boundary
method and the review work of Mittal and Iaccarino [87] is a good starting point
for further investigations. The problem of eﬃciently and accurately tracking the
immersed boundary has already been addressed in detail on structured meshes.
The required search operations on unstructured meshes are much more complex
and require careful attention.
The position of the front determines the phase properties and positions in a
two-phase DNS problem in the form of computing Eulerian ﬁelds on the background
Eulerian mesh. In general, the motion of the front is governed by the velocity
resulting from the solution of a Navier-Stokes equation system in single-ﬁeld
formulation on the background Eulerian mesh. For this purpose there needs to
exist a communication function between the front and the mesh (e.g. relating T to
p). On structured meshes, as described by Tryggvason et al. [139], the location of
a front vertex in a speciﬁc mesh cell can be computed in a very straightforward
way as
i = FLOOR
(
vx · Nx
Lx
)
= ⌊vx · Nx
Lx
⌋, (193)
where i is the structured mesh cell index, vx is the front vertex coordinate, Nx is
the number of volumes used to discretize the domain and Lx is the length of the
domain, in the direction of the x axis. This equation can be modiﬁed easily to take
into account block reﬁnement of a structured mesh as shown by Ceniceros et al.
[23].
On unstructured meshes, locating a front vertex with respect to the mesh cell
cannot be done using equation (193), because of the irreguarity of the mesh cells.
To this purpose, a combination of an octree search algorithm 21 and a known-
vicinity search algorithm 22 is applied. Both algorithms combined together result
in a fast search mechanism that works well with search points moving across
the unstructured mesh. The point motion involved in tracking the front with
the LENT algorithm is speciﬁc in the sense that the connectivity between the
points and the cells can be cached and re-used and re-calculated only sporadically.
These implications result in a point search algorithm that has a low computational
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overhead. Both the octree search and the known-vicinity search algorithms are
outlined in algorithm 21 and algorithm 22.
Algorithm 21 Octree-based search
function octree-search(node, point, squaredDist, nearestPoint)
for octants of node do
get subNode
pointSphere = sphere around point using squaredDist
if subNode has child nodes then
subNodeBox = Axis-Aligned Bounding Box (AABB)(subNode)
if subNodeBox overlaps with pointSphere then
octree-search(subNode, point, squaredDist, nearestPoint)
end if
else if subNode is a leaf node then
leafNodeBox = Axis Aligned Bounding Box (node)
if do_intersect(leafNodeBox,pointSphere) then
minimalPoint = distant point
for shape in node shapes do
shapeDist, shapePoint = signed distance(shape, point)
if ‖shapeDist‖ < ‖minimalDistance‖ then
minimalPoint = shapePoint
end if
end for
nearestPoint = minimalPoint
end if
end if
end for
end function
The octree data structure was ﬁrst used for representing complex 3D shapes
by Meagher [85] and has since then been widely used in diﬀerent ﬁelds such as
computational geometry, computer graphics and numerical simulations. The search
algorithm based on the octree representation of complex bodies simpliﬁes various
query operations. Löhner [74] has used octrees to optimize search operations on
unstructured meshes. More information on the octree data structure and related
algorithms can be found in Samet [118]. The octree based search algorithm employed
by the LENT method and shown in algorithm 21 relies on a regular octree which
recursively partitions space into octants holding as content the input geometry. In
the case of the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method, the input geometry is the
front F . However, the space partitioning is not reﬁned based on the front geometry.
The tree depth is ﬁxed and can be prescribed and is as such not related e.g. to
the triangle size. Therefore, the octree implementation presents a point of possible
future algorithm improvement. Nevertheless, the test cases show promisingly short
execution times.
Algorithm 22 is a heuristic approach to searching on unstructured meshes, similar
to one proposed by Löhner [74]. Modiﬁcations to the algorithm of Löhner [74]
have been applied in the sense of the owner-neighbor addressing topology of the
unstructured mesh in OpenFOAM as well as special cases when the algorithm
diverges. The description of algorithm 22 omits the fact that the information on
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the neighboring cells is provided by the mesh, in order to simplify exposition and
understanding.
Figure 41 shows schematically the steps of the algorithm 22 on a polygonal
mesh. The search starts within a seed cell. From this cell, the neighboring cells
are investigated. The minimal distance between the point and the center of
each neighboring cell is computed. The point-in-polyhedron algorithm is a test
described by algorithm 23.
Algorithm 22 Known vicinity search
function known-vicinity-search(point, cell)
minDistance = large number
minCell = -1
for nextCell in neighboring cells do
cellToNextCellDist = distance(cell, nextCell)
if cellToNextCellDist < minDistance then
minDistance = cellToNextCellDist
minCell = nextCell
end if
end for
if point-in-polyhedron(point, polyhedron(minCell)) then
return minCell
else
known-vicinity-search(p, minCell)
end if
end function
Algorithm 23 Point in convex polyhedron
function point-in-polyhedron(point, polyhedron)
for polygon in polyhedron do
polygonPoint = polygon.points()[0]
if (point− polygonPoint) · polygonNormal > 0 then
return false
end if
end for
return true
end function
The overall search algorithm will compute the octree-based search and resort to
the known-vicinity search and vice-versa, when required. This will be deﬁned by the
iso-surface reconstruction part of the LENT algorithm, which is described in the
following section. In general, the combination of two proposed algorithms converges
unconditionally to a cell, for such a point that lies within the ﬂow domain, as the
octree-based search is always used as a fall-back solution.
9.1.2 Narrow band generation and propagation
Comparing equation (193) with algorithm 21 and algorithm 22 shows that the
communication between the front and the Eulerian mesh is more complicated
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Figure 41: The known-vicinity search algorithm operating on a polygonal mesh in k
iterations. The dashed lines represent the topological connections between the
current cell and the neighboring cells. Of all the possible connections, only
one is followed by the algorithm to the next cell and is visualized as an arrow
line. The next cell is the neighbor cell whose center has the minimal distance
to the point which is searched for.
for the unstructured mesh compared to (block) structured meshes. This issue
is addressed by applying a modiﬁed narrow band approach. The narrow band
approach was introduced by Sethian [123] for the level set method. However, the
narrow band algorithm in the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method diﬀers
from the original one. No equations are solved in the narrow band for the signed
distance ﬁeld. To the contrary, the signed distance is computed directly from the
front within the narrow band.
The complexity of algorithm 21 is a function of the squared radius of the search
distance for a point p. The larger the search radius, the more octree nodes need
to be examined. The narrow band is generated indirectly, by setting the search
distance for each cell. The squared search distance of a polyhedral cell is deﬁned
as
sc =
1
|Nc|
|Nc|∑
i=1
‖dc,i‖2, (194)
where Nc is the von Neumann neighborhood of the cell c, deﬁned analogously as
the von Neumann neighborhood of a triangle T by equation (188), i.e.
N (c) = Nc := {cn : cn ∩ c is a face of c}. (195)
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point
cell
Figure 42: The known-vicinity search algorithm operating on a tetrahedral mesh with
an obstacle between the seed cell and the point in form of a sphere. Stepping
cells (minCell cells on ﬁgure 41) build a search path between the cell and the
point. The tetrahedral mesh used for this example is of low quality, which
can be seen in the large discrepancy of cell dihedral angles as well as in the
sizes of the cells in the search path.
The distance between two cells dc,i is computed as the distance between their
respective centers. The search distance for the mesh points is computed as an
arithmetic average of the cell distances of the surrounding cells:
sp =
1
|Cp|
|Cp|∑
i=1
sc(Cp(i)), (196)
where Cp is a point-cell neighborhood of a mesh point p, i.e.
Cp(p) := {c : p ∈ c}. (197)
There are no additional data structures or boundary conditions required for the
narrow band. Furthermore, the complexity of the initial global calculation is never
repeated: algorithm 21 is executed for the whole computational domain only once,
as a preprocessing step. All the other invocations, provided that algorithm 22 fails
in the ﬁrst place, will not be global - they will start within an octree node deﬁned
by a previously cached cell.
The initial ﬁeld required for the initialization needs to be preset with a large
positive value φL as described by Sethian [123] and Shin and Juric [125], among
others. Once the narrow band is computed, there will be a discrepancy between
the cells with negative values of φ on one side and a large positive value φL on the
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other side. A mesh propagation algorithm is applied to propagate the narrow band
information, described with algorithm 24. The naive narrow band propagation
loops over mesh elements (edges for a point ﬁeld, and faces for cell ﬁeld), tests
if there is a mesh element pair (O,N) for which one value of φ is negative and
the other is φL. The index pair (O,N) corresponds to the face owner and face
neighbor cell, when the elements in question are mesh cells. For mesh edges, the
pair (O,N) represents the ﬁrst and the second point of the edge.
Algorithm 24 Naive narrow band propagation
currentItem = mesh item ⊲ It can be a cell, triangle, edge, depending on the mesh
type.
jumpItem = currentItem
while jumpItem > 0 do
jumpItem = -1
if (φ(O) < 0) and (φ(N)== φL) then
jumpItem = currentItem
φ(O) = −1 · φ(O)
end if
if (φ(N) < 0) and (φ(O)== φL) then
jumpItem = currentItem
φ(N) = −1 · φ(N)
end if
end while
It is important to note that the narrow band generation and propagation, as well
as the search distance, all rely on compact cell stencils, allowing for an eﬃcient
communication when parallelizing the algorithm using the domain decomposition
approach.
9.1.3 Narrow band properties
The implementation of the narrow band approach is not a standard one, where the
subset of cells is used to represent a ﬁeld. One might argue that the reduction in
the computational costs is not justiﬁed since the ﬁeld operations will be performed
for the bulk of both phases. Exactly the opposite has been observed: proﬁling
of the algorithm shows that the computational bottleneck lies not in the narrow
band propagation and ﬁeld operations for the LENT algorithm. The majority
of the computation is performed by the search operations, which is expected for
unstructured meshes.
9.2 reconstructing the front as an iso-surface
Once the signed distance ﬁelds φp and φc are computed, each cell of a mesh can
be used to polygonize the surface implicitly deﬁned with the signed distance ﬁelds,
as an iso-surface. The polygonization is very similar to the algorithms used ﬁrst in
the context of two-phase DNS by Shin and Juric [125] and then later by Ceniceros
et al. [22]. The polygonization algorithm was used much earlier in the ﬁeld of
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computer graphics, by Bloomenthal [19]1. For the LENT algorithm, tetrahedral
decomposition is performed with barycentric triangulation of cell faces, which
ensures that the iso-surface can be triangulated in cells of diﬀerent shapes.
The LENT algorithm relies on the iso-surface reconstruction as proposed by
Treece et al. [137]. Shin and Juric [125] have proposed the use of this algorithm with
the tetrahedral decomposition of Bloomenthal [19] in order to ensure topological
regularity of the front for their LCRM method. However, as the implementation
supports unstructured meshes, a barycentric triangulation of each mesh cell is used
in order to allow the iso-surface reconstruction algorithm to handle diﬀerent cell
shapes. Simpliﬁcation of the front is not considered at this point (also described
by Treece et al. [137] and later by Shin and Juric [126]), and is left as a possible
future enhancement.
As the iso-surface reconstruction is a widely used algorithm, its description is
not repeated for the sake of conciseness. Figure 43(a) and ﬁgure 43(b) show the
diﬀerence between the oriented tetrahedral decomposition proposed by Bloomenthal
[19] and used by Shin and Juric [125] and the barycentric tetrahedral decomposition
that the LENT algorithm relies on.
(a) Oriented decomposition. (b) Barycentric decomposition.
Figure 43: Diﬀerent approaches to tetrahedral decomposition.
9.3 computing the marker field
Equation (198) shows the model used for computing the marker ﬁeld from the
signed distance ﬁeld, where hc is the cell-centered approximation of a marker ﬁeld:
hc =


0 if φc < −√sc,
0.5
[
1+
φc√
sc
+
1
π
sin
(
π√
sc
)
φc
]
if |φc| < √sc,
1 if φc >
√
sc.
(198)
1 This is the oldest publication that describes an iso-surface polygonization algorithm known to
the author.
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An alternative sharp marker ﬁeld model could be computed using
hc =


0 if φc < −√sc,
0.5 if −√sc ≤ φc ≤ √sc,
1 if φc >
√
sc
(199)
The diﬀerence between equation (198) and equation (199) is visible on coarse
meshes in the case when a wider narrow band is used. The narrow band width
determines the width of the spatial interval within which the signed distance ﬁeld
varies in values from −φL to φL. The phase properties are modeled using the marker
ﬁeld in the same way as for the geometrical VoF method (chapter 2). Therefore, a
wider narrow band with the harmonic marker ﬁeld model equation (198) results in
a smoother transition region between two phases.
Marker ﬁeld models given by equations (198) and (199) can be replaced by
any algorithm that computes the marker ﬁeld from the front, such as the SMCI
algorithm 4. A fast and second-order accurate alternative marker ﬁeld model
was proposed recently by Detrixhe and Aslam [31], based on the polynomial
approximation of the ﬁll level of each tetrahedron in the cell triangulation.
Since the marker ﬁeld is in eﬀect the volume fraction ﬁeld of the Front Tracking
method, errors in the marker ﬁeld computation cause errors in volume conservation.
Even if it is assumed that the evolution of the front is computed along analytical
trajectories given by a velocity u(x, t) without any temporal integration errors or
the deviation from the condition ∇c · u(x, t) = 0, any error in computing the ﬁll
level of a cell based on the topology of the front causes a local volume conservation
error. The model proposed by Detrixhe and Aslam [31] is second-order accurate,
however does not exactly conserve volume neither locally, nor globally. Therefore,
the feasibility of using exact intersection algorithms such as SMCI algorithm 4
should be investigated in more detail, possibly leading to a hybrid Level Set /
Front Tracking / Volume-of-Fluid approach.
9.4 evolving the front
The evolution of the front is governed by a kinematic equation:
∂tv = uv(t), (200)
where v is the front vertex position vector and uv are the velocities of the vertices
v of the front F . The solution of equation (200) is approximated using a ﬁrst-
order accurate Euler scheme, as well as a second-order Backward Diﬀerencing
Scheme (BDS). Applying a second-order accurate modiﬁed Euler scheme (Hoﬀman
and Frankel [57]) is also possible, but it would either involve invoking the pressure
velocity coupling algorithm just to obtain the velocity used by the corrector step,
which then gets thrown away by the overall solution algorithm, or decouple the
transport of the marker ﬁeld from the solution of the rest of the NS system. For
this reason, the single-step explicit Taylor integration is performed for the cell
displacements, that are then interpolated to the front vertices, as described in detail
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in section 6.3.1. The sub-algorithm of integrating cell center displacements and
their interpolation to cell corner points of the geometrical VoF method is equivalent
for the LENT method. However, for better clarity, the necessary computations are
also described here.
In order to evolve the front F , equation (200) requires a known velocity of each
front vertex v. For the veriﬁcation of the front evolution, uv is prescribed by an
explicit function whose deﬁnition depends on the chosen veriﬁcation case. The
velocity of the front vertices uv is not prescribed directly, although this would
result in signiﬁcantly smaller error values. Instead, the cell-centered velocities are
interpolated to front vertices, since the cell-centered velocities are used by the
LENT algorithm when it is coupled with the ﬂow solution algorithm. This approach
enforces the veriﬁcation process for the front evolution to take into account the
interpolation errors between the Eulerian mesh and the front, ensuring an early
detection of problems in this part of the algorithm development.
Algorithm 25 Mesh-to-front interpolation
for Mc, T do
c =Mc(T )
for T , v do
vertexCell = c
if not point-in-polyhedron(v, polyhedron(c)) then
vertexCell = known-vicinity-search(v, c)
end if
interpolate-vertex-velocity(v, c)
end for
end for
To compute the velocity of the vertex v, a triangle-cell map Mc(T ) is deﬁned
as
Mc(T ) := c if T ∩ c 6= ∅. (201)
When F is reconstructed, there will be only one cell c in Mc(T ) deﬁned by
equation (201) since all triangles will be completely contained within the cell c. As
the front evolves, Mc(T ) needs to be updated. This is performed by the search
algorithms described in section 9.1.1, which modify Mc(T ) in the following way:
Mc(T ) := c if c is nearest to T . (202)
Mc(T ) is always kept up-to-date by the LENT algorithm and it is used to
interpolate uv. Note, however, that the cell c given by equation (202) does not
need to be the cell that contains v. This happens when F evolves over a longer
period of time without having been reconstructed. In this case, algorithm 22 is
used to locate the cell actually containing v.
A barycentric (volume-weighted) interpolation can be used for interchanging
ﬁeld values between the front and the mesh. The mesh point values are interpolated
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using the IDW interpolation from the cell centers to the cell points p, shown here
for a generic property Ψ:
Ψp =
∑
pc∈Mc(p)
wpcΨpc, (203)
where Mc(p) is deﬁned as
Mc(p) := {c : (p ∩ c) = p}, (204)
and the interpolation weights wpc are the inversed distance weights, i.e.
wpc =
‖p− xc‖k∑
p˜c ‖p− xc‖k
. (205)
k = −1 is used for the results shown in chapter 12, although other values are
applicable, as well as other interpolation methods. Having calculated the mesh point
values, the cells are decomposed into tetrahedra as shown in ﬁgure 43(b), and the
point p is placed within a tetrahedron Te of the cell c. The point p further divides
Te into four tetrahedra whose volumes are then taken as weights for barycentric
interpolation given as
Ψv =
∑
tp
Ψtpwtp, (206)
where tp is the point of the tetrahedron Te, and wtp is the volume fraction of the
corresponding sub-tetrahedron. Algorithm 25 describes the overall interpolation
procedure. In case there is a property of the front F interpolated to the Eulerian
mesh, the procedure stays the same, since the map Mc(T ) can be used directly
for the reversed communication direction, as described by Tryggvason et al. [139].

Part IV
Results and outlook
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INTRODUCTION
Part IV covers the veriﬁcation of both the geometrical VoF method and the hybrid
Level Set / Front Tracking method method. The solutions from both proposed
methods are compared with results from other state of the art methods. In this text,
the term veriﬁcation denotes a process of comparing the errors of an algorithm
implementation to an exact solution. For each listed veriﬁcation case used for
interface motion an exact solution is available.
Veriﬁcation is extended in this work to include the computational costs of the
method or a sub-algorithm, since there may be cases when the computational
costs increase so severely compared to another method, that the improved order
of accuracy still does not justify the use of the more accurate method. The
computational costs are reported as absolute values in seconds. Since those vary
dependent on the used computer architecture, the computer architecture used
for each test is speciﬁed. To avoid repetition when specifying used computer
architectures, they are categorized in table 3.
Times reported in tables are the average execution time Te and average recon-
struction time Tr. The average advection time is deﬁned as
Te =
1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
Tpi + Tsi + Tci + Tri (207)
where:
• Nt is the number of time steps,
• Tpi is the time used to compute the phase volumes,
• Tsi is the time used to update the α ﬁeld,
• Tci is the time used to remove wisps and redistribute over/undershoots,
• Tri is the time used to reconstruct the interface
The average reconstruction time Tr is deﬁned as
Tr =
1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
Tri. (208)
It is important to note that the time required to write the PLIC interface polygons
to the hard drive is not a part of the measurement for the geometrical VoF method,
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Architecture
I0
CPU
vendor_id : GenuineIntel
cpu family : 6
model : 60
model name : Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710HQ CPU @ 2.50GHz
stepping : 3
microcode : 0x17
cpu MHz : 3351.287
cache size : 6144 KB
Compiler
version g++ (GCC) 6.2.1 20160830
optimization ﬂags -std=c++14, -03
I1
vendor_id : GenuineIntel
cpu family : 6
model : 63
model name : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v3 @ 2.50GHz
stepping : 2
microcode : 0x2b
cpu MHz : 2300.000
cache size : 15360 KB
Compiler
version g++ (GCC) 4.9.4
optimization ﬂags -std=c++14, -03
Table 3: Computer architectures used for the veriﬁcation cases.
because this method does not require this information for calculation or for the
restarting of a previous calculation.
When multiple methods are implemented within a single software framework,
the objectivity of the veriﬁcation process is signiﬁcantly reinforced, especially
concerning computational eﬃciency. Of course, it is important to remember that
what is being compared are the method implementations and not the methods
themselves. An error in the implementation of a two-phase DNS method may
cause severe computational expenses, even though the method itself might be
computationally eﬃcient. To increase the objectivity, the execution times are
reported along with the details on the computer architecture used to obtain the
solutions. Veriﬁcation of the interface motion is performed by moving the interface
with prescribed explicit velocity functions.
As in all the literature referenced throughout this thesis, the CFL is deﬁned as a
domain global number : the time step is not adaptively adjusted to account either
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for the temporally varying velocity ﬁeld, or the presence of the interface to enable
comparsion of results.
Three types of errors are measured for the veriﬁcation cases: the volume conser-
vation error Ev, the geometrical error Eg and the normalized geometrical error En.
The volume conservation error is deﬁned as
Ev =
|∑c Vcαc(t)−∑c Vcαc(t0)|∑
c Vcαc(t0)
, (209)
where t0 is the start time of the simulation. Veriﬁcation cases used for the interface
advection all have exact solutions. For some cases, the interface velocity is multiplied
by a cos(πtT ) term that switches the sign of the velocity after
T
2
, so that the interface
is brought back to its original conﬁguration. For the translation and rotation cases,
the exact values of αc are known because the exact position of the rotated or
translated interface is known at any point in time, and the interface does not
undergo any deformation. Therefore, the geometrical error is always computed
against the exact volume fraction ﬁeld, and not one given by a calculation on a
ﬁner mesh, or by another numerical method. The geometrical error Eg is deﬁned
as
Eg =
∑
c
Vc|αc(te)− αec|, (210)
where αec is the exact volume fraction ﬁeld and t
e is the time at which it is expected
that the interface obtains the exact conﬁguration. The normalized geometrical
error is simply the geometrical error Eg normalized with the total volume
En =
Eg∑
c Vcα
e
c
. (211)
When a numerical method is used to transport a discontinuity, numerical instability
ensues: transporting the volume fraction ﬁeld αc by such a method causes αc(t) /∈
[0, 1] for some c. This numerical boundedness error is deﬁned as
Eb = max(0,max(0,maxc(αc − 1)), maxc(0− αc)). (212)
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GEOMETRICAL VOF METHOD
To verify the geometrical VoF method, the volume fraction ﬁeld needs to be initial-
ized. New algorithms proposed for the volume fraction initialization are covered in
detail in section 6.1. The CCI initialization algorithm 3 is used for 2D veriﬁcation
cases since its complexity makes it computationally expensive for 3D cases. Fig-
ure 44 shows the cylindrical pseudo-2D mesh used to initialize circular interfaces
in the test cases covered in this chapter. The pseudo-2D mesh is generated as a
prismatic layer of 3D mesh cells because 2D geometrical calculations are performed
by disregarding a 3D coordinate: a practice used in the OpenFOAM computational
framework where the proposed geometrical VoF method is implemented. Additional
to the reduction of complexity of the mesh intersection algorithm by AABB intersec-
tion tests, the absolute computational cost is reduced in ﬁgure 44 by adapting the
mesh near the interface. In this case, the interface is resolved by 1.5e03 elements.
The mesh in ﬁgure 44 was generated with the cfMesh meshing tool. Information
required for generating the mesh of the cylinder is available in appendix B.
Figure 44: Cylindrical mesh used for two-dimensional veriﬁcation cases.
11.1 translation
The interface translation test was introduced by Rider and Kothe [111] to test
the error introduced by the Eulerian ﬂux-based approach of the geometrical VoF
method in the interface shape. Later, Harvie and Fletcher [53] have extended
this testcase to separate the inﬂuence of the geometrical reconstruction erors. As
the reconstruction is driven by mesh quality for the hybrid Level Set / Front
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Tracking method, the translation test case would not cause any reconstructions to
be performed. This test case therefore does not directly apply to the LENT method.
As Harvie and Fletcher [53] state, the reconstruction errors introduce an error in
the overall solution since they introduce an error in the geometrical approximation
of the interface. Therefore, the overall error in the advection should decrease with
a decreased number of executed reconstructions. This relationship connects the
reconstruction error with the CFL condition: the inﬂuence of the reconstruction
error to the solution will be smaller for larger CFL numbers, as less time steps are
required to reach the end of the simulation time T . However, with the decrease of
CFL number, the reconstruction error should remain stable, otherwise the method
could not be used with small time steps, that are often required when solving a
single-ﬁeld Navier-Stokes two-phase equation system.
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402 mesh
EMFPA-SIR
UFVFC-Youngs
Figure 45: Eg geometrical error as a function of CFL−1 for the two-dimensional transla-
tion case. Results are obtained with the UFVFC-Youngs combination using the
Taylor integration for the cell displacements, IDW point interpolation, TBDS
ﬂux integration, and pyramid ﬂux volume correction.
A representative solution for the 2D translation has been presented by López
et al. [75]. The test consists of a circular interface of radius R = 0.2 initially placed
at cR = (0.25, 0.25, 0) and translated with the constant velocity U = (1, 1, 0) for
a time T = 0.5 in a square domain of dimensions 1× 1. López et al. [75] have
used a spline-based interface reconstruction method to ensure the second-order
of accuracy of their Edge-Matched Flux Polygon Advection and Spline Interface
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Figure 46: Eg geometrical error as a function of CFL−1 for the two-dimensional trans-
lation case. Results are obtained with the UFVFC-DGNR combination with 2
reconstruction steps, using the Taylor integration for the cell displacements,
IDW point interpolation, TBDS ﬂux integration, and pyramid ﬂux volume
correction.
Reconstruction (EMFPA-SIR) method. At the time of this writing this method does
not have its direct 3D equivalent, however it produced very accurate results and is
therefore used here for comparison with the geometrical VoF method.
When Youngs’ algorithm is used together with UFVFC, the reconstruction errors
remain stable with decreasing CFL as shown in ﬁgure 45. However, because the
increase in the mesh resolution resolves the sharp change in the α ﬁeld, the
UFVFC-Youngs algorithm combination does not converge fast with increased mesh
resolution.
Results shown in ﬁgure 46 conﬁrm that the UFVFC-DGNR combination delivers
a stable reconstruction error with the decrease of the CFL number. The absolute
accuracy is slightly worse when compared to EMFPA-SIR on very coarse resolu-
tions with only 102 and 202 volumes, which is to be expected because the DGNR
reconstruction algorithm relies on gradient reconstruction using directional deriva-
tives of the distance function, instead on the higher order B-spline reconstruction.
However, DGNR shows better results and above second-order convergence between
meshes 202 and 402, which makes it a very promising alternative. Furthermore, the
DGNR algorithm is dimension-independent: it can be used in both two-and-three
dimensions without any modiﬁcation.
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CFL = 0.25 CFL = 0.5 CFL = 1.0
CVTNA + 32.0 2.09e-03 1.53e-03 1.37e-03
direction-split - 1.95 2.01 1.95
- 64.0 5.41e-04 3.79e-04 3.54e-04
- - 2.03 2.07 2.13
- 128.0 1.30 4 9.03e-05 8.08e-05
Youngs + 32.0 2.25e-03 1.50e-03 9.90e-04
PCFSC unsplit - 1.93 1.90 1.62
- 64.0 5.90e-04 4.00e-04 3.20e-04
- - 1.32 1.11 1.18
- 128.0 2.37e-04 1.86e-04 1.40e-04
CVTNA + 32.0 2.39e-03 2.03e-03 1.64e-03
PCFSC unsplit - 2.08 2.33 2.16
- 64.0 5.65e-04 4.00e-04 3.67e-04
- - 2.10 2.03 1.76
- 128.0 1.30e-04 9.83e-05 1.08e-04
Table 4: Reference Eg errors of the 2D rotation test done by Liovic et al. [73]. The
numbers N = 32, 64, 128 represent diﬀerent mesh resolutions N2. Numbers
inbetween rows deﬁne the orders of convergence.
11.2 rotation
The test consists of a circular interface of radius Rr2D = 0.15, centered at cr2D =
(0.5, 0.75, 0) and revolved around the axis ar2D = (0.5, 0.5, 0) for a single complete
revolution with the angular velocity ωr2D = (0, 0, 1) and CFL = 0.25, 0.5, 1 in a
domain of dimensions 1× 1.
The 2D rotation veriﬁcation case with a circle was performed by Liovic et al.
[73] to test their PCFSC-CVTNA scheme. Their results are shown in table 4. López
et al. [75] have also veriﬁed their EMFPA method using SIR and LVIRA for the
reconstruction, and their results are shown in table 5.
As expected and reported by López et al. [75] and Liovic et al. [73], the recon-
struction algorithm determines the order of convergence for the 2D rotation step.
For this case ∂tu = 0 so the choice of the temporal scheme for the integration of
cell displacements as well as ﬂuxes has no inﬂuence in the accuracy and convergence
of the solution. Results computed with the IDW interpolated point velocities in
table 6 show the decrease of the order of convergence caused by the use of the
Youngs’ reconstruction algorithm.
The Swartz reconstruction method with 10 normal correction steps produces
a stable second-order convergence, and an absolute accuracy comparable to the
combination EMFPA-LVIRA of López et al. [75]. Its results are shown in table 7.
Below 10 normal correction steps, the second-order convergence cannot be obtained.
Of the two new reconstruction methods, the CCNR reconstruction brings the
most promising results in table 8, with 3 reconstruction steps. The errors obtained
with the CCNR reconstruction are better than those reported by Liovic et al. [73]
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Advection Rider and Kothe EMFPA EMFPA
Reconstruction - Puckett Puckett SIR
32 E 1.61e-03 1.42e-03 8.68e-04
- O 2.19 2.08 1.76
64 E 3.54e-04 3.37e-04 2.57e-04
- O 1.98 2.08 2.22
128 E 8.95e-05 7.96e-05 5.52e-05
Table 5: ReferenceEg errors (E) and orders of convergence (O) of the 2D rotation test
by López et al. [75], with CFL ≈ 0.5 corresponding to 201 time steps for the
32× 32 case.
Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te Tr
CFL N
0.25 32 9.82e-16 0.0 1.82e-03 1.82 1.50e-02 1.28e-03
64 4.66e-15 0.0 5.16e-04 1.18 3.08e-02 3.07e-03
128 1.82e-14 0.0 2.27e-04 - 7.08e-02 7.20e-03
0.50 32 8.59e-16 0.0 1.01e-03 1.45 1.59e-02 1.42e-03
64 4.66e-15 0.0 3.68e-04 1.04 3.22e-02 3.06e-03
128 1.80e-14 0.0 1.79e-04 - 7.40e-02 7.19e-03
1.00 32 1.10e-15 0.0 8.27e-04 1.59 1.70e-02 1.14e-03
64 4.79e-15 0.0 2.75e-04 1.14 3.58e-02 3.18e-03
128 1.80e-14 0.0 1.24e-04 - 8.24e-02 7.50e-03
Table 6: Results of the 2D rotation test case with the Youngs reconstruction, Taylor
integration for the cell displacements, IDW point interpolation, TBDS ﬂux in-
tegration, and pyramid ﬂux volume correction. Times are reported for the
execution on a single process on the I0 architecture.
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Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te Tr
CFL N
0.25 32 1.23e-15 0.0 1.85e-03 1.98 1.56e-02 3.39e-03
64 4.66e-15 0.0 4.71e-04 2.03 3.38e-02 7.73e-03
128 1.82e-14 0.0 1.15e-04 - 7.68e-02 1.65e-02
0.50 32 8.59e-16 0.0 1.25e-03 2.05 1.67e-02 3.46e-03
64 4.42e-15 0.0 3.00e-04 2.03 3.51e-02 7.71e-03
128 1.79e-14 0.0 7.35e-05 - 7.92e-02 1.64e-02
1.00 32 8.59e-16 0.0 9.84e-04 2.06 1.84e-02 3.52e-03
64 4.54e-15 0.0 2.36e-04 2.07 3.83e-02 7.73e-03
128 1.79e-14 0.0 5.62e-05 - 8.53e-02 1.64e-02
Table 7: Results of the 2D rotation test case with the Swartz reconstruction [37] with
10 normal correction steps, Taylor integration for the cell displacements, IDW
point interpolation, TBDS ﬂux integration, and pyramid ﬂux volume correction.
Times are reported for the execution on a single process on the I0 architecture.
Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te Tr
CFL N
0.25 32 1.23e-15 0.0 1.75e-03 1.90 1.93e-02 6.96e-03
64 4.79e-15 0.0 4.68e-04 2.01 4.14e-02 1.53e-02
128 1.78e-14 0.0 1.16e-04 - 9.30e-02 3.36e-02
0.50 32 9.82e-16 0.0 9.46e-04 1.83 1.99e-02 6.97e-03
64 4.91e-15 0.0 2.67e-04 1.84 4.20e-02 1.50e-02
128 1.80e-14 0.0 7.46e-05 - 9.56e-02 3.36e-02
1.00 32 8.59e-16 0.0 7.52e-04 1.80 2.16e-02 6.98e-03
64 4.79e-15 0.0 2.16e-04 1.94 4.60e-02 1.54e-02
128 1.78e-14 0.0 5.63e-05 - 0.10 3.43e-02
Table 8: Results of the 2D rotation test case with the CCNR reconstruction with 3
reconstruction steps, Taylor integration for the cell displacements, IDW point
interpolation, TBDS ﬂux integration, and pyramid ﬂux volume correction. Times
are reported for the execution on a single process on the I0 architecture.
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Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te Tr
CFL N
0.25 32 1.10e-15 0.0 1.68e-03 1.98 1.56e-02 4.40e-03
64 3.68e-15 0.0 4.25e-04 1.93 3.36e-02 9.52e-03
128 1.93e-14 0.0 1.11e-04 - 7.86e-02 2.15e-02
0.50 32 9.82e-16 0.0 9.02e-04 2.18 1.64e-02 4.46e-03
64 3.31e-15 0.0 1.99e-04 1.80 3.51e-02 9.68e-03
128 1.55e-14 0.0 5.74e-05 - 8.07e-02 2.13e-02
1.00 32 7.37e-16 0.0 1.61e-03 2.00 1.87e-02 4.66e-03
64 3.81e-15 0.0 4.01e-04 1.88 3.86e-02 9.90e-03
128 1.42e-14 0.0 1.09e-04 - 8.59e-02 2.12e-02
Table 9: Results of the 2D rotation test case with the DGNR reconstruction with 2
reconstruction steps, Taylor integration for the cell displacements, IDW point
interpolation, TBDS ﬂux integration, and pyramid ﬂux volume correction. Times
are reported for the execution on a single process on the I0 architecture.
with the PCFSC-CVTNA method for all CFL numbers, they are comparable to the
results of López et al. [75] for CFL = 0.5 for their EMFPA-SIR method that uses
spline-based interface reconstruction applicable only to 2D structured cartesian
meshes. The results are also better than those of López et al. [75] with CFL = 0.5
and a combination EMFPA-LVIRA.
The results with the DGNR reconstruction algorithm are shown in table 9. As for
CCNR, 3 reconstruction steps are used to ensure second-order accuracy. The DGNR
is based on numerical approximation of the interface normal and it is therefore of
somewhat lower accuracy and convergence order compared to CCNR.
It is important to note that the interface does not stretch in this test case, which
makes the rotation case especially useful for evaluating the computational eﬃciency.
There are two important computational aspects that must be considered when
a new method for interface advection is developed: serial efficiency and parallel
speedup.
Serial eﬃciency is deﬁned as the ratio of the measured computational time
and the best possible computational time obtained by an algorithm on the same
computing architecture when the program is executed as a single process with no
concurrent (parallel) execution of any parts of the algorithm. The best possible
execution time is very diﬃcult to predict in the case of the geometrical VoF method
because of its complexity: it is impossible to theoretically deﬁne a single execution
unit-step and discuss the methods complexity as O(f(n)) where n is the number
of said execution unit-steps. All computations of the geometrical VoF method,
from the transport level down to the geometrical intersections, contain tests that
avoid unnecessary computation: tests whose end result depends on the geometrical
information of the interface as well as volume fraction ﬁeld values. As both change
abruptly in time and space, analyzing the computational complexity of an optimzied
geometrical VoF method is not possible for a general initial value problem. Because
of this, timing measurements taken during the calculation are used to compute a
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ratios between the measured execution time for diﬀerent reconstruction algorithms
and the results are summarized in table 10. The same approach to investigating
serial eﬃciency is taken by other authors, as already described in section 5.1.
The timing measurement ratios for the overall computational time Te in table 10
indicate that the Swartz reconstruction algorithm outperforms both the CCNR
and the DGNR reconstruction algorithm. Reconstruction time Tr ratios show how
important it is to consider both the reconstruction time as well as the overall
execution time: the reconstruction times of the CCNR and DGNR methods are 4− 5
times longer than the reconstruction time of the Swartz algorithm in serial, however
the overall increase in the execution time Te is approximately only 20%.
The parallel implementation of both the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking
method and the geometrical VoF method is based on the domain decomposition
and message passing. The reason behind this decision is the fact that the size of
the problems that require two-phase DNS methods require the use of distributed
memory HPC systems. Parallel speedup is determined using the Amdahl’s law [100]
modiﬁed by Gustafson and Barsis [50]
S =
Ts+NTp
Ts+ Tp+NTo
(213)
where Ts and Tp are the times required for the execution of respective serial
and parallel parts of the algorithm and N is the number of parallel processes.
It is important to note that the parallel computation time Tp consists not only
of algorithmic computation, but also of a so-called parallel overhead To: time
required to set up the parallel communication and exchange messages required for
successfull completion of the parallel task. Equation (213) shows that an increase
in To lowers the possible parallel speedup of the algorithm, even more so with the
increase in the number of parallel processes.
The results in tables 6 to 9 are computed with the pyramid correction of the
geometrical ﬂux. It is often claimed that the iterative approach to correcting the
geometrical ﬂux volume for volume conservation introduces prohibitive eﬃciency
issues as well as large errors in volume conservation and numerical stability [26, 65,
98]. Table 11 shows the results of the geometrical VoF method with an iterative
scaled geometrical fux volume and the DGNR reconstruction method. Compared to
table 9, the results have a maximal 20% increase in computational time. There is
no visible inﬂuence of the scaled iterative correction on the volume conservation
and numerical stability. The order of convergence or absolute accuracy are only
slightly lower.
The main conclusion from the results of the two-dimensional rotation is that
even though algorithms like Swartz-Mosso, Swartz, LVIRA and ELVIRA may show
better serial eﬃciency, their calculations involve many repetitions when accessing
neighboring cell values, which makes them poorly scalable and thus inapplicable to
large problems. Proposed new CCNR and DGNR algorithms are second-order accu-
rate, scalable alternatives with direct support for both unstructured and structured
Cartesian meshes. Furthermore, a measure of the reconstruction time reported in
the literature (see table 1) should not be used without the overall execution time
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CFL 0.25 0.50 1.00
N 32 64 128 32 64 128 32 64 128
Eg S-Y 1.02 0.91 0.51 1.24 0.82 0.41 1.19 0.86 0.45
Te S-Y 1.04 1.10 1.08 1.05 1.09 1.07 1.08 1.07 1.04
Tr S-Y 2.64 2.52 2.29 2.44 2.52 2.28 3.08 2.43 2.18
Eg CCNR-Y 0.96 0.91 0.51 0.94 0.72 0.42 0.91 0.79 0.45
Te CCNR-Y 1.28 1.35 1.31 1.25 1.30 1.29 1.27 1.29 1.26
Tr CCNR-Y 5.42 4.98 4.67 4.92 4.90 4.67 6.11 4.84 4.57
Eg DGNR-Y 1.00 0.91 0.58 1.10 0.80 0.49 1.07 0.87 0.53
Te DGNR-Y 1.28 1.32 1.29 1.24 1.31 1.32 1.29 1.29 1.21
Tr DGNR-Y 5.43 4.83 4.48 4.90 4.88 4.49 6.20 4.74 4.30
Table 10: Algorithm serial execution time and error ratios for the 2D rotation case. Ratios
are computed with respect to the Youngs’ reconstruction method: Eg S-Y is
the ratio of the Eg error between the Swartz and the Youngs reconstruction
algorithm. Reconstruction algorithms are used with the same combination
of the cell displacement, point-cell interpolation, ﬂux integration and ﬂux
correction methods as in tables 6 to 9.
Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te Tr
CFL N
0.25 32 7.37e-16 0.0 1.81e-03 1.95 2.55e-02 7.17e-03
64 4.79e-15 0.0 4.69e-04 1.81 5.22e-02 1.54e-02
128 1.82e-14 0.0 1.34e-04 - 0.11 3.28e-02
0.50 32 7.37e-16 0.0 1.11e-03 1.92 2.70e-02 7.13e-03
64 4.54e-15 0.0 2.95e-04 1.75 5.44e-02 1.51e-02
128 1.78e-14 0.0 8.75e-05 - 0.12 3.26e-02
1.00 32 7.37e-16 0.0 8.90e-04 1.90 3.02e-02 7.31e-03
64 4.42e-15 0.0 2.39e-04 1.76 5.90e-02 1.50e-02
128 1.77e-14 0.0 7.02e-05 - 0.12 3.21e-02
Table 11: Results of the 2D rotation test case with the DGNR reconstruction with 2
reconstruction steps, Taylor integration for the cell displacements, IDW point
interpolation, TBDS ﬂux integration, and scaled ﬂux volume correction. Times
are reported for the execution on a single process on the I0 architecture.
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Te to conclude wether the reconstruction algorithm is worth implementing or not
from the standpoint of its computational eﬃciency.
11.3 shear
The 2D shear veriﬁcation case was introduced by R. J. Leveque [109]. The test con-
sists of a circular interface of radius Rs2D = 0.15, centered at cs2D = (0.5, 0.75, 0).
The interface is evolved using an explictly prescribed velocity u(ux(t),uy(t), 0)
ux = sin(2πy)sin
2(πx)cos
(
πt
T
)
, (214)
uy = −sin(2πx)sin2(πy)cos
(
πt
T
)
, (215)
with CFL = 1, in a square unit-length solution domain 1× 1. The cos multiplier
ensures the velocity ﬁeld switches orientation so that the interface motion reverses
and the interface is brought to its initial conﬁguration. Comminal et al. [26] have
recently done a tabular comparison of diﬀerent methods for this test case, and it
is shown in table 12 for diﬀerent mesh densities and periods T with CFL = 1.
The 2D shear veriﬁcation case relies on a temporally and spatially varying velocity
ﬁeld and it is a challenging case often used to verify an interface advection method
because for a subset of mesh faces the velocities can be almost coplanar as described
in section 6.3.3. For these reasons, this case is used to distinguish the eﬀects of
diﬀerent sub-algorithms of the proposed UFVFC scheme.
First, the UFVFC scheme is tested with the Youngs’ reconstruction algorithm
but with diﬀerent discrete gradient operators used to estimate the interface normal.
Both tables 14 and 15 rely on the IDW velocity interoplation, second-order accurate
trapezoidal quadrature for the ﬂux volume integration and the pyramid ﬂux volume
correction. However, table 14 shows the results with the Youngs’ algorithm that
uses the proposed IDW Gauss gradient for normal estimation, while table 15 shows
the results with the Least Squares (LS) gradient. As expected, for those cases where
the interface reconstruction has the most impact, the order of convergence is 1,
with a negligible diﬀerence between the IDW Gauss and the LS gradient.
Table 16 shows the increase in accuracy resulting from the proposed modiﬁed
Youngs’ / Swartz Reconstruction algorithm (YSR). The YSR algorithm delivers the
most stable second-order convergence and the best absolute accuracy. Results in
table 16 extracted into table 13 for comparison are less accurate than those of
Comminal et al. [26] shown for the CCU, because Comminal et al. [26] have relied
on a more accurate point interpolation and temporal integration scheme. From
the Eulerian ﬂux-based methods, OD method proposed by Owkes and Desjardins
[98] generates the most accurate results for the 2D shear test case. The Eulerian
ﬂux-based method of Jofre et al. [65] is very similar and is expected to provide very
similar results, however Jofre et al. [65] have only shown 3D results. Table 13 shows
that the UFVFC scheme is more accurate than the OD method and less accurate
than the CCU method.
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Eg (32) Eg (64) O (32) Eg (128) O (64) Eg (256) O (128)
T Method
0.5 RK 7.29e-04 1.42e-04 2.36 3.90e-05 1.86 – –
Stream 5.51e-04 1.10e-04 2.32 3.38e-05 1.71 – –
EMFPA 4.45e-04 7.99e-05 2.48 2.04e-05 1.97 – –
MZ 4.68e-04 6.91e-05 2.76 2.07e-05 1.74 – –
GPCA 4.12e-04 7.32e-05 2.41 1.93e-05 1.93 – –
CCU 3.20e-04 7.68e-05 2.06 1.32e-05 2.54 2.45e-06 2.43
2.0 RK 2.36e-03 5.85e-04 2.01 1.31e-04 2.16 – –
Stream 2.37e-03 5.65e-04 2.07 1.32e-04 2.10 – –
EMFPA 2.14e-03 5.39e-04 1.99 1.29e-04 2.06 – –
MZ 2.11e-03 5.28e-04 2.00 1.28e-04 2.05 – –
GPCA 2.18e-03 5.32e-04 2.05 1.29e-04 2.03 – –
CCU 1.86e-03 4.18e-04 2.15 9.62e-05 2.12 1.97e-05 2.29
8.0 RK 4.78e-02 6.96e-03 2.78 1.44e-03 2.27 – –
Stream 3.72e-02 6.79e-03 2.45 1.18e-03 2.52 – –
EMFPA 3.77e-02 6.58e-03 2.52 1.07e-03 2.62 2.35e-04 2.19
MZ 5.42e-02 7.85e-03 2.79 1.05e-03 2.90 – –
GPCA – – – 1.17e-03 – – –
OD – 7.58e-03 – 1.88e-03 2.01 4.04e-04 2.22
CCU 3.81e-02 4.58e-03 3.06 1.00e-03 2.20 1.78e-04 2.59
Table 12: Results of the 2D shear ﬂow test case on equidistant Cartesian meshes sum-
marized by Comminal et al. [26], presented here for comparison.
Eg (32) Eg (64) O (32) Eg (128) O (64) Eg (256) O (128)
T Method
0.5 OD 1.58e-03 4.43e-04 1.83 1.19e-04 1.89 - -
UFVFC 6.75e-04 1.10e-04 2.61 2.35e-05 2.22 6.06e-06 1.95
CCU 3.20e-04 7.68e-05 2.06 1.32e-05 2.54 2.45e-06 2.43
2.0 OD 2.00e-02 3.33e-03 2.58 8.90e-04 1.9 - -
UFVFC 2.12e-03 4.09e-04 2.38 8.88e-05 2.2 2.99e-05 1.57
CCU 1.86e-03 4.18e-04 2.15 9.62e-05 2.12 1.97e-05 2.29
8.0 OD - 7.58e-03 - 1.88e-03 2.01 4.04e-04 2.22
UFVFC 4.58e-02 6.42e-03 2.83 1.41e-03 2.18 3.30e-04 2.10
CCU 3.81e-02 4.58e-03 3.06 1.00e-03 2.20 1.78e-04 2.59
Table 13: Comparison of the geometrical error of the UFVFC scheme conﬁguration in
table 16 with the CCU method of Comminal et al. [26] and OD method of
Owkes and Desjardins [98]. Values for T = 0.5, 2 for the OD method are taken
from [98, table 3].
The three-dimensional shear veriﬁcation case has been introduced by Liovic
et al. [73]. It consists of a sphere with radius Rs3D = 0.15, centered at cs3D =
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Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) En O(En) Te Tr
T N
0.5 32 6.14e-16 0.0 3.36e-04 1.00 4.75e-03 1.00 1.58e-02 1.56e-03
64 2.82e-15 0.0 1.68e-04 0.90 2.38e-03 0.90 3.41e-02 4.03e-03
128 8.22e-15 0.0 9.02e-05 0.90 1.28e-03 0.90 7.81e-02 9.64e-03
256 2.43e-14 0.0 4.85e-05 - 6.86e-04 - 0.19 2.48e-02
2.0 32 6.14e-16 0.0 2.53e-03 1.86 3.58e-02 1.86 1.98e-02 2.11e-03
64 4.54e-15 0.0 7.00e-04 1.70 9.90e-03 1.70 4.29e-02 4.94e-03
128 1.40e-14 0.0 2.15e-04 1.13 3.04e-03 1.13 9.73e-02 1.20e-02
256 4.91e-14 0.0 9.79e-05 - 1.39e-03 - 0.23 2.91e-02
8.0 32 9.82e-16 0.0 3.93e-02 2.01 0.56 2.01 4.47e-02 5.37e-03
64 5.28e-15 0.0 9.78e-03 2.21 0.14 2.21 0.11 1.39e-02
128 1.61e-14 0.0 2.12e-03 2.01 3.00e-02 2.01 0.22 3.13e-02
256 5.50e-14 0.0 5.26e-04 - 7.44e-03 - 0.48 6.63e-02
Table 14: Results of the 2D shear test case with the Youngs’ reconstruction trapezoidal
point displacement integration with the IDW Gauss gradient for the normal
orientation, IDW point velocity interpolation, trapezoidal ﬂux integration, and
pyramid ﬂux volume correction. Times are reported for the execution on a
single process on the I0 architecture.
(0.5, 0.75, 0.25), and the velocity ﬁeld whose two components are identical to the
2D shear case outlined in section 11.3 and the third component is deﬁned as
uz = umax
(
1− r
R
)2
cos
(
πt
T
)
, (216)
where R = 0.5 and r =
√
(x− cs3D,x)2 + (y− cs3D,y)2 with CFL = 0.5. For this
test case, the DGNR algorithm was used to show it achieves second-order error
convergence also in 3D. Compared to the results of Liovic et al. [73], results outlined
in table 17 show again volume conservation near machine tolerance and exact
numerical boundedness. As for the geometrical errors Eg, they are comparable
to the errors reported by Liovic et al. [73, table 5] with their CVTNA method on
Cartesian structured meshes (2.86e− 03, 7.14e− 04, 1.56e− 04) and better than
those reported by Jofre et al. [65, table 4] on unstructured hexahedral meshes with
the widely used LVIRA reconstruction algorithm (4.08e− 03, 1.46e− 03, 3.53e− 04).
The execution times reported in table 17 are computed with four processes on the I1
architecture. The total execution times Te require additional careful consideration
in terms of the time required by the advection algorithm. The focus on the
advection algorithm is based on the reported Tr reconstruction times, that are
signiﬁcantly shorter than the total execution times, making them uninteresting for
HPC optimization. The parallel implementation of the UFVFC scheme is based on the
trivial outﬂow scalar phase ﬂux volume exchange: a simple point-to-point message
exchange that is also used by the DGNR reconstruction algorithm. Therefore, the
communication overhead is most likely not the cause for the increased computational
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Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) En O(En) Te Tr
T N
0.5 32 2.45e-16 0.0 3.36e-04 1.00 4.75e-03 1.00 1.52e-02 1.31e-03
64 2.58e-15 0.0 1.68e-04 0.88 2.38e-03 0.88 3.29e-02 3.31e-03
128 6.99e-15 0.0 9.15e-05 0.92 1.29e-03 0.92 7.47e-02 7.47e-03
256 2.42e-14 0.0 4.85e-05 - 6.86e-04 - 0.18 1.73e-02
2.0 32 8.59e-16 0.0 2.53e-03 1.86 3.58e-02 1.86 1.96e-02 1.91e-03
64 4.05e-15 0.0 7.00e-04 1.70 9.90e-03 1.70 4.25e-02 4.41e-03
128 1.31e-14 0.0 2.15e-04 1.15 3.04e-03 1.15 9.18e-02 9.47e-03
256 5.07e-14 0.0 9.66e-05 - 1.37e-03 - 0.22 2.16e-02
8.0 32 1.60e-15 0.0 3.93e-02 2.01 0.56 2.01 4.39e-02 5.09e-03
64 5.52e-15 0.0 9.78e-03 2.21 0.14 2.21 0.10 1.31e-02
128 1.72e-14 0.0 2.12e-03 2.02 3.00e-02 2.02 0.24 3.05e-02
256 5.69e-14 0.0 5.22e-04 - 7.39e-03 - 0.47 5.85e-02
Table 15: Results of the 2D shear test case with the Youngs’ reconstruction trapezoidal
point displacement integration with the LS Gauss gradient for the normal
orientation, IDW point velocity interpolation, trapezoidal ﬂux integration, and
pyramid ﬂux volume correction. Times are reported for the execution on a
single process on the I0 architecture.
time per time step. Instead, the serial scaling of the UFVFC scheme must be
investigated with the increase of interface elements, as well as the overhead caused
by the process load imbalance characteristical for the shear ﬂow veriﬁcation cases.
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Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) En O(En) Te Tr
T N
0.5 32 7.36e-16 0.0 6.75e-04 2.61 9.55e-03 2.61 1.78e-02 4.13e-03
64 2.33e-15 0.0 1.10e-04 2.23 1.56e-03 2.23 3.96e-02 1.03e-02
128 7.36e-15 0.0 2.35e-05 1.95 3.32e-04 1.95 9.46e-02 2.72e-02
256 2.54e-14 0.0 6.06e-06 - 8.57e-05 - 0.24 7.63e-02
2.0 32 8.59e-16 0.0 2.12e-03 2.38 3.01e-02 2.38 2.41e-02 5.84e-03
64 4.42e-15 0.0 4.09e-04 2.20 5.78e-03 2.20 5.09e-02 1.28e-02
128 1.36e-14 0.0 8.88e-05 1.57 1.26e-03 1.57 0.12 3.25e-02
256 5.10e-14 0.0 2.99e-05 - 4.22e-04 - 0.28 8.68e-02
8.0 32 1.47e-15 0.0 4.58e-02 2.83 0.65 2.83 5.27e-02 1.28e-02
64 5.52e-15 0.0 6.42e-03 2.18 9.08e-02 2.18 0.12 3.19e-02
128 1.64e-14 0.0 1.41e-03 2.10 2.00e-02 2.10 0.27 7.40e-02
256 5.62e-14 0.0 3.30e-04 - 4.67e-03 - 0.60 0.18
Table 16: Results of the 2D shear test case with the Swartz reconstruction with 10
normal correction iterations, trapezoidal integration for the cell displacements,
IDW point interpolation, trapezoidal ﬂux integration, and pyramid ﬂux volume
correction. Times are reported for the execution on a single process on the I0
architecture.
Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te Tr
CFL N
0.5 32 1.84e-15 0.0 3.74e-03 1.92 0.69 0.14
64 5.40e-15 0.0 9.91e-04 2.09 3.29 0.61
128 1.51e-14 0.0 2.32e-04 - 14.57 2.54
Table 17: Results of the 3D shear test case with the DGNR reconstruction with 2 normal
reconstructions, trapezoidal integration for the cell displacements, IDW point
interpolation, trapezoidal ﬂux integration, and pyramid ﬂux volume correction.
Times are reported for the execution on a single process on the I1 architecture.
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(a) 3D shear veriﬁcation case of Liovic et al. [73]
with CFL = 0.5 at T = 1.5s.
(b) 3D shear veriﬁcation case of Liovic et al. [73]
with CFL = 0.5 at T = 3s (wireframe) and
T = 0s (solid color).
Figure 47: 3D shear veriﬁcation case of Liovic et al. [73] with CFL = 0.5 and N = 128,
using the new DGNR reconstruction algorithm with the parameters that
correspond to table 17. Polygons that build the PLIC interface are visualized
with ǫr = 1e− 09: no artiﬁcial interface separation or wisps are visible.

12
LEVEL SET / FRONT TRACKING METHOD
12.1 translation
The 2D translation veriﬁcation case of the LENT method diﬀers from the one used
for the UFVFC scheme of the geometrical VoF method, covered in section 11.1. The
geometrical VoF method relies on an interface reconstruction that is performed once
per time step. The translation test of the geometrical VoF method method proposed
by Harvie and Fletcher [53] is used to separate the inﬂuence of the reconstruction
and the advection error and focus on the error caused only by the reconstruction of
the interface. Since the interface reconstruction of the LENT method can be driven
by the curvature estimate, it will not be active for a simple translation. Therefore,
there will be no inﬂuence of the interface reconstruction. Precisely because the
LENT does not require an interface reconstruction, the translation test case can be
used to verify both the temporal integration, and the marker ﬁeld model. With
the constant velocity ﬁeld, there is no error in interpolating the velocity for the
front vertices, so the interpolation error has no eﬀect on volume conservation.
It is very important to note that one must be very careful not to misinterpret
artiﬁcial error cancellation that can happen when numerically integrating harmonic
functions (cf. Weideman [146]). The temporal truncation error of the Taylor point
displacement integration rule deﬁned by equation (167) is O(δt3). Excluding the
interpolation error, reconstruction error and the O(‖d‖2) FV discretization error
for the ∇cu discrete diﬀerential operator in equation (167) for the simple harmonic
translation, it can be expected that the total geometrical error equation (210)
is determined by the point displacement integration error O(δt3). The volume
conservation should be exact, however this cannot be the case for the LENT method
as long as an approximative marker ﬁeld model is used: the LENT method relies on
the marker ﬁeld model proposed by Detrixhe and Aslam [31] implemented by Tolle
et al. [136]. Therefore, the volume conservation is governed in the translation case
by the marker ﬁeld model. Because the CFL condition is not directly applicable to
the Lagrangian motion of the ﬂuid interface in the LENT method, very high CFL
numbers can be chosen: the limit is the point-in-mesh search operation implemented
by algorithms covered in chapter 9, section 9.1.1.
The 2D translation veriﬁcation test of the LENT method uses a circular interface
of radius Rt2D = 0.15, centered at ct2D = (0.25, 0.25, 0). The circle is translated
with a harmonic velocity ut2D = (1, 1, 0)cos(
πt
T ), with T = 1 and CFL = 3. For
this conﬁguration, the ﬁrst-order accurate Euler (rectangle) quadrature rule was
used to generate the results shown in table 18, while the third-order accurate
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Taylor displacement integration was used for table 19. Table 19 conﬁrms the
third-order of the truncation error in the Taylor displacement integration given
by equation (167), at the same cost, when the execution time per time step Te
is compared for both temporal integration methods. Very similar execution times
are achieved because the computational bottleneck of the LENT method lies in
the mesh search operations. Volume conservation errors conﬁrm the second-order
accuracy of the implemented marker ﬁeld (volume fraction) model by Detrixhe
and Aslam [31]. To compare visually the diﬀerence in the motion of a circle for
the coarsest mesh of 322 volumes, the front is shown at diﬀerent simulation times
for both the Taylor and the Euler displacement integration rule in ﬁgure 48. With
CFL = 3, very large time steps can be used, resulting in a visible discrepancy in
the positions of the fronts integrated with respective Euler and Taylor displacement
integrator. From this and the results presented in the tables it is obvious that
the Taylor displacement integration not only converges better, but has absolutely
higher accuracy.
Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te
CFL N
3 32 2.91e-04 0.0 8.08e-02 1.08 5.00e-03
64 7.32e-05 0.0 3.82e-02 0.92 1.55e-02
128 1.81e-05 0.0 2.02e-02 1.03 4.74e-02
256 4.55e-06 0.0 9.86e-03 - 0.17
Table 18: Results of the LENT 2D translation test case using the explicit ﬁrst-order
accurate Euler temporal integration and IDW point velocity interpolation.
Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te
CFL N
3 32 2.94e-04 0.0 4.13e-03 3.39 5.30e-03
64 7.33e-05 0.0 3.93e-04 2.80 1.38e-02
128 1.79e-05 0.0 5.65e-05 3.10 4.63e-02
256 4.55e-06 0.0 6.58e-06 - 0.16
Table 19: Results of the LENT 2D translation test case using the explicit third-order
accurate Taylor temporal integration and IDW point velocity interpolation.
12.2 rotation
Compared to the translation veriﬁcation case, the rotation test of the LENT method
adds a spatial gradient to the velocity ﬁeld u(x, t). Here the temporal variation of
the velocity ﬁeld is not used, so the main error is the spatial truncation error of
the FV discrete gradient operator O(‖d‖2), which is reﬂected in the results.
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t = 0.5 s
Euler, t = 1 s
Taylor, t = 1 s
t = 0, 1 s
Figure 48: Visual comparison of the temporal integration error of the Euler and Taylor
displacement integration rule, isolated for the translation veriﬁcation case for
N = 32,T = 1,CFL = 3.0.
In 2D, the rotation veriﬁcation case of the LENT method consists of a circular
interface of radius Rr2D = 0.15, centered at cr2D = (0.5, 0.75, 0) and revolved
around the axis ar2D = (0.5, 0.5, 0) for a single complete revolution with the
angular velocity ωr2D = (0, 0, 1) and CFL = 0.25, 0.5, 1 in a domain of dimensions
1× 1.
The LENT method maintains a stable second-order convergence for the rotation
veriﬁcation case and delivers absolutely more accurate results in terms of the
geometrical error Eg than the UFVFC scheme: from table 7, the UFVFC Eg values
with CFL = 1 are 9.84e−04, 2.36e−04, 5.62e−05 forN = 32, 64, 128, respectively.
Of course, the UFVFC scheme is volume conservative near to machine tolerance,
however the LENT method is not limited to CFL = 1, so larger time steps can be
used to reduce the total number of calculations.
12.3 shear
In the shear ﬂow veriﬁction case, the velocity ﬁeld is varied spatially and temporally.
The interface is stretched until thin ﬁllaments develop, that test the overall conver-
gence of the interface advection scheme. The hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking
method shows an overall second-order convergent solution in time and space as
well as a very good volume conservation property for a Front Tracking scheme,
comparable to the Local Front Reconstruction Method (LFRM) and Level Contour
Reconstruction Method (LCRM) of Shin and Juric [128]. The volume conservation
is limited by three sub-algorithms in this veriﬁcation case: interface iso-surface
reconstruction algorithm, Lagrange advection of the interface and the marker ﬁeld
(volume fraction) model. Used interface reconstruction algorithm by Treece et al.
[137] requires improvements in terms of order of accuracy when the mesh edge is
not collinear with the interface normal - as emphasized by Shin and Juric [126].
The Lagrange advection relies currently either on the Taylor series interpolation,
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Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te
CFL N
3.0 32 8.11e-03 0.0 6.03e-03 2.08 5.03e-03
64 1.07e-03 0.0 1.42e-03 2.00 1.58e-02
128 2.68e-04 0.0 3.56e-04 2.06 7.31e-02
256 7.65e-05 0.0 8.56e-05 - 0.39
2.0 32 4.37e-03 0.0 2.67e-03 2.05 5.35e-03
64 1.12e-03 0.0 6.45e-04 2.06 1.59e-02
128 2.99e-04 0.0 1.54e-04 1.91 7.25e-02
256 7.59e-05 0.0 4.10e-05 - 0.38
1.0 32 4.63e-03 0.0 6.43e-04 2.01 5.16e-03
64 1.18e-03 0.0 1.60e-04 2.02 1.59e-02
128 2.97e-04 0.0 3.93e-05 1.94 7.29e-02
256 7.63e-05 0.0 1.02e-05 - 0.38
0.5 32 4.77e-03 0.0 1.87e-04 2.18 5.22e-03
64 1.20e-03 0.0 4.12e-05 1.89 1.66e-02
128 3.30e-04 0.0 1.11e-05 1.84 7.20e-02
256 8.18e-05 0.0 3.12e-06 - 0.38
Table 20: Results of the LENT 2D rotation test case using the explicit Taylor temporal
integration and IDW point velocity interpolation.
or the IDW velocity interpolation; higher-order interpolations, or interpolations
with a divergence-free basis might be used to increase volume conservation.
The two-dimensional shear ﬂow veriﬁcation case setup is outlined in section 11.3.
As for the LCRM method, a higher-order temporal discretization scheme is just as
vital for the LENT method. Results presented in table 21 conﬁrm the signiﬁcant
increase of the volume conservation error when a simple Euler displacement integra-
tion is used, compared to the Taylor displacemenent integration shown in table 22.
Using the Taylor displacement integration does not cause a signiﬁcant increase
in the total computational time per time step (Te). The Taylor displacement
integration leads to higher-order of convergence (signiﬁcantly above 2) in table 22.
Therefore, the hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method has a potential to have
an absolute accuracy and convergence order higher than geometrical VoF method,
provided that volume conservation is signiﬁcantly improved. As for the rotation
case, the volume conservation error converges with second-order accuracy.
Figures 49 and 50 contain the actual geometry of the front at diﬀerent times
t = 0, 0.5T ,T , conﬁrming visually the results presented in tables 21 and 22 for
the mesh with 2562 volumes. Even for an insigniﬁcant interface deformation with
T = 0.5, there is a visible diﬀerence between the interface at T = 0 and T = 0.5
when Euler displacement integration is used. For Taylor displacement integration,
this diﬀerence is no longer visible. It is important to note that the results outlined in
this section are computed with CFL = 1 for comparison with the geometrical VoF
method, although higher CFL = 3 can be safely used without incurring additional
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Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te
T N
0.5 32 3.46e-03 0.0 1.81e-02 0.98 5.44e-03
64 3.71e-03 0.0 9.16e-03 1.00 1.84e-02
128 2.39e-03 0.0 4.58e-03 1.00 8.72e-02
256 1.32e-03 0.0 2.29e-03 - 0.50
2.0 32 3.50e-02 0.0 4.71e-02 0.97 5.73e-03
64 2.44e-03 0.0 2.40e-02 1.00 2.02e-02
128 2.90e-03 0.0 1.20e-02 1.01 9.43e-02
256 2.47e-03 0.0 5.96e-03 - 0.51
8.0 32 0.50 0.0 0.11 -0.29 8.96e-03
64 0.16 0.0 0.13 0.21 3.04e-02
128 3.23e-02 0.0 0.11 0.98 0.13
256 2.87e-03 0.0 5.72e-02 - 0.58
Table 21: Results of the LENT 2D shear test case using the explicit Euler temporal
integration and IDW point velocity interpolation.
Ev Eb Eg O(Eg) Te
T N
0.5 32 5.78e-03 0.0 3.02e-04 2.81 5.31e-03
64 1.40e-03 0.0 4.30e-05 2.46 1.79e-02
128 3.30e-04 0.0 7.80e-06 2.10 8.69e-02
256 8.59e-05 0.0 1.82e-06 - 0.49
2.0 32 1.59e-02 0.0 3.93e-04 2.75 5.72e-03
64 3.00e-03 0.0 5.83e-05 2.55 1.98e-02
128 7.00e-04 0.0 9.97e-06 2.22 9.41e-02
256 1.65e-04 0.0 2.15e-06 - 0.50
8.0 32 0.26 0.0 3.05e-03 2.93 8.59e-03
64 7.83e-02 0.0 4.00e-04 2.95 2.87e-02
128 9.94e-03 0.0 5.17e-05 2.95 0.12
256 2.49e-03 0.0 6.67e-06 - 0.58
Table 22: Results of the LENT 2D shear test case using the explicit Taylor temporal
integration and IDW point velocity interpolation.
computational costs by increasing the witdh to used for the the narrow band signed
distance calculation to > 3 cells in the direction of the interface normal.
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(a) LENT 2D shear: Euler temporal integra-
tion, N = 256, T = 0.5, CFL = 1.
(b) LENT 2D shear: Euler temporal integra-
tion, N = 256, T = 2, CFL = 1.
(c) LENT 2D shear: Euler temporal integra-
tion, N = 256, T = 8, CFL = 1.
Figure 49: Visualization of the front at the initial, half and ﬁnal period of motion for the
LENT two-dimensional shear case with the Euler explicit temporal integration
and the IDW point-velocity interpolation.
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(a) LENT 2D shear: Taylor temporal integra-
tion, N = 256, T = 0.5, CFL = 1.
(b) LENT 2D shear: Taylor temporal integra-
tion, N = 256, T = 2, CFL = 1.
(c) LENT 2D shear: Taylor temporal integra-
tion, N = 256, T = 8, CFL = 1.
Figure 50: Visualization of the front at the initial, half and ﬁnal period of motion for the
LENT two-dimensional shear case with the Taylor explicit temporal integration
and the IDW point-velocity interpolation.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
13.1 summary
A dimensionally un-split geometrical Volume-of-Fluid method on unstructured
meshes has been developed and described within this thesis. The veriﬁcation
of the interface advection problem against exact solutions shows a second-order
accurate, exactly conservative and exactly numerically bounded transport of the
volume fraction ﬁeld in both time and space. A new triangulation algorithm for
congruent polyhedra with non-planar self-intersecting faces increases the accuracy,
compared to the oriented and barycentric triangulation of ﬂux polyhedra. Serial
execution eﬃciency is achieved by introducing a reduction of complexity in the ﬂux
contribution calculation. An eﬃcient second-order accurate interface reconstruction
algorithms for structured and unstructured meshes is proposed: the DGNR algorithm.
Additionally, the algorithm Swartz (YSR) algorithm was slightly modiﬁed and
combined with the Youngs’s algorithm in a way that avoids the increase of artiﬁcial
numerical surface tension reported by other authors.
A novel coupled Level Set / Front Tracking (LENT) method on unstructured
meshes is proposed with an eﬃcient combination of the octree and known-vicinity
search algorithms for fast Front Tracking. Higher-order explicit single step point
displacement integration method is proposed, together with an eﬃcient second-
order cell-to-point interpolation on unstructured meshes. The LENT method shows
promising results in term of both high order temporal and second-order spatial
error convergence. Its object-oriented design makes it possible to extend it easily
in the future.
Both methods are implemented in a modular and computationally eﬃcient way
using the C++ programming language. An eﬃcient software library for geometrical
operations on arbitrary polyhedra independent of the OpenFOAM platform for
CFD was implemented. Its design is based on C++ template metaprogramming,
that allows straightforward introduction of new geometrical concepts and extension
of the existing set of geometrical algorithms. The geometrical library is used by the
transport library layer to assemble new transport algorithms, reducing the time
consuming modiﬁcations usually encountered during method development.
The methods have been parallelized using the domain decomposition and message
passing parallelization method, while sub-algorithms that beneﬁt from it have been
developed with support for hybrid domain decomposition / shared memory parallel
processing.
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13.2 outlook
The initial implementation of both hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method and
geometrical VoF method is to be studied in detail and improved further to ensure
better serial and parallel scaling and eﬃciency. As already mentioned, this work is
already underway.
As for the methodological improvements, the PAM and CCU methods of Zhang
and Fogelson [153] and Comminal et al. [26] provide higher-order accurate results
for the entire family of standardized verﬁcation cases. However, they have so far
been implemented only in 2D. The self-intersection of the ﬂux polyhedra that
cannot be avoided by the Eulerian ﬂux-based methods is less prevalent for the
LE geometrical VoF methods. The correction for volume conservation proposed by
Comminal et al. [26] applied to 3D cells using the geometrical framework developed
in this thesis could lead to a more robust and accurate geometrical algorithm for the
interface advection. A 3D extension of iPAM, CCU, MoF and similar LE geometrical
VoF methods requires accurate geometrical calculations in three dimensions, that
are made available in the implemented software framework of the proposed UFVFC
scheme and LENT method, in the form of modular algorithms that can be easily
combined into new methods.
In parallel to the further enhancements of the interface evolution, the next step
in the development of the proposed methods is the coupling with the single-ﬁeld
two-phase NS equation system with the goal of reaching predictive DNS of surface
tension driven ﬂows in geometrically complex domains. Initial coupling of the
hybrid Level Set / Front Tracking method with the NS has already shown stable
results [78] and further work is still required in order to simulate problems with
strong surface tension eﬀects.
Part V
Appendix

A
MINIMIZATION OF THE LLSG ERROR
Equations introduced in section 5.1.1.1 are repeated here for clarity. Ahn and
Shashkov [5] approach the approximation of ∇cα with a linear approximation of
the volume fraction ﬁeld
αl(x) ≈ αc +∇cα · (x− xc) (217)
The volume fraction error for the cell neighborhood C is deﬁned by equation (217)
ǫl =
∑
n∈C
(
αn −
∫
Vn αl(x)dx
Vn
)2
. (218)
It represents the diﬀerence between the actual volume fraction in the neighbor cell
αn and the volume fraction int he neighbor cell estimated by equation (217). The
integral term in 218
∫
Vn
αl(x)dx (219)
requires simpliﬁcation, as follows
∫
Vn
αl(x)dx =
∫
Vn
αcdx+∇cα · (x− xc)dx
=
∫
Vn
αcdx+
∫
Vn
∇cα · (x + xn − xn − xc)dx
= αcVn +
∫
Vn
∇cα · (x + xn − xn − xc)dx
= αcVn +
∫
Vn
∇cα · (x− xn)dx+
∫
Vn
∇cα · (xn − xc)dx. (220)
The terms xn,xc and ∇cα are constant in Vn. Additionally, xn is the geometrical
center of Vn and by deﬁntion of the geometrical centroid equation (26)∫
Vn
∇cα · (x− xn)dx = ∇cα ·
∫
Vn
(x− xn)dx = 0. (221)
Above conditions applied to equation (219) result in
∫
Vn
αl(x)dx = αcVn +∇cα · (xn − xc)Vn. (222)
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Inserting equation (222) into equation (218) leads to
min ǫl = min
∑
n∈C
[αn − αc −∇cα · (xn − xc)]2 . (223)
The components of the gradient ∇cα in the equation above represent the unknown
variables that need to be solved for by the minimization process. The minimization
of ǫl is given by
∂ǫl
∇c,xα = 0,
∂ǫl
∇c,yα = 0, (224)
∂ǫl
∇c,zα = 0.
Applying the above equation to equation (223) ﬁnally leads to the 3× 3 linear
algebraic system that is solved in ceach cell c for the components of the gradient
of the α ﬁeld:
n− 2 [αn − αc −∇c,iα(in − ic)] (in − ic), (225)
where i = x, y, z. Notice one important thing: the number of linear algebraic
equations in the system does not change with the size of C. However, the algebraic
coeﬃcients do change. Introducing a larger C thus results in the increased number
of neighboring cells that inﬂuence the gradient calculation.
B
INTERFACE MESH GENERATION
Interface mesh generation relies on unstructured meshes that can represent the
ﬂuid interface accurately by local Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement (AMR). Two pro-
posed algorithms, the SMCI algorithm 4 and CCI algorithm 3 require as input an
unstructured surface mesh and a volume mesh, respectively. Following sections
contain notes that are important for the initialization process. Parameters listed in
appendices B.1 and B.2 are required to reproduce the results in chapters 11 and 12.
b.1 interface surface mesh
Surface meshes used to approximate the initial (exact) interface Γh required by
the SMCI algorithm 4 are generated in this thesis using the gmsh open source
mesh generation software. For the results presented in this thesis version 2.12.0 of
gmsh was used. Source code listing B.1 contains the gmsh input data: the most
important parameters are positionZ1, positionZ2 and meshLength. Since the
UFVFC scheme is implemented in pseudo-2D, parameters positionZ1(2 determine
the height of the cylinder. This height can correspond to the height of the single
layer of mesh cells used to discretize the domain Ωh, because the interval-based logic
of the implemented geometrical operations will handle special cases of co-planarity.
The meshLength parameter determines the resolution used to approximate the
initial interface Γh (cf. section 6.1). In the case of source code listing B.1, the
meshLength speciﬁes the mesh lengthscale of the triangle surface mesh, for the
points that are used to deﬁne the geometry of the cylinder.
It is very important to note that the resolution used to approximate the initial
interface sets the limit for the absolute accuracy of the numerical method used
to approximate the evolution of the interface, the solution given by the UFVFC
scheme can only be as accurate as the initial ﬁeld computed by Γh ∩Ωh using the
SMCI algorithm.
b.2 interface volume mesh
The CCI algorithm 3 uses the initial interface Γh generated with the input data
from appendix B.1, and generates a volume mesh used for Γh ∩Ωh calculation
in order to compute αc(t = t0). For the volume mesh generation, cfMesh version
v1.1.2 was used. Source code listing B.2 contains the mesh generation parameter
for the cylindrical interfaces used by the CCI algorthm. It is important to note that
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Listing B.1: Cylinder surface mesh parameter
r a d i u s =0.15;
meshLength = 0 . 0 0 0 8 ;
pos i t ionX = 0 . 5 ;
pos i t ionY = 0 . 7 5 ;
pos i t i onZ1 = 0 ;
pos i t i onZ2 = 0 . 1 ;
Point (1 ) = { posit ionX , pos it ionY , pos i t ionZ1 , meshLength } ;
Point (2 ) = { posit ionX−radius , pos it ionY , pos i t ionZ1 , meshLength } ;
Point (3 ) = { posit ionX , pos i t ionY+radius , pos i t ionZ1 , meshLength } ;
Point (4 ) = { pos i t ionX+radius , pos it ionY , pos i t ionZ1 , meshLength } ;
Point (5 ) = { posit ionX , pos it ionY−radius , pos i t ionZ1 , meshLength } ;
Point (6 ) = { posit ionX , pos it ionY , pos i t ionZ2 , meshLength } ;
Point (7 ) = { posit ionX−radius , pos it ionY , pos i t ionZ2 , meshLength } ;
Point (8 ) = { posit ionX , pos i t ionY+radius , pos i t ionZ2 , meshLength } ;
Point (9 ) = { pos i t ionX+radius , pos it ionY , pos i t ionZ2 , meshLength } ;
Point (10) = { posit ionX , pos it ionY−radius , pos i t ionZ2 , meshLength } ;
C i r c l e (1 ) = {2 , 1 , 3} ;
C i r c l e (2 ) = {3 , 1 , 4} ;
C i r c l e (3 ) = {4 , 1 , 5} ;
C i r c l e (4 ) = {5 , 1 , 2} ;
C i r c l e (5 ) = {7 , 6 , 8} ;
C i r c l e (6 ) = {8 , 6 , 9} ;
C i r c l e (7 ) = {9 , 6 , 10} ;
C i r c l e (8 ) = {10 , 6 , 7} ;
Line (9 ) = {2 , 7} ;
Line (10) = {3 , 8} ;
Line (11) = {4 , 9} ;
Line (12) = {5 , 10} ;
Line Loop (14) = {9 , 5 , −10, −1};
Ruled Sur face (14) = {14} ;
Line Loop (16) = {10 , 6 , −11, −2};
Ruled Sur face (16) = {16} ;
Line Loop (18) = {11 , 7 , −12, −3};
Ruled Sur face (18) = {18} ;
Line Loop (20) = {12 , 8 , −9, −4};
Ruled Sur face (20) = {20} ;
Sur face Loop (26) = {14 , 16 , 18 , 20} ;
✆
the mesh reﬁnement near the interface applied to the volumetric mesh is the same
as the one used for the surface mesh in source code listing B.1.
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Listing B.2: Cylinder volume mesh parameters
s u r f a c e F i l e " c y l i n d e r . s t l " ;
maxCel lSize 0 . 1 ;
boundaryLayers
{
// Local s e t t i n g s a p p l i e d to patches .
patchBoundaryLayers
{
// Patch name . Supports r e g u l a r e x p r e s s i o n s .
" c y l i n d e r "
{
// Number o f boundary l a y e r s at w a l l s .
nLayers 5 ;
// Thickness r a t i o between c o n s e c u t i v e l a y e r s .
t h i c k n e s s R a t i o 1 . 2 ;
}
}
}
loca lRe f inement
{
// Local re f inement reg ions
" c y l i n d e r "
{
c e l l S i z e 0 . 0 0 0 8 ;
}
}
✆
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advected phase centroid, 46
around the corner ﬂux, 57
atomic operations, 133
barycentric triangulation, 96
Boundary condition discretization, 17
bulk cells, 79
cap polygon, 115
cell sphere, 81
cell sphere radius, 81
cell sphere triangles, 81
Central diﬀerencing scheme, 16
circular shift, 10
computational mesh, mesh, 9
concept, 126
convex stencil, 41
cross stencil, 41
cut-out slab, slab, 50
deﬁned donating region, 57
dimensionally split, 21
dimensionally split algorithm, 52
dimensionally unsplit, 21
discrete Lagrangian trajectory, 23
discrete solution domain, 9
Divergence theorem discretization, 14
donating region, 57
edge triangulation, 97
Eulerian ﬂux-based method, 21
exact interface, 28
face, 10
face volume fraction, 84
face-point-faces, 121
ﬁnite volume, 9
ﬁnite volume face, face, 10
ﬂux polyhedron, 32
ﬂux stencil, 93
ﬂux triangulation, 97
ﬂux volume, 23, 32
ﬂux volume correction, 108
ﬂux volume overlap, 53
ﬂux volume scaling coeﬃcient, 63
ﬂux volume triangulation, 32
front, 145, 149
front triangle, 149
front triangle vertex, 150
Gauss divergence theorem, 13
geometric predicate, 112
geometrical diﬀusion, 37
geometrical ﬂux volume, 32
implicit Euler scheme, 14
Implicit Euler temporal discretization,
15
implicit interface, 126
indirect addressing, 10, 149
indirect indexed access, 10
indirect indexing format, 10
initial interface, 75
inside cells, 79
interface cell, 24
interface cells, 25, 75, 87
interface mesh, 28, 75
interface orientation, 30
interface polygon, 42
interface positioning, 30
interface reconstruction, 27
interleaving communication and com-
putation, 74
intersection halfspace, 109
iterative ﬂux correction, 106
jetsam, ﬂotsam, 37
Lagrangian backward tracing, 90
Lagrangian tracking / Eulerian re-mapping
method, 21
manifold mesh, 145
material volume, 67
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mesh cell, cell, 9
mesh edges, 43
mesh points, 10
narrow band, 93
narrow band face, 93
nearest triangle, 81
operator splitting algorithm, 52
oriented triangulation, 96
overshoot, 53, 119
owner-neighbor addressing, 16
parallel speedup, 179
parallelization, method parallelization,
74
phase ﬂux volume, 23
phase ﬂux volume contributions, 26
piecewise constant interface, 37
piecewise linear interface, 37
point cell inverse distance weight, 84
point cells, 84
point volume, 26
point volume fraction, 43, 83
point-in-polyhedron algorithm, 75
points of variation, 131
polygon soup, 115
positive halfspace, 25
pyramid ﬂux correction, 107
ray-crossing algorithm, 75
reconstructed phase centroid, 46
reconstruction correctness, 58
reconstruction tolerance, 30
ruled surface, 23
signed distance diﬀusion coeﬃcient, 81
software design scaling, 131
Source term, 15
Source term linearisation, 15
squared search distance, 79
Steiner point, 100
stream scheme, 55
stream tube, 55
surface area normal vector, 11
surface average, 12
surface linearization, 24
surface triangulation, 24
Taylor series point displacement, 92
template argument, 126
time step, 12
tolerance-based ﬁltering, 113
trapezoidal point displacement, 92
trapezoidal rule, 12
triangle neighborhood, 149
triangle normal area vector, 150
triangle-cell map, 161
type lifting, 126
type traits, 127
undershoot, 53, 119
unit operation, 78
visible triangles, 101
volume average, 12
volume conservation correction, 32
volume fraction advection, 31
volume fraction pre-processing, 28
wisp cells, 61
wisp tolerance, 121
wisps, 56, 106, 119
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